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ANALYSIS OF THE COUNTY’S JUVENILE INDIGENT DEFENSE SYSTEM

Attached is the final report on the Juvenile Indigent Defense System. On February 11,
2014, the Board directed the Chief Executive Officer, in collaboration with the Auditor-
Controller, to hire an outside consultant to conduct an analysis of the County’s juvenile
indigent defense system in an effort to improve the current system and report on the
findings for consideration by the Board. The Warren Institute on Law and Social Policy
at UC Berkeley School of Law (Consultant) was selected to perform the analysis.

Summary of Findings

The County’s juvenile indigent defense system was created over twenty years ago.
Since that time, juvenile defense has evolved; defense attorney’s roles have expanded;
and attorneys are required to serve their client not only during all phases of the
delinquency process, but including representation of the juvenile once his/her case has
concluded. Defense attorneys are now expected to provide post-disposition
representation which ensures the youth receives services ordered by the court, such as
educational, medical and psychological; representation at post-disposition meetings;
assisting with the sealing or expunging of records; and appealing of cases.
Unfortunately, the County’s system has not changed nor kept up-to-date with these new
and expanding defense requirements. The aforementioned concerns and other system
improvements are discussed in more detailed below and in the attached consultant’s
report.

“To Enrich Lives Through Effective And Caring Service”
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Juvenile Indigent Defense System Overview

Pursuant to California Government Code Section 27706, the County of Los Angeles is
required to provide complete legal defense services for all indigent juvenile defendants
when the Los Angeles County Public Defender and the Alternate Public Defender are
unavailable or declare a conflict of interest. To ensure this obligation is met, the Chief
Executive Office contracts with 8 panel attorneys to provide qualified representation to
indigent youth in juvenile delinquency proceedings in 8 Superior Court locations as
follows: Eastlake, Pasadena, Sylmar, Pomona, Compton, Inglewood, Los Padrinos
(Downey), and Long Beach. The panel attorneys are paid a one-time flat fee per
petition. The panel contract system was created in the mid-1990s.

Filing Trends and Total Cost of Juvenile Defense

There has been a steady decline in the number of juvenile delinquency petitions filed in
Los Angeles for over a decade. From 2010 to 2014, new petitions in Los Angeles
dropped by almost half. Distribution of the petitions has remained static over the years
with 67% being assigned to the public defender and 28% assigned to the panel
attorneys.

From 2010 to 2014, the County expended, on average, approximately $19.5 million on
indigent defense services which includes costs for the Juvenile Division ($16.3 million)
of the Public Defender’s Office and the costs for the panel attorneys ($3.2 million).

Public Defender and Panel Resources

The County’s Public Defender’s Office has on-staff social workers, investigators,
resource attorneys, appellate attorneys, an immigration attorney, and administrative
support. The panel attorneys, on the other hand, must either pay for these resources
from the per petition flat fee they receive or seek access to social workers and other 730
experts via the Court.

Comparative Rate of Resource Use

The report found that the County Public Defender’s Office uses more resources (i.e.,
investigators, social workers, doctors and/or experts and education attorneys) than
panel counsel. Rate of resource use is detailed bellows:

• Investigators: PD 26%; Panel Counsel 9%
• Social Workers: PD 32%; Panel Counsel 1 %
• Doctors and Experts: PD 20%; Panel Counsel 9%
• Education Attorneys: PD 2%; Panel Counsel less than 1 %
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Per-Case Costs Borne by Counsel

The panel counsel must bear a number of costs from the per petition flat fee, such as
training, investigators and other costs associated with representing their clients. Public
Defender’s Office provide training, social workers, investigators and other resources to
all of deputy public defenders assigned to the Juvenile Division.

Neither panel counsel nor public defenders bear the cost of 730 experts paid through
the County’s Professional Appointee Court Expenditures (PACE) System. Social
workers, therefore, can be obtained by panel counsel at no cost. Data was not
available to quantify the actual per-case costs for either the Public Defender or panel
counsel. However, the report determined, for comparison purposes only, that by
measuring the annual costs against the number of new petitions or the number of
dispositions that on average the Public Defender expended $2,912 per disposition;
while the panel counsel expended, on average, $751 per disposition.

Transfer Cases

The report found that indigent juveniles facing transfer to adult court are more often
assigned to a panel counsel. Over the past five years, panel counsel was assigned
71% of the fitness motions and public defenders were assigned 29%. Panel counsel
clients were more likely to be found unfit and transferred to adult court. Over the past
five years, 25% of panel clients were found unfit and transferred to adult court, but only
1 5% of public defenders clients were found unfit and transferred to adult court. It was
also determined that panel counsel consulted less often with experts, provided less
documentation to support client and filed fewer motions. Panel counsel also resolved
these unfit cases faster than public defenders — the average was 9.4 months for public
defenders, but only 4.9 months for panel counsel.

National Standards

National and State standards state that the:

• County should provide investigators to panel counsel;
• County should ensure that training is available without cost to all counsel for

indigent defendants;
• County should establish a qualified oversight body for panel counsel to ensure

that substantive oversight, supervision and quality control are provided to the
panels.

• Flat-fee contracts are strongly criticized in California and that at least since 2006
the State Bar has stated that they should not be used.
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The report determined after surveying other counties:

• Los Angeles is the only county that does not pay for investigators for their panel
counsel.

o Los Angeles is the only county that has no centralized mechanism for quality
control nor has an experienced attorney or committee that provides supervision
or oversight to panel attorneys.

• Los Angeles is the only county that compensates panel counsel with a per
petition flat-fee rate. In other counties, panel attorneys are compensated by
salary, on an hourly basis or via an event-based flat fee structure that provides
different flat fees for different activities for different types of cases.

Recommendations from County Guidelines

The consultant found that the Public Defender objected to the draft Guidelines for
Attorneys Representing Youth in the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency Court and the
final Guidelines (issued in 2014) were not endorsed by the Public Defender. Many of
the objections arose from differences in opinion regarding the scope of the Public
Defender’s role, not from a lack of funding. Thus, not all objections would be resolved
even if the County fully funded the Public Defender’s identified costs to implement the
Guidelines.

Conclusion

The report findings were shared and discussed with the Public Defender, Alternate
Public Defender and Panel Attorneys. The Chief Executive Office, as always, is ready
to work with the impacted County departments to resolve/address the findings identified
in the report. Our office is committed to ensuring that excellence in juvenile defense is
achieved and justice for juveniles is promoted through zealous and well-resourced legal
representation.

If you have any questions, please contact me, or your staff may contact Sheila Williams
at (213) 974-1155.

SAH:JJ:SW:cc

Attachment

c: Executive Office, Board of Supervisors
County Counsel
Public Defender
Alternate Public Defender

Juvenile Indigent Defense - Final Report,bm.032816.docx
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Introduction

On February 11, 2014, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors passed a motion

directing the Chief Executive Officer to review the County's juvenile indigent defense

system.1 The County is considering major reforms to its juvenile indigent defense system

and was interested in a comprehensive review by an independent, neutral consultant to

review the current structure and to provide recommendations for system

improvements. The Chief Justice Earl Warren Institute on Law and Social Policy at UC

Berkeley School of Law was chosen to perform the analysis.

One of the questions underlying the Board motion —that is, the relative benefits and

drawbacks of institutional public defenders and court-appointed private panel counsel --

has long been debated in jurisdictions across the country.2 This report does not resolve

that much-debated question, nor does it determine whether public defenders or panel

counsel in Los Angeles are doing a "better" or "worse" job for their clients. Criminal

cases, especially those involving juveniles, can be complicated and a full outcome

analysis that appropriately accounted for the vast variety of cases, the differing prior

histories of each juvenile, and the fact that the benefits of high quality representation

can be felt years after the representation ceases, was well beyond the scope of this

review. This report looks at the Los Angeles County juvenile indigent defense system, as

it exists now. The report identifies strengths and weaknesses in Los Angeles' existing

indigent defense system based on data, stakeholder input, national and local standards,

and comparisons with other California counties. It is hoped that the report provides the

Board with a relevant and timely assessment as it considers a variety of changes to the

current juvenile indigent defense system in Los Angeles County.

In the course of conducting this assessment, two threshold issues became clear. First,

although the County uses contracts to compensate panel counsel, contracts for panel

counsel should not be examined as if they were contracts for other goods or services.

The obligation to provide effective counsel for indigent criminal defendants is rooted in

the Constitution, and the contours of the obligation should be guided by the

Constitution and by national and state laws and standards regardless of the means by

1 Statement of Proceeding for the Regular Meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the County of Los

Angeles, February 11, 2014.

2 See, e.g., Pauline Houlden and Steven Balkin, "Quality and Cost Comparisons of Private Bar Indigent

Defense Systems: Contract vs. Ordered Assigned Counsel," 76 J. Crim. L. &Criminology 176 (1985); Roy

Flemming, "Client Games: Defense Attorney Perspectives on Their Relations with Criminal

Clients," American Bar Foundation Research Journa1253 (1986); and Norman Lefsiein, "Criminal Defense

Services for the Poor," Chicago: American Bar Association Standing Committee on Legal Aid and Indigent

Defense (1982).
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which counsel is compensated. As noted most recently in a September 2015 bill signed

by Governor Brown, "competent legal representation by defense attorneys is needed to

preserve the integrity of the juvenile justice system, prevent wrongful judgments,

reduce unnecessary incarceration, and help ensure that minors receive the care,

treatment, and guidance upon which the juvenile justice system is premised."3 The

County should ensure that indigent juveniles are provided with competent and effective

attorneys whether those attorneys are working within a public defender office or

operating by contract; the quality of a defendant's representation should not be a

function of random attorney assignment. The question is thus not what the current

contract allows, but rather whether the County's indigent defense structure enables

high-quality and effective representation for indigent juveniles no matter which

attorney is assigned. Among other things this means that the issue is not the CEO's

administrative oversight of the contract, which has been quite capable, but whether

having the CEO responsible for ensuring effective counsel is the best way to meet the

County's obligation.

Second, it became clear while conducting interviews and outreach for this report that

most of the attorneys representing indigent youth in the County do so because they

care about their clients, whether those attorneys are public defenders or contracted

panel counsel. To allege otherwise does a disservice to many hardworking and

committed professionals. At the same time, however, juvenile defense is not like adult

defense because juvenile defenders, unlike adult defense attorneys, fulfill a dual role:

juvenile attorneys must defend their clients against the allegations. just as all criminal____ __. .... ,:
defense attorneys must, and they must advocate for their clients' broader "care,

treatment, and guidance" both before and after disposition of the criminal charges.4

This expanded scope includes "the thorough mental health, substance abuse,

educational and developmental evaluations and services and treatment necessary in the

modern era of proper Juvenile Delinquency Court administration.i5 Such extended

representation is not only modern —and both ethically and legally required — it is smart,

as research shows that youth receiving more comprehensive wraparound

3 A6703, signed into law by Governor Brown on September 30, 2015.

4 "Guidelines for Attorneys Representing Youth in the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency Court", Superior

Court of California County of Los Angeles, Juvenile Division, p. 2 citing to Rule 5.663 of the California Rules

of Court, adopted by the California Judicial Counsel in 2004. Section 5.663(d)(1-2) further clarifies that

juvenile counsel is not required to "assume the responsibilities of a probation officer, social worker,

parent or guardian," or otherwise provide non-legal services to the child. Section 5.663~d)(3) limits the

scope of representation to those proceedings pertaining to the juvenile delinquency matters. See also AB

703, signed on September 30, 2015, which requires that attorneys provide post-dispositional

representation.

S State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems, p.22 (2006).

Communication with the State Bar on July 10, 2015 confirmed that the Guidelines are still an active

publication of the California State Bar. www.calbar.ca.aov/portals/11/documents/indigent-services-

guidelines.pdf
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representation have better outcomes in areas including emotional and behavioral

health, family functioning, educational outcomes, delinquency, and police contact.6

Providing expanded representation is thus not only better for the youth who come

before the Court, but can also lower the County's long term cost if those children and

adolescents are able to break the cycle of crime and incarceration.

The County set up its juvenile indigent defense system more than twenty years ago and

the basic structure remains unchanged today. Although the expanded scope discussed

above is no longer new, it came about almost a decade after the County's current

system was established. Termed a "revolution" at the time, it is now the standard of

practice. The question for the County is whether the current system continues to serve

its youth. It is hoped that this report can assist the County in answering that question.

6 See Wilson, Kate, "Literature Review: Wraparound Services for Juvenile and Adult Offender Populations.

A Report Prepared for: California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation." Center for Public Policy

Research, University of California Davis (2008); Carney, M. M., and Buttell, F., "Reducing Juvenile

Recidivism: Evaluating the Wraparound Services Model," Research on Social Work Practice,l3, 551-568

(2003); and Pullmann, M. D., Kerbs, J., Koroloff , N., Veach-White, E., Gaylor, R., and Sieler, D., "Juvenile

Offenders with Mental Health Needs: Reducing Recidivism Using Wraparound. Crime and Delinquency, 52,

375-397 (2006).

~ State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems, p.3 (2006).

http://www.calbar.ca.gov/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=fwTzyTmupEY%3D&tabid=2326
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Methodology

Methodology

Information in this report was compiled from a variety of sources, both quantitative and

qualitative. Efforts have been made to be inclusive of various stakeholder groups

including the Office of the Public Defender, the Alternate Public Defender, panel heads,

panel counsel, and judges. Stakeholder input was obtained through numerous one-on-

one interviews, group meetings, email communications, and two on-line surveys. In

addition, the Office of the Public Defender, the Alternate Public Defender, and panel

heads provided the Warren Institute with extensive written information.

Although community members and juveniles involved in the delinquency system are

undoubtedly stakeholders and their input is extremely valuable, obtaining their input

was beyond the scope of the Warren Institute's review. It is strongly recommended that

the County seek contributions from community members, families, and juveniles as it

considers changes to the current system.

Stakeholder input in this report reflects:

• Multiple interviews, emails, and conversations with representatives from the

Public Defender;

• Multiple interviews, emails, and conversations with representatives from the

Alternate Public Defender;

• Multiple interviews, emails, and conversations with the eight panel heads;

• Multiple interviews, emails, and conversations with various court entities,

including judges, court staff knowledgeable about JAI, and PACE system

managers;

• An on-line survey that was distributed to all panel attorneys asking about

resources, training, and expenses, among other topics. Seventy-five percent (34

of 45 panel counsel) answered some or all of the questions, representing all

eight courthouse branches with contracted panel counsel;

• An on-line survey that was distributed to the delinquency court judges asking

about attorney performance and potential system improvements. Over three-

quarters (78%, or 18 of 23 judges) completed the survey (see Appendix A for

selected highlights from the survey of judges);

• Information provided by the Office of the Public Defender including staffing

levels, budget, caseloads, policies and procedures, training, and referrals;
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Methodology

• Information provided by the Alternate Public Defender including staffing levels,

budget, caseloads, policies and procedures, training, and referrals; and

Interviews and emails with representatives ofjuvenile indigent defense systems

in ten selected California counties.

Multiple site visits to Los Angeles County were conducted by the Warren Institute team

for in-person meetings with the Office of the Public Defender, the Alternate Public

Defender, judges, panel heads, court staff, and other stakeholders.

In addition to input and information from stakeholders, relevant data was extracted

from the County's JAI system, the County's PACE system, and the panel counsel

invoicing and payment system when possible.

JAI System. The Juvenile Automated Index (JAI) system is a computerized record-

keeping system used by many agencies in Los Angeles including law enforcement,

Probation, Superior Court-Juvenile, the District Attorney, the Public Defender, and the

Department of Children and Family Services. For Juvenile Delinquency Court, the JAI

system serves as a calendaring system based on minute orders associated with

particular court appearances. JAI was not designed to be used as a data tracking and

analysis system and the reliability of some of the data elements is questionable.

However, data from the system can generally be utilized to compare the distribution of

types of events. For example, the absolute number of new juvenile petitions per year

might be inaccurate buf the percentages of new petitions`that are assigned to panel

counsel as compared to public defenders are generally reliable. For the purposes of this

study, JAI data was used as one source to examine petitions, dispositions, transfer cases,

first-time camp commitments, and DJJ commitments.$

PACE System. The Professional Appointee Court Expenditure (PACE) system is used to

process court payments. For the purposes of this evaluation, it provided information

about rate of use of doctors, expert witnesses, exam experts, and social workers. The

PACE system categorizes the available resources and experts into a few broad,

ambiguous categories. The County does not maintain definitions regarding what types

of experts fall into which categories, and interviews confirmed that experts obtained

" Because it is a calendaring system, JAI codes as "disposition" any event that ends part or all of an issue

before the court, sometimes including disposition of the petition, dispositions of motions, disposition of

any violations, and conclusion of the case. Creating a file of dispositions to use in this report therefore

required some manipulation of the data in a way that was not required for other files. For this report,

disposition data were associated with court appearances during which the original 601 or 602 petition

would be resolved (starting with arraignment and proceeding through adjudication and disposition), using

only one disposition for each petition and using the latest event in that range. Events that normally occur

after disposition of the initial petition, such as 777 violation hearings, were not included in the count of

dispositions for this report, even if JAI coded them as "disposition."
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through PACE (called 730 experts) use different methods to determine their category

type.9 Therefore, PACE cannot provide reliable data regarding the specific types of 730

experts used by public defenders or panel counsel or the rate of use. However, data was

available for PACE requests as a whole, and some estimates can be made by narrowing

the PACE categories.

Panel Counsel Billing and Payment. The CEO provided the Warren Institute with copies

of detailed quarterly panel counsel invoices covering athree-year period from February

2012 through January 2015, as well as data on payments made by the County panel

counsel for the five-year period February 2010 through January 2015.10

'Fitness Case Files. An in-person review of case files in which a fitness motion had been

filed was conducted. The review was conducted for cases in which the fitness motion

was filed, whether or not the youth was ultimately transferred to adult court.

What is a "case"?

In delinquency court, juveniles are assigned a unique case number at the time of their initial

contact with the court. The allegations against the child are contained in a petition that is

tracked by its filing date. Multiple petitions can be filed over time if the juvenile is alleged to

have committed new delinquent acts, but the case number will stay the same. This is different

than adult court, where a new case number is assigned when new charges are filed. Whereas

multiple cases against a particular_defendant in adult court would have multiple case

numbers, in juvenile delinquency court the case number would remain the same but new

petition filing dates would be added. The delinquency court therefore tracks not only the case

numbers, but also the petition filing dates for the juveniles appearing before it.

For purposes of this report, a "case" was considered to be the combination of the juvenile's

unique case number and the unique petition as recorded by the petition filing date. Thus a

statement in this report about "50 cases" will refer to 50 different proceedings, some of

which will have the same case number if the same juvenile was involved.

9 The categories are: Attorney-Conflict, Attorney-No PD, Attorney-Other, Investigator, Doctor, Expert

Witness, Laboratory, Interpreter, Translator, Examination Expert, Court Reporter, and Legal Runner.
to 

Differences in a billing year (November through October) for panel counsel and a fiscal year for the PD

(July through June) and a calendar year means that in some places in this report the 12 —months included

in a year are out of sync.
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

The summary below documents the highlights from each section of the report,

organized around the questions posed by the Board of Supervisors. The findings in this

report are complex, and readers are encouraged to read these highlights in conjunction

with the background, context, and explanations provided in the body of the report.

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS

System Overview

The County has eight different contracts with eight different groups of private panel

lawyers, in eight of the nine juvenile delinquency branches. These panel lawyers

represent youth if the Public Defender has a conflict. The contracts provide fora one-

timeflat fee of $340 to $360 per petition.

In the ninth branch, the Alternate Public Defender represents the youth if the Public

Defender has a conflict.

The panel contract system was created in the mid-1990s and has not substantively

changed since then. The panel attorneys who bid on the contracts twenty years ago are

still working as juvenile delinquency panel lawyers in the County, and very few new

attorneys have been added.

Each branch contract is signed by a panel head on behalf of the group of attorneys in

that branch. The panel heads take a percentage or per-petition amount from each

quarterly payment from the County, which reduces the per-petition amount paid to the

other panel lawyers in that branch.

Although the County's contracts are with groups or associations, there are no formal

associations and there are no written agreements between the attorneys in each

branch. Other than the attorneys who sign the contracts, therefore, it appears that the

County's panel lawyers may be acting without written agreements with the County.

In one branch, the attorney signing the contract no longer represents youth in

delinquency court, and has not done so for at least three years. That attorney continues

to sign the contract, but a different panel head manages the attorneys in that branch.
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Executive Summary

Panel attorneys invoice for each new 601 and 602 petition (new alleged offenses), but

they also invoice for 777 petitions (post-disposition violations), 778 petitions (changes in

status), witness appearances, and AB12/212 matters. Some of these matters can be

resolved quickly but the flat fee is the same; panel lawyers use the income from these

smaller matters to subsidize their more complex cases.

Filing Trends and Total Cost of Juvenile Defense

Juvenile delinquency petitions have been dropping in Los Angeles as well as in the rest

of the state for the past decade (see figure below).

Juvenile Delinquency Petitions, Los Angeles County vs. California, FY 2004 - FY 2013
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From 2010 to 2014, new petitions in Los Angeles dropped by almost half. Distribution of

those petitions has remained roughly the same over the five years, with about 67%

initially assigned to public defenders and about 28%initially assigned to panel counsel.

The total number of dispositions has also dropped but the distribution has changed. The

share of dispositions handled by public defenders rose from 49% to 56%between 2010

and 2014; panel counsel's share of dispositions dropped from 43% to 36%.

From FY 2010-11 to FY 2014-15 the actual costs of the Juvenile Division of the Public

Defender rose from $15.8 million to $16.8 million. The amount paid to contracted panel

counsel in the eight branches with panel contracts dropped from $4.2 million to $2.2

million.
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Executive Summary

Public Defender Actual Costs and Payments to Panel, FY 2011-2015

Public Defender and Panel Resources

Public defenders have on-staff social workers, investigators, resource attorneys,

appellate attorneys, an immigration attorney, and administrative support. The County

does not provide these resources free of charge to panel attorneys, who must instead

pay for these resources from their flat fee or rely on parents, Probation, other County

agencies, or community organizations.

For example, if a Public Defender client needs an IEP, Public Defender social workers

and resource attorneys work with parents, help prepare for the hearing, and attend the

hearing with the parent. In contrast, most panel attorneys give the client's parents a

form letter for the school; the obligation is on the parents to follow through and most

panel attorneys do not attend the hearing with the parents.

Panel heads state that they do not need the same resources as public defenders

because their experience provides them with sufficient knowledge about community

resources to which they can connect their clients.

Under the current contract, the County does not pay for investigators for panel

attorneys and panel attorneys are not permitted to utilize the court-paid investigators

otherwise available to attorneys for indigent clients. The cost of investigators must
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come from the flat fee paid to panel attorneys or the panel attorneys must find an

investigator to work free of charge.

Seven of the eight panel heads maintain a pooled fund that attorneys in their branch

can use to hire an investigator. However, the pooled fund comes out of the flat fees paid

to panel counsel, thus reducing attorney compensation.

Other than investigators, public defenders and panel attorneys have equal access to 730

experts/resources, including social workers.

Comparative Rate of Resource Use

Although both public defenders and panel counsel have access to court-paid social

workers, panel counsel utilization is so low that many judges are unaware that panel

counsel have access to social workers.

Public defenders use more resources than panel counsel. As a percentage of their 2014

dispositions:

•Investigator use: PD 26%, panel counsel 9
/all

•Social worker use: PD 32%, panel counsel 1%

•730/PACE doctors and experts: PD 20%, panel counsel 9%

•317(e) education attorneys: PD 2%, panel counsel less than 1%

Resource use appears to differ greatly amongst the individual panel lawyers. For

example, over athree-year period one panel attorney resolved 15% of his/her new 601

and 602 petitions within the same billing quarter, while another resolved 80% of his/her

new 601 and 602 petitions within the same billing quarter. Resource use is likely much

higher for the attorney who is taking longer to resolve cases.

Resource use may also be reflected in caseloads. Over three years, for example, one

panel attorney billed for 1,982 petitions, or about 661 a year. This would be about two

new matters a day, every work day of the year, for three years. Resource use would be

expected to be quite low for an attorney handling this large of a caseload. The next

highest three-year total was 867, and the average for all panel counsel was 289.

11 No objective data was available regarding panel counsel use of investigators. The number above is

based on panel counsel self-generated estimates about frequency of investigator use.
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Individual Panel Attorneys' Total Number of Billings, 2012-2014

Public defenders handled 49% of the felony dispositions from 2010 to 2014, but were

responsible for only 23% of the DJJ commitments and only 29% of the camp

commitments. Panel counsel handled 43% of the felony dispositions from 2010 to 2014,

but were responsible for 54% of the DJJ commitments and 63% of the camp

commitments. The full meaning of this disproportionality is unknown. It is possible that

the difference in outcomes is a result of different resource use and attorney practices. It

is also possible, however, that the difference in outcomes is a result of different types of

clients; in other words, panel counsel may have more clients sentenced to DJJ and camp

because panel counsel have, more clients facing the possibility of D1J and camp. It is also

possible that the difference in outcomes is a result of both attorney practices and the

types of clients.

Per-Case Costs Borne by Counsel

Panel counsel bear a number of costs that are not borne by individual public defenders,

including the costs of their own training, the costs of investigators, and other costs

associated with representation of their clients.

The Office of the Public Defender provides training, social workers, investigators, and

other resources for all deputy public defenders.
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Executive Summary

Neither panel counsel nor public defenders bear the cost of 730 experts paid through

the County's PACE system. Social workers, therefore, can be obtained by panel counsel

without cost.

Data was not available to quantify the actual per-case costs for either the Public

Defender or panel counsel.

Measuring annual actual costs against the number of new petitions or the number of

dispositions does not provide aper-case cost. However, as a means of comparison over

the past five years, annual actual costs measured against number of dispositions shows

an average of $2,912 per disposition for the Public Defender and an average of $751 per

disposition for panel counsel. This is a means of comparison only; it is not the per-case

cost.

Transfer Cases

Indigent juveniles facing possible transfer to adult court are more often assigned panel

counsel. Over the past five years, as between panel and public defenders, panel counsel

were assigned to 71% of the fitness motions and public defenders were assigned to 29%

(for all fitness motions 56%were assigned to panel and 21% to public defenders; the

remainder were mostly retained counsel).

Panel counsel clients are more likely to be found unfit and transferred to adult court.

Over the past five years, 26% of panel clients were found unfit and transferred to adult

court, but only 13% of public defender clients were found unfit and transferred to adult

court. This is a statistically significant difference.

The youth are presumed to be similarly situated because they all have pending fitness

motions. The differences in outcomes could therefore be a result of different attorney

types. However, a causal relationship cannot be definitively determined because

information about other potential causes is unknown.

Out of 114 fitness cases examined in detail, four were resolved in less than one month,

and all four resulted in a finding of unfitness and transfer to adult court. Three of the

four were panel cases and one was retained counsel.

For cases examined in detail that resulted in transfer to adult court (66 in total), panel

counsel consulted less often with experts, provided less documentation to support the

client, and filed fewer motions. Panel counsel also resolved these unfit cases faster than

public defenders —the average was 9.4 months for public defenders but only 4.9

months for panel counsel.
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Twenty percent of the panel attorneys responding to the survey indicated that

conceding unfitness occasionally, sometimes, or often makes sense for the client.

Time to Resolution for Fitness Motions Examined in Sample, by Attorney Type
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National Standards and. County Methods for.Specialized Training

and Continuing Legal Education; Evaluation, Supervision, Mentoring

and Support; Accountability and Quality Assurance; and

Compensation and Incentives

The County's current contract with panel counsel does not allow panel counsel to access

court-paid investigators; panel counsel must pay for investigators from their flat fee or

they must find an investigator to work pro bono. National and state standards state

that the County should provide investigators for panel counsel.

Both panel attorneys and public defenders have annual training, but panel attorneys are

required to organize and pay for their training out of pocket. Standards state that the

County should ensure that training is available without cost to all counsel for indigent

defendants.

Because the County has not established a qualified oversight body for panel counsel,

substantive oversight, supervision, and quality control have been provided, if at all, by

the panel heads. This leads to inconsistency and an inability of the County to ensure

quality. It is also inconsistent with standards. In at least two instances, panel attorneys

have been constitutionally ineffective and either the County was not informed, or the
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County was informed but had no structure that allowed for a response.

Relying on the judges to provide oversight of panel counsel is problematic, lacks

consistency, and is not recommended.

Flat-fee contracts such as those used in Los Angeles are strongly criticized in California

and even barred by law in other states; since at least 2006 the State Bar has stated that

they should not be used.

Compensation Models and Systems in Other California Counties

Among the counties surveyed:

Los Angeles is the only county that does not make county-paid investigators available to

panel counsel.

Los Angeles is the only county that has no centralized mechanism for quality control. It

is the only county that contracts directly with private attorneys and does not fund a

qualified office or agency to monitor quality.

Los Angeles is the only county in which no experienced attorney or committee provides

supervision and oversight of~panel counsel: --

Los Angeles is the only county that compensates panel counsel with a uniform per-case

flat fee. In other counties, panel counsel are compensated by salary, on an hourly basis,

or via an event-based flat fee structure that provides for different flat fees for different

activities and different types of cases.

Recommendations from County Guidelines and Public Defender Cost

to Implement

The Public Defender objected to the draft Guidelines for Attorneys Representing Youth

in the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency Court, and the final Guidelines (issued in 2014)

were not endorsed by the Public Defender. Many of the objections arose from

differences of opinion regarding the scope of the Public Defender's role, not from a lack

of funding. Thus, not all objections will be resolved even if the County fully funds the

Public Defender to implement the Guidelines.
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There are some areas where the Public Defender could come closer to full compliance

with increased funding, in particular by expanding the CARE program which provides

social workers and resource attorneys for Public Defender clients. The Public Defender

believes that expansion of the CARE program would require a very substantial increase

in funding. No further specification was provided, on the grounds that to do so would be

speculative.

The remainder of this report discusses each section in detail. The report begins with a

brief overview of the Los Angeles County juvenile indigent defense system and an

examination of the existing contracts between the County and panel counsel. The report

is organized around the specific items identified in the Board's February 2014 motion,

including filing trends, resource availability and rate of use, costs, training,

compensation, quality assurance, and comparison with other California counties. The

report concludes with a short discussion of the Public Defender's position regarding the

Guidelines for Attorneys Representing Youth in the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency

Court, promulgated by the Los Angeles County Superior Court in 2014.
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Part 1: System Overview

PART l: System Overview

Highlights

The County has eight different contracts with eight different groups of private panel

lawyers, in eight of the nine juvenile delinquency branches. These panel lawyers

represent youth if the Public Defender has a conflict. The contracts provide fora one-

timeflat fee of $340 to $360 per petition.

In the ninth branch, the Alternate Public Defender represents the youth if the Public

Defender has a conflict.

The panel contract system was created in the mid-1990s and has not substantively

changed since then. The panel attorneys who bid on the contracts twenty years ago

are still working as juvenile delinquency panel lawyers in the County, and very few

new attorneys have been added.

Each branch contract is signed by a panel head on behalf of the group of attorneys in

that branch. The panel heads take a percentage or per-petition amount from each

quarterly payment from the County, which reduces the per-petition amount paid to

the other panel lawyers in that branch.

Although the County's contracts are with groups or associations, there are no formal

associations and there are no written agreements between the attorneys in each

branch. Other than the attorneys who sign the contracts, therefore, it appears that

the County's panel lawyers may be acting without written agreements with the

County.

In one branch, the attorney signing the contract no longer represents youth in

delinquency court, and has not done so for at least three years. That attorney

continues to sign the contract, but a different panel head manages the attorneys in

that branch.

Panel attorneys invoice for each new 601 and 602 petition (new alleged offenses), but

they also invoice for 777 petitions (post-disposition violations), 778 petitions (changes

in status), witness appearances, and AB12/212 matters. Some of these matters can be

resolved quickly but the flat fee is the same; panel lawyers use the income from these

smaller matters to subsidize their more complex cases.
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Los Angeles County has nine branch courthouses handling juvenile delinquency cases:

Eastlake, Pasadena, Sylmar, Pomona, Compton, Inglewood, Los Padrinos (Downey), Long

Beach, and Lancaster.12 There are 23 judges and courtrooms spread amongst those nine

branches. Youth who are detained while their cases are pending are confined in one of

three juvenile halls, located in Eastlake, Sylmar, and Los Padrinos.

In general, proceedings are initiated against a child or adolescent through the filing of a

601 petition or a 602 petition, named for California's Welfare and Institutions Code

Sections 601 or 602. The petition alleges that the youth has committed a particular

offense. A youth may have one or more petitions pending against him or her at a time;

each petition will contain allegations regarding conduct on a particular date or in a

particular set of circumstances, and each petition is tracked separately in the County's

JAI data system. Terminology and the legal ramifications are different than in adult

court: In juvenile delinquency court the youth are "adjudicated delinquent" (rather than

"found guilty"), and the case is resolved through "disposition" rather than "sentencing."

More critically, unlike in adult court, the obligations of the child's attorney extend

beyond defending against the charges in the petition, and representation does not

cease when the petition reaches disposition. Instead, the attorney is obligated to

advocate for his or her client in areas such as education, mental health, substance

abuse, and developmental needs, and this obligation can extend well beyond

adjudication and 
disposition.13

Office of the Public Defender

In all nine branches, the Juvenile Division of the Office of the Public Defender represents

indigent youth who appear in delinquency court. The Public Defender is a County

agency and its attorneys and staff are salaried County employees.

Deputy public defenders working in the Juvenile Division are assigned to a particular

branch and supervised by aDeputy-In-Charge (DIC) in that branch. The deputy public

defenders in the Juvenile Division tend to be less experienced attorneys; they cannot

begin in the Juvenile Division but they can transfer to the Juvenile Division usually after

two to three years of practice in adult misdemeanor court. Deputy public defenders

generally cycle through the Juvenile Division in 18 to 36 month rotations, although some

are permitted to stay within the Juvenile Division if they request it, if their performance

lz 
A tenth branch, Kenyon, closed in mid-2013.

13 
"Guidelines for Attorneys Representing Youth in the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency Court", Superior

Court of California County of Los Angeles, Juvenile Division, p. 2 citing to Rule 5.663 of the California Rules

of Court, adopted by the California Judicial Counsel in 200; State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent

Defense Delivery Systems (2006) at 22. www.calbar.ca.sov/portals/11/documents/indigent-services-

guidelines.pdf
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is acceptable, and if staffing needs allow for it. The DICs remain in the same branch for

an extended period of time; they are intended to be consistent points of contact for

parents as well as for the court, district attorneys, probation officers, and panel counsel.

The DICs are responsible for daily mentoring, training, and supervision of the deputy

public defenders. In addition, two Head Deputies in the downtown office are

responsible for supervising all deputy public defenders in the Juvenile Division.

As of March 2015, the Juvenile Division had 49 full-time deputy public defender

positions and nine DICs representing clients in the nine branches. The Office also has a

number of attorneys and other staff providing services for their clients; these resources

are described in the section on resources below.

Conflict of Interest

An indigent juvenile who comes before the court will be assigned an attorney from the

Office of the Public Defender unless the Office has a conflict of interest that could affect

the child's right to effective representation.14 Thlsmight happen, for example, if

multiple youth are arrested together or if one youth might be a witness against another.

If one attorney within the Office has a conflict, that conflict applies to all attorneys in

the Office.

Currently, the Public Defender's policy.states that; if the juvenile's public defender is

pursuing post-dispositional advocacy, then the juvenile is considered a currently-

represented client and the Office will declare a conflict15 (see Appendix B for a copy of

the conflict policy). If the attorney is not pursuing post-dispositional.advocacy but the

juvenile is still subject to court supervision, the Office may or may not declare a conflict

for that juvenile. It is also the Public Defender's policy that the juvenile, if committed to

the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ), remains in the status of currently-represented

client until he or she is discharged from physical custody of the DJJ. In addition, when an

adult is arrested along with a minor, the Public Defender will ordinarily represent the

adult (in the absence of other bases for a conflict regarding that adult) and will declare a

conflict as to the minor. Finally, the Office's policy states that "[o]ther conventions and

14 The threshold for conflict or potential conflict is a record that supports "an informed speculation" th
at

the defendant's right to effective representation could be prejudicially affected. Proof of an "actual

conflict" is not required. The same principles apply when counsel represents clients whose interest 
may

be adverse even when they are not co-defendants in the same trial (People v. Mroczko (1983) 35 Ca
l. 3d

86, 105). The Los Angeles County Public Defender will not represent more than one defendant in an
y

multiple-defendant case, absent extraordinary circumstances. Los Angeles County Public Defender

Policies and Procedures; Conflicts of Interest in Representation (2010).
is 

Los Angeles County Public Defender Policies and Procedures; Conflicts of Interest in Representa
tion § F

(2010).
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protocols regarding conflict unique to juvenile court practice are not included within this

policy."16

Alternate Pubiic Defender

In the Lancaster branch only, the Alternate Public Defender (APD) represents juveniles

when the Public Defender has a conflict. Like the Public Defender, the APD is a County

agency and APD attorneys and staff are County employees.

The APD has two experienced attorneys working full time in the Lancaster juvenile

court, as well as one full-time attorney at the mental health court in Eastlake. The APD

incorporates its juvenile attorneys in its overall supervision and training regime, and

provides the same in-house administrative, legal, and investigative support that it

provides for its attorneys working in adult court. Except for the Eastlake mental health

court, the APD does not represent juveniles in any branch other than Lancaster.

If both the Public Defender and the APD are conflicted from a case in Lancaster, the

court will appoint a private attorney from a roster of three attorneys. These attorneys

are paid directly by the court as if they were outside experts or consultants appointed

by the court. They are paid a flat fee of $250 per case.i~ In this report, the term "panel

counsel" does not include these three Lancaster attorneys and is intended to refer only

to the panel counsel in the other eight branches, described below.

Panel Counsel

In all branches except Lancaster, a private panel attorney will represent the juvenile

when the Public Defender has a conflict.i$ The panel attorneys are private attorneys

who usually operate as sole practitioners. Because the panel attorneys are independent

practitioners, there should not be a conflict from one panel attorney to another, unlike

with the Public Defender's Office.

16 Los Angeles County Public Defender Policies and Procedures; Conflicts of Interest in Representation

(2010).

17 In special circumstances, the court can raise the amount paid to the panel attorneys in Lancaster. In

three instances the court approved flat fees of $1000 per case. Confirmation was never received about

the time period covering these $1000 payments.

18 Recollections were different regarding the reason why Lancaster is different. Most people recalled that

a Request for Proposals (RFP) was issued in Lancaster for the conflict cases, but the bids were considered

to be too high so the APD was asked to take the Lancaster conflict cases. Others did not recall an RFP

being issued. Whatever the reason, this current system has been in place since the late 1990s.
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The panel attorneys within each branch stay in that branch; they do not usually move

from branch to branch. Other than natural attrition, there has been virtually no turnover

among panel counsel over the past 25 years. The current panel attorneys have many

years of experience: they have been representing juveniles in delinquency court for an

average of 24 years, including many years prior to the time they became panel counsel,

ranging from a low of eight to a high of 40 years.19 For much or all of that time, these

attorneys have been paid by the County to represent youth in delinquency court, either

through the current contract, or on an hourly basis prior to the current contract system.

The panel structure in these eight branches has been the same since the mid-1990s.

Each branch has a panel head, who is him- or herself a member of the panel and who

represents youth in that branch along with the other panel members. Each panel head

signs a contract with the County. The panel contracts provide for aper-petition flat fee

that is paid on a quarterly basis upon receipt of the petition. The flat fees are different in

each branch. They have risen slightly since the contracts were originally signed; these

increases have tracked cost of living increases given to County employees. As of 2015,

these flat fees ranged from $340 to $360 per petition; there is no provision for the panel

attorney to receive additional funding no matter how much work is required on a

particular case including any post disposition work or services, and there are no further

transactions between the County and the panel attorneys once the flat fee is paid.20

What is a "Petition?"

The panel contracts refer to the number of "cases" per attorney, but the panel attorneys bill

the County for each "petition." The word "petition" is not defined in the contract. Billing

invoices indicate that panel attorneys bill for each new 601 or 602 petition, as well as for each

new 777 (probation violation) or 778 (change of status) petition.Zl They also bill for AB 12/212

cases when appointed by the court to represent youth in those proceedings, for drug court,

and for witness cases when panel counsel is appointed to represent a witness at an

adjudication. Approximately 34% of annual billings are for 777 and 778 petitions.

There is some lack of consistency amongst panel heads about billing. One panel head, for

example, bills for every 778 petition regardless of the time involved. Others do not bill for

778s if the matter is resolved quickly in a one-time court appearance without any out-of-court

work.

19 Based on survey responses.

20 As of 2015 the contracts provide for the following per-petition flat fees: Compton: $340, Eastlake: $347,

Inglewood: $347, Long Beach: $360, Los Padrinos: $347, Pasadena: $360, Pomona: $345, Sylmar: $347.
21 
602 petitions are the charging documents that initiate a case against a juvenile if the juvenile is alleged

to have done something that would be a crime if the juvenile were an adult. 601 petitions are the

charging documents that initiate a case against a juvenile if the juvenile is alleged to have committed

status offenses such as truancy or curfew violations.
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The ability of panel counsel to bill for these other matters means that the oft-quoted "$340

per case" is not entirely accurate, as the billings in these other matters (some of which can be

resolved quickly) generate income that can be used to compensate attorneys for additional

time needed on more substantive matters. However, as noted in the section on comparison

counties below, panel counsel in Los Angeles are still paid less than panel counsel in other

counties.

Each quarter, the panel heads submit invoices to a Principal Analyst within the County

CEO listing the number of new petitions in each branch for that quarter.22 The Analyst

reviews the invoices for billing inaccuracies and then processes the payment. All of the

panel heads take either a percentage of each quarterly payment or a flat fee from each

petition,23 then distribute the remainder of the quarterly revenue to the other panel

attorneys in that 
branch.24

Each branch has between three and 11 panel attorneys.25 As of the beginning of 2015,

there were 45 different panel attorneys receiving conflict cases in the eight branches;

three of them billed in more than one branch during that billing quarter so the invoices

submitted reflected 48 attorneys. Almost all supplement their juvenile delinquency

panel cases with juvenile delinquency retained cases, adult panel cases, adult retained

cases, and/or civil cases. A few of the current panel attorneys work only on juvenile

delinquency panel cases.

Panel Contracts

The panel contracts originated after the County issued a series of Requests for Proposals

(RFPs) in the mid-1990s. Groups of private lawyers came together to submit bids in

response to the RFPs. Compton was first with a combined juvenile/adult contract which

later became a juvenile delinquency contract in approximately 1995. Pasadena was

signed in 1993, the next two (Eastlake and Sylmar) in 1996, and the remaining four were

zz 
One panel head submits invoices when the case reaches disposition, not when panel counsel are

appointed.
z3 
Not all panel heads agreed to disclose how much they take from each quarterly invoice. The ones who

answered take between 5 and 10% of each quarterly payment, or a flat fee of $25 - $30 per petition.

24 In seven of the eight branches, the money is distributed on a per petition basis; in other words, each

attorney receives an amount reflecting the number of petitions that the particular attorney handled in the

quarter. In one branch, the panel head attempts to maintain a consistently equal distribution of cases

amongst the panel attorneys throughout the year, then divides each quarterly payment equally between

the attorneys.
zs 

Panel heads reported the following number of attorneys in each branch as of the end of 2014 and early

2015: Compton 4; Eastlake 6; Inglewood 6; Long Beach 6; Los Padrinos 11; Pasadena 5; Pomona 3; Sylmar

7. Three attorneys are counted twice because they each work in more than one branch.
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signed in 1998. The contracts have been renewed every year or every two years since

then with no major changes.26 The panel heads state that they were the most qualified

bids; some also stated that they believe they may have been the lowest or the only

bidders at the time (see Appendix C for a sample contract).

Notably, all eight contracts are between a group or association and the County CEO, and

the County's checks are made out to these group entities. However, although the panel

heads sign their contracts on behalf of the group and the panel heads maintain bank

accounts in the names of the groups, in fact there are no formal associations and there

are no written agreements between the panel attorneys who constitute the group in

each branch. Only one contract —the Compton contract — contains the names of the

attorneys in the branch, and those names have not been updated in the contract since

1998. None of the other seven contracts identify any attorneys byname. The panel

heads state that they identified all the attorneys in their groups in their bids in response

to the RFPs, but those names are not incorporated into the contract and the other

attorneys do not sign the contract. Other than the panel heads, therefore, it appears

that some of the attorneys representing youth in delinquency court on behalf of the

County have been doing so without any written legal agreement with the County.27

The panel contracts have been marked by a remarkable degree of informality and

autonomy on the part of the panel heads. Attorneys not identified in the original RFP

bids have represented panel clients over the.past twenty years, sometimes on a

permanent basis and sometimes to teri~porarily pitch in when the existing attorneys

were unavailable. Although it does not appear that there have been many new

attorneys, panel heads have notified the CEO about new attorneys in their branches

inconsistently and notification, when it occurred, was often after-the-fact and informal.

The high degree of informality extends to the signatories to the contracts. In six of the

eight branches, the original person who signed the contact on behalf of the group in the

1990s is still the person signing the contract. In one of those six, however, the person

signing the contract no longer represents clients in delinquency court and has not done

so for at least three years. Although he still signs the contract, he appears to play no role

in the panel. Instead, a panel head from a different branch manages the panel and

submits the invoices to the CEO.

z6 All of the updated contracts added an updated termination agreement that prohibits the County from

terminating for convenience in the first year but permits termination at any time in the second year. The

updated contracts also streamlined payment to attorneys.

27 The original contracts were with: Pomona Juvenile Defenders, Rene Ramos Attorney at Law, South

Central Indigent Juvenile Panel, Long Beach Juvenile Defenders, Antonio Govea and Associates, Inglewood

Juvenile Defense Association, Juvenile Delinquency Defense Association, and Los Padrinos Juvenile

Defense Association.
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In the seventh branch, the original signatory is now the panel head in a different branch,

and a different attorney now signs the current amendments on behalf of the group. The

panel heads state that the attorney currently signing the contracts was identified in the

original bid for the RFP so changing the signatory is not a problem.

In the eighth branch, the original panel head left the panel in approximately 2011, and

an entirely new person (who had not been identified in the RFP bid) began signing the

contract. They sent the County an after-the-fact email at the time of the switch, but the

County did not notice until the end of 2014, when the CEO asked each branch to identify

their panel members. It is the County's position that the informal email was not the

appropriate way to notify the County that a new person was taking over the contract in

that branch.

The eight contracts have some similarities and some differences. All of the contracts

include lengthy and similar provisions regarding the County's lack of liability, insurance

coverage requirements, the fact that the attorneys are not eligible for benefits, and

billing processes. Although minimum qualifications were set out in the original RFPs,

none of the signed contracts mention necessary qualifications and training for the panel

attorneys, nor do they detail performance requirements other than the fact that the

contractors (the panel heads) are to uphold the same services as a public defender, and

the fact that the panel heads "are responsible for complying with all applicable

professional standards and shall be responsible for the internal monitoring of his/her

employees' work."28 The panel heads have been clear that the other panel members

are not their employees so the meaning of this clause is murky.

As noted above, the contracts differ in the amounts paid for each petition, which is a

result of the fact that the bids submitted in response to the RFPs proposed different

payment rates. The contracts also differ in the enforceability of oversight in the case of a

performance violation. Five of the contracts allow the County to require changes and

impose penalties in the case of a violation. In these five (Pasadena, Compton, Los

Padrinos, Inglewood and Long Beach):

"The county or its agent will evaluate contractor's performance under this agreement

on not less than an annual basis. Evaluation includes assessing contractor's compliance

with all contract terms and performance standards. Monitoring may include, but is not

limited to, verifying that the program is operating in accordance with the project

specifications and regulations, the law, and applicable professional standards.

28 Agreement for Defense Services at §16 for Pasadena, Compton, Los Padrinos, Inglewood, and Long

Beach and §15 for Pomona, Sylmar-San Fernando, and East Lake.
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Improvements are suggested and if not followed then termination of agreement or

penalties may be imposed.i29 (Emphasis added)

In the other three, the County does not appear to have the authority to require any

modification. In these three (Pomona, Sylmar, and Eastlake):

"County through its project director shall monitor the progress and effectiveness of

contractor's performance under this contract. Monitoring may include but not limited

to, verifying that the program is operating in accordance with the project specifications

and regulations, the law, and applicable professional standards. County may hire

someone to monitor the work but this personnel has no authority over the work of the

contractor.i30 (Emphasis added)

The difference between the contracts may not be material, however, as it does not

appear that the County has monitored the substantive performance of the panel heads

or panel attorneys since 2006. This issue is discussed more fully in the section on quality

assurance and accountability below.

Comparison with the Los Angeles Adult Criminal Panel

Los Angeles County is unusual in that the juvenile indigent defense structure bears no

resemblance to its adult indigent defense structure. While the juvenile indigent defense

structure in Los-Angeles is unlike anything reviewed in other counties, the adult indigent

defense structure is consistent with much of the rest of the state.

For indigent adults charged with a crime in Los Angeles, as in many other counties, the APD

represents the defendant when the Public Defender has a conflict. This is true across all adult

court branches in the County. Also as in many other counties, a panel attorney is appointed if

there is a further conflict beyond the Public Defender and the APD.

Adult panel attorneys in Los Angeles are not paid a contractual flat fee as they are in juvenile

delinquency court, and the panel attorneys do not oversee themselves. Instead, as in many

other counties, Los Angeles delegates management and oversight of the adult panel to the

County Bar Association, which runs the Indigent Criminal Defense Appointments Program

(ICDA). ICDA has about 330 panel lawyers who handled 16,000 cases in 2012 (about 48 cases

per attorney, per year). ICDA is operated by an administrator and five full-time program

assistants, and is supervised by a full-time directing attorney with experience in criminal

defense. The directing attorney, in conjunction with an executive committee, handles

member qualifications, discipline, financial audits, rules and procedures, new member

29 Agreement for Defense Services Contract 1993 — 1998 at §22 for the court houses of Pasadena,

Compton, Los Padrinos, Inglewood, Long Beach.
3o 
Agreement for Defense Services Contract 1993 — 1998 §21 for the court houses of Pomona, Sylmar-San

Fernando, and Eastlake
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trainings, and CLE seminars. Panel attorneys are classified into six grades (misdemeanors and

felonies grade I (minor cases) through grade V (murder with special circumstances)). They are

compensated on a graduated hourly rate: $74 an hour for misdemeanors, $80 an hour grade

I, $86 an hour grade I1, $93 an hour grade III, and $106 an hour grade IV. Grade V cases (death

penalty) are handled by a smaller, separate group of attorneys and paid on a specialized flat

fee contract.3t

31 Information obtained from the Los Angeles County Bar Association website, last accessed October 28,

2015. http://www.lacba.org/showpage.cfm?pa~eid=24
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PART II: Filing Trends and Total Cost of Juvenile

Defense

Response to Supervisor Antonovich's friendly amendment:

"...include what the trend of the filings (hasJ been in the last 5 years and its impact on

the County's cost of defense for juveniles for the Public Defender, the Alternate Public

Defender and the Panel Attorneys."

Highlights

Juvenile delinquency petitions have been dropping in Los Angeles as well as in the rest

of the state for the past decade.

From 2010 to 2014, new petitions in Los Angeles dropped by almost half. Distribution of

those petitions has remained roughly the same over the five years, with about 67%

initially assigned to public defenders and about 28%initially assigned to panel counsel.

The total number of dispositions has also dropped but the distribution has changed. The

share of dispositions handled by public defenders rose from 49% to 56% between 2010

and 2014; panel counsel's share of dispositions dropped from 43% to 36%.

From FY 2010-11 to FY 2014-15 the actual costs of the Juvenile Division of the Public

Defender rose from $15.8 million to $16.8 million. The amount paid to contracted panel

counsel in the eight branches with contracts dropped from $4.2 million to $2.2 million.

Filing Trends

Total Number of Petitions

Juvenile delinquency petitions have dropped significantly over the past decade

nationally, in California, and in Los Angeles.

As shown in Figure 1, between FY 2004 and FY 2013 total juvenile delinquency petitions

declined by 43% in Los Angeles (from 21,056 to 12,005) and by 42% in the rest of the
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state (from 69,813 to 40,727). Nationally, the juvenile commitment rate dropped 53%

from 2001 to 
2013.32

Data was not available to determine whether the decrease in juvenile petitions in Los

Angeles was uniform across all types of crime. It is possible that in Los Angeles, as in

some other jurisdictions, the drop in juvenile petitions has not been distributed equally

across crime types. A reduction in number of cases, in other words, does not shed light

on the seriousness of caseloads or the workload of each attorney. If the drop in

petitions was mainly a drop in petitions for minor or status crimes such as truancy, for

example, each attorney's caseload dedicated to violent crime may have stayed flat even

while the total number of cases dropped, and the workload of each attorney may not

have changed significantly.

Figure 1. Juvenile Delinquency Petitions, Los Angeles County vs. Rest of California, FY

2004 - FY 
201333

In the past five years, from 2010 to 2014, the annual number of 601 and 602 petitions in

Los Angeles dropped by almost half from 16,036 to 8,245.34 The downward trend has

3z 
Pew Charitable Trusts, November 9, 2015: http://www.pewtrusts.or~/en/multimedia/data-

visualizations/2015/juvenile-commitment-rate-drops-53-percent
33 

Data from annual Court Statistics Report (CSR) published by the Judicial Council of California. Juv
enile

Delinquency Petitions include original and subsequent filings. Reports are available at:

http://www.courts.ca.~ov/13421.htm.
3a 
602 petitions are the charging documents that initiate a case against a juvenile if the juvenile is 

alleged

to have done something that would be a crime if the juvenile were an adult. 601 petitions are t
he

charging documents that initiate a case against a juvenile if the juvenile is alleged to have commi
tted
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been seen in eight of the nine branches, as shown in Figure 2. The increase in the ninth

branch (Compton) is likely due to the closure of the Kenyon branch in 2013, as many

cases that were previously in Kenyon were brought instead to Compton after the

closure. Figure 3 shows the distribution of new petitions across courthouses in 2014,

which ranges from a low of seven percent in Pasadena to a high of 15% in Eastlake.

Figure 2. Percent Change in # of New Petitions by Branch, 2010-2014

status offenses such as truancy or curfew violations. The County counts only 601 and 602 
petitions as new

petitions. The total number of new petitions counts both first-time petitions (i.e., the first time a 
juvenile

has a petition filed against him or her}, as well as subsequent petitions (i.e., a new petition 
alleging new

conduct, for a juvenile who had a previous petition filed against him or her for different conduct).
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Figure 3. Distribution of New Petitions by Courthouse, 2014
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Distribution by Attorney Type

Although the total number of new petitions has dropped, the distribution of those

petitions among juvenile indigent defense attorneys in Los Angeles has remained

roughly the same. Between 2010 and 2014, 67% to 69% of the new petitions each year

were assigned to public defenders at arraignment or initial assignment, 27% to 29% to

panel counsel, and about 2% to other attorneys — APD and private counsel (see Figures 4

and 5).
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Figure 4. New Petitions by Attorney Type at Initial Assignment, 2010-2014
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Figure 5. Distribution of New Petitions by Attorney Type at Initial Assignment, 2010-

2014
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The total number of dispositions has also dropped over the last five years, from 12,399

in 2010 to 8,672 in 2014. However, during that time the share of dispositions handled by

public defenders rose from 49% in 2010 to 56% in 2014. The share of dispositions
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handled by panel counsel dropped from 43% in 2010 to 36% in 2014.35 The share of

dispositions handled by other attorneys (APD, private counsel, and unknown) stayed at

around 8% (see Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 6. Total Dispositions by Attorney Type, 2010-2014
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Figure 7. Distribution of Dispositions by Attorney.-Type, 2010-2014
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3s 
Much of the data in this report was pulled from the County's JAI system, which is a calendaring system.

As noted in the methodology section, data received regarding dispositions, unlike data received in other

areas, was not usable without manipulation because the JAI system codes multiple events as

"disposition." The data can be considered reliable as it relates to proportion and distribution, but the raw

numbers should be considered a close approximation.
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Examining only new petitions as recorded by JAI leaves out a significant portion of the

work performed by juvenile defense attorneys, in large part because JAI does not count

probation violations (777 petitions) or changes in status (778 petitions) as new petitions.

However, both the Public Defender and panel counsel consider 777s and 778s to be new

petitions, and both record their own numbers of 777 and 778 petitions. Based on this

data, the number of 777 and 778 petitions has also been dropping over the past five

years. For public defenders, 777 and 778 petitions dropped from 5,750 in 2010 to 3,416

in 2014. For panel counsel, 777 and 778 petitions dropped from 3,058 in 2012 to 2,209

in 2014.36

Time to Disposition

While the number of new petitions has dropped, the average time from petition date to

disposition date for felonies has risen. This has been seen across all attorney types. For

public defenders, it was 2.7 months in 2010 and 6.7 months in 2014. For panel counsel,

it was 2.1 months in 2010 and 6.2 months in 2014. This could indicate that all attorneys

are carrying more serious caseloads, that attorneys now have time to adequately

represent their clients, that the entire system is moving more slowly (including

Probation, the District Attorney and the Court), or it could be a reflection of a change in

the way the branch clerks are calendaring disposition dates. Further clarity would

require additional research.

County Cost

From FY 2010-11 to FY 2014-15, the actual cost for the Juvenile Division of the Public

Defender rose from $15.8 million in FY 2010-11 to $16.8 million in FY 2014-15 (see

Figure 8).

The County does not determine a budget solely for contracted panel counsel in each

fiscal year.37 Rather, panel counsel submit quarterly invoices that are paid by the

County upon receipt. From 2010 to 2014, the total payments made to panel counsel, as

calculated by these invoices, dropped from $4.2 million in 2010, to $2.2 million in

2014.38 The County carries additional costs related to panel counsel (in particular, the

36 
Data was not obtained for 777s and 778s from panel counsel in 2010 and 2011.

37 The annual budget for contracted panel counsel is included within the Trial Courts Indigent Defense

Budget in the amount of $4.8 million. However, this includes Lancaster Court and the budget for Lancaster

Court cannot be disaggregated from the budget for contracted panel counsel.

38 Totals reflect closest approximation of PD fiscal year (July 1 —June 31) to panel billing year (November 1

- October 31). A more accurate comparison to PD was impossible because payment data for panel counsel

was provided by panel billing year and the PD maintains data by fiscal year.
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cost of a Principal Analyst in the Office of the CEO to oversee the panel invoices a
nd

payments, as well as a portion of a supervisor); those additional costs are not
 reflected

here.

Figure 8. Public Defender Actual Costs and Payments to Panel, FY 2011-20
15

To some extent, the differences in Public Defender and panel counsel actual c
osts

reflect the different caseloads, different resources available, and the different
 services

provided by public defenders and panel counsel.39 Those differences are discu
ssed in

the next sections.

39 Between 2010 and 2014, the Public Defender added the SB 9 unit, the SB
 260 unit, and afull-time

trainer.
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PART I[I: Public Defender and Panel Resources

Responses to items 1) a. in the motion:

"A summary of the resources available to attorneys in the Los Angeles County Public

Defender and court appointed indigent defense attorneys to assist them in representing

juvenile clients (including, but not limited to, Attorneys, Social Workers, Resource

Attorneys, Deputies in Charge, Investigators, Administrative Support, Welfare and

Institutions Code (WIC) 730 Evaluators, and WIC 317(e) Education Attorneys)."

Highlights

Public defenders have on-staff social workers, investigators, resource attorneys,

appellate attorneys, an immigration attorney, and administrative support. The County

does not provide these resources free of charge to panel attorneys, who instead must

pay for these resources from their flat fee or rely on parents, Probation, other County

agencies, or community organizations.

For example, if a Public Defender client needs:an IEP, Public Defender:socaal workers .

and resource attorneys work with parents, help prepare for the hearing, and attend

the hearing with the parent. In contrast, most panel attorneys give the client's.parents

a form letter for the school; the obligation is on the parents to follow through ;and

most panel attorneys do not attend the hearing with the parents.

Panel heads state that they do not need the same resources as public defenders

because their experience provides them with sufficient knowledge about community

resources to which they can connect their clients.

Under the current contract, the County does not pay for investigators for panel

attorneys and panel attorneys are not permitted to utilize the court-paid investigators

otherwise available to attorneys for indigent clients. The cost of investigators must

come from the flat fee paid to panel attorneys or the panel attorneys must find an

investigator to work free of charge.

Seven of the eight panel heads maintain a pooled fund that attorneys in their branch

can use to hire an investigator. However, the pooled fund comes out of the flat fees

paid to panel counsel, thus reducing attorney compensation.
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Other than investigators, public defenders and panel attorneys have equal access to

court-paid 730 experts/resources, including social workers.

Public Defender Resources

The Juvenile Division of the Office of the Public Defender has 49 deputy public

defenders positions spread amongst the nine branch courthouses, a supervising

attorney called a Deputy in Charge (DIC) in each branch, and two Head Deputies who

oversee all juvenile public defenders in the County. To help its attorneys provide the

expanded representation required forjuveniles, the Office of the Public Defender has

on-staff social workers, resources attorneys, investigators, appellate attorneys, an

immigration attorney, and administrative support and paralegals (see Figure 9). These

resources are available to all deputy public defenders and DICs. In addition to the trial

attorneys and DICs working in the branch courthouses, the Office also has specially

assigned staff including one attorney and one paralegal in the DJJ unit in Inglewood, an

attorney and social worker in the juvenile mental health court in Eastlake, an attorney in

the STAR court in Compton, and three attorneys and a social worker in the SB9 and

SB260 units. The roles and responsibilities of the various types of staff members are

summarized below.

Figure 9. Summary of juvenile Division Resources, as of March 2015

• Attorneys: 49

• Social Workers: 13 in courts, 2 supervising

• Resource Attorneys: 7

• Deputies in Charge: 9 at the 9 courthouses plus 1 who is the Collaborative

Justice DIC

• Head Deputies: 2

• Appellate Attorneys: 2

• Appellate Immigration Attorney: 1

• Investigators: Roster of public defender investigators, 9 investigators in

charge

• Administrative Support: 16 administrative support, 4 paralegals, 1

supervising paralegal

• WIC 730 Evaluators

• WIC 317(e) Education Attorneys

• DJJ Unit: 1 attorney, 1 paralegal

• SB 9 and SB 260 Units: 3 attorneys, 1 social worker
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Attorneys, Deputies in Charge, Head Deputies

The deputy public defenders in the Juvenile Division tend to be less experienced

attorneys; they cannot start in the Juvenile Division but can transfer after two to
 three

years of practice in adult misdemeanor court.40 The DICs have an average of 15 y
ears of

experience in criminal defense. They assign cases, monitor workloads, observ
e the

attorneys in court and consult on cases; they also carry a reduced caseload. The 
Head

Deputies evaluate each attorney's performance annually, looking at courtro
om

advocacy, motion practice, and use of social workers, resource attorneys, invest
igators,

and outside experts.

Investigators

All attorneys in the Juvenile Division have access to on-staff investigators. Each juve
nile

branch refers its investigation requests to an investigator-in-charge who distributes

them to the team of investigators who work for the Office as a whole (adult and

juvenile). The investigators work on alI types of cases, from minor misdemeanor
s to

homicides. The investigators locate witnesses, visit crime scenes, prepare rep
orts, take

photographs or other evidence that maybe useful in defending the case, ser
ve

subpoenas, and testify in court. They analyze and develop additional evidenc
e.

Social Workers and Resource Attorneys

Both the psychiatric social workers and the resource attorneys working with the Pub
lic

Defender identify, interview and assess clients' needs; obtain and analyze past

psychiatric, medical, education and dependency court records; identify'services 
that will

allow the juvenile to remain in the community if possible; connect the juvenile a
nd his

or her family to services; and make recommendations to ensure that any out of 
home

recommendations made in the juvenile delinquency courts are narrowly tailored
 to

meet the clients' specific needs.

Thirteen social workers provide services in all nine branches. They conduct p
sychosocial

assessments to identify mental health issues and cognitive impairment, inclu
ding

suicidal ideation and other mental health issues. They evaluate psychiatric, medi
cal,

education, dependency, and DCF541 records. They schedule and attend IEP42
 hearings at

ao public Defender data show that the average criminal defense experience for the deputy
 public

defenders, including resource attorneys, is 10.7 years, with an average of 3.4 years
 juvenile criminal

defense experience. These averages include both trial attorneys and resources attorney
s, however, and

because those resource attorneys generally have significantly more experience 
than the 49 deputy public

defenders, these averages cannot be used to calculate the experience of the deput
y public defenders

only.
41 Department of Children and Family Services
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schools or in juvenile halls to advocate for the juveniles. They assist in Regional Center

referrals and appointments.43 They develop individual treatment and disposition

recommendations, and they refer clients and their families to community-based

services.

Seven resource attorneys within the Public Defender's Office work in all nine

courthouses although they are physically located in only seven of the nine. None are

located in Pasadena or Lancaster but the other resource attorneys are available for

cases in both. Resource attorneys specialize in community entitlement. They review

psychological reports, medical records, and educational records to determine whether a

child may be developmentally disabled or require special education services. They

schedule and attend IEP hearings at schools and juvenile halls, where they appear with

the juvenile and help the family advocate for their child's rights. For juveniles who are

developmentally disabled, the resource attorneys assist in connecting those families

with the Regional Centers. They attend the Regional Center intake appointments along

with the juvenile and his or her caretakers. They obtain and present special education,

mental health, and regional center alternatives to the court and courtroom participants,

including Probation.

Public Defender clients receive a social worker or a resource attorney if the deputy

public defender makes a referral. To determine when a referral is necessary, deputy

public defenders are trained to look for a history of child abuse and neglect,

developmental disabilities including intellectual disabilities, serious learning disabilities,

significant mental health diagnoses, psychiatric hospitalization, suicide attempts, and

addiction. Clients who receive a referral are generally clients with serious mental health

problems; school failures, or traumatic family histories: The deputy public defender can

refer the case to a psychiatric social worker, a resource attorney, or both depending on

the need.

42 Individualized Education Program. The IEP defines the child's disability and establishes the educational

objectives for that child; it is tailored to each child's need.

43 Regional Centers serve individuals with developmental disabilities and their families.
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Individualized Education Program (IEPj

When a child has an educational disability, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

(IDEA) gives parents the right to review education records, request independent evaluations,

participate in decisions about their children's education placement, and make complaints to

the school district about education concerns.4° The IDEA mandates that a collaborative team

of teachers, parents, school administrators, psychologists, and other professionals work

together to determine appropriate educational services for the child, and that the plan be

memorialized in an Individualized Education Program (IEP).45 Although the law brings parent
s

and education professionals together to determine child's educational services, it does not

give them guidance on how they are to work together to determine the terms of an

appropriate education. When disagreements arise and the parent believes that the school is

not providing appropriate services, the parent has a right to a due process hearing.46 Althoug
h

parents may proceed to a hearing without an attorney or advocate for the child's needs, the

likelihood of success is usually not high for parents who are inhibited by low levels of

education, limited language proficiency, and limited knowledge of the law."'

Parents often need assistance in navigating the complex system. They do not necessarily

know their rights and may not know that they can challenge decisions made by the school's

IEP committee.48 The school is responsible for communicating to parents their legal rights,

including by providing understandable documents.49 However, schools do not always make

these documents accessibie:to.parents, especially when the parents have little formal

education, often because the~re~dability levels in the documents are too high or because the

documents use acronyms that make th~m.dif~icult to. read;50~In addition, parents can feel

intimidated and may not feel-competent to be equal team members in an IEP 
meeting,sl

Parents are outnumbered in the. ii'~eeting, and they may not trust the schools? In a survey of

parent-administrator interactions, many parents described themselves as "terrified and

44 Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, Pub. L. No. 94-142, § 1 (1975) (cu
rrent version at

20 U.S.C. § 1400 (2000 & Supp. IV 2004)),Section 615 (b)(1) (1975).

as 
20 U.S.C. §1414 (d)(2), §1414 (d)(2), §1414 (a)(5) (2000 & Supp. IV 2004.

46 
David M. Engel, Low, Culture, and Children with Disabilities: EducoTional Rights and 

the Construction of

Difference, 1991 Duke L.J. 166, 188 (1991).

47 Winkelman ex rel. Winkelman v. Parma City Sch. Dist., 127 S. Ct. 1994, 2007 (2007
); Stefan R. Hanson,

Buckhannon, Special Education Disputes and Attorneys' Fees; Time for a Congressio
nal Response Again,

2003 BYU EDUC.C. & L.J. 548-49.

4x Patricia A. Massey &Stephen A. Rosenbaum, Disability Matters: Toward a Law Sc
hool Clinical Model for

Serving Youth with Special Education Needs, 11 Clinical L. Rev. 271, 278 (2005).

49Advocacy Institute, Schools Not Communicating with Parents about Special Educat
ion Legal Rights,

Advocacy in Action, Sept. 2006 at 1, 5.
so 

Id. at 2-3.

51 Stephen A. Rosenbaum, When it's not Apparent: Some Modest Advice to ParentA
dvocates for Students

with Disabilities, 5 U.C. Davis J. Juv. L &Policy 159, 166 (2001).
5z 

Id. at 194.
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inarticulate" when addressing school administrators, and felt disempowered by the process

rather than respected and infiuential.S3 in addition, they often felt ill-qualified to make

educational decisions for their children and instead deferred to the school.'

As a result, some research has shown that parents in high-poverty majority minority

communities are not exercising their rights to enforce the provisions of the IDEA, while

parents in wealthy, white majority school districts use special education laws to gain

additional resources, accommodations, and assistance for their children with disabilities.ss It

is not known if this is an issue in Los Angeles County.

Appellate Lawyers

The Public Defender has two designated juvenile appellate lawyers who are availab►e as

a resource to all public defenders. The appellate attorneys assist deputy public

defenders and DICs in brainstorming and researching legal issues, preparing motions,

and preparing trial defenses. The appellate lawyers also research, draft, and file writs

and habeas petitions. In addition, they review every case in which a client has been

found unfit by the juvenile court, to determine if there are grounds to file a writ. This is

a critical step, as a finding of unfitness cannot be subsequently appealed so the writ is

the only avenue by which to preserve the client's rights. The juvenile appellate lawyers

also .participate in the training of every new public defender coming into the Juvenile

Division.:

Appellate Immigration Lawyer

The attorneys in the Juvenile Division have access to an appellate immigration lawyer

who is housed within the Adult Division of the Public Defender's Office. The immigration

attorney conducts in-depth training on the additional issues faced by undocumented

youth, focusing not only on the legal issues but also on legal services that may be

available. The immigration attorney and the Juvenile Division work collaboratively with

immigration advocacy organizations and legal aid offices in Los Angeles, including the

Immigrant Legal Resource Center, Public Counsel, Southwestern Law School, and other

nonprofit organizations.

s3 
Id. at 166.

sa 
Id.

ss 
Robert S. Garda, Untangling Eligibility Requirements Under the Individuals with Disabilities 

Education

Act 69 Mo. L. Rev. note 28, at 1084 (2004)(Citing: Comm. on Minority Representation in Spe
cial

Education of the National Research Council, Minority Students in Special and Gifted Educ
ation 1-2, 18

(2002)); Daniel J. Losen &Kevin G. Welner, Disabling Discrimination in our Public5chools: Com
prehensive

Legal Challenges to Inappropriate and Inadequate Special Education Services for Minority Chil
dren, 36

Harv. C.R.-C.L L.Rev. 407.408 (2011).
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SB 9 and SB 260 Units

The Public Defender has two specialized units serving incarcerated adults who were

juveniles at the time of the offense. The SB 9 unit was established in December 2013

after a new law, Senate Bill 9, permitted the filing of requests for resentencing under

Penal Code 1170(d)(2) for incarcerated adults who had been sentenced to life without

the possibility of parole for crimes that were committed before the defendant was 18.

The unit files SB 9 petitions and also petitions for writs of habeas corpuses based on

Miller v. Alabama. 5B 260, which went into effect on January 1, 2014, allows for a

different parole process for individuals who were under 18 at the time of the offense, in

recognition of the different cognitive processes and abilities of teenagers. SB 261,

signed by Governor Brown in 2015, raises the age to 23.

There are three lawyers and a dedicated social worker in the SB 9 and SB 260 units. They

reconstruct cases that can be over 20 years old, collect court records, transcripts, and

interviews, and piece together missing case files. They obtain medical, educational, and

other background information to present a complete picture of the juvenile as of the

time of the original sentencing. They also present demonstrated rehabilitation to the

court and assist the court in understanding how juvenile offenders are different from

adults..

DJJ Unit -

The DJJ Unit; comprised of one attorney and one paralegal, was established following

the implementation of SB 459 in 2004.56 SB 459 expanded the role of juvenile defense

attorneys beyond disposition; juvenile defense attorneys are now required to monitor

their clients in DJJ, determine whether they are receiving intended programs and

services, and advocate for clients who are not getting what they need. As of the writing

of this report there are 46 Public Defender clients committed to DJJ.57 The DJJ Unit

monitors and advocates for the Public Defender clients currently committed to DJ1. They

remain updated on the status of the consent decree, inspector general reports, special

master reports, and related legislation pertaining to DJJ; they visit clients in DJJ at least

once a year and clients housed in the Ventura facility are visited approximately three

times a year. They advocate for the clients' educational and mental health treatment,

and they file petitions in juvenile court on behalf of clients who are not receiving

adequate treatment. They can also file motions in the sentencing court arguing for the

sb 
See California Welfare and Institutions Code Section 731 et. seq.

57 As of the end of 2014, the DJJ population that was committed from Los Angeles County was 210. Public

Defender clients thus accounted for about 20% of all the DJJ commitments from the County.

http://www.cdcr.ca.gov/Reports Research/dots/research/Characteristics/12 2014 Characteristics.pdf.
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removal of clients from DJJ due to lack of rehabilitation, or request that the court order

DJJ to provide services. The Unit consults on cases where a DJ1 disposition is being

sought by the District Attorney, helps with preparations for contested dispositions,

educates attorneys on conditions and programs available at DJJ, negotiates fitness

withdrawals for DJJ, and advises on legal issues relating to DJJ commitments.

For youth who are leaving DJJ, the D1J Unit prepares them for reentry while they are still

in the institution, represents the youth in the DJ1 reentry court in Eastlake, and

represents the youth once they have been released. They serve approximately 25 youth

a year who leave DJJ and return to the County under supervision. The DJJ attorneys

continue to represent the youth at ail court appearances including progress reports and

probation violation hearings, and they advocate for necessary services such as housing,

transportation, and other needs.

730 Evaluators and Experts

Public defenders have access to court-paid 730 evaluators and experts just as panel

attorneys, APDs, and private attorneys do.58 Requests for 730 resources are made to the

court any time the attorney needs an expert or resource. The list of individuals available

for juvenile defense attorneys includes experts for disputed trial issues such as

eyewitness identification and video enhancement, as well as psychologists, psychiatrists,

doctors, and social workers covering topics such as substance abuse, mental health,

placement issues; psychotropic medication, competency, special education, gang

affiliation, developmental disabilities, fitness, psychosocial assessments, competency,

fitness, and LGBTQ issues. 730 evaluators 'and experts are paid through the court's PACE

system.

317(e) Education Attorneys

Youth with particular education needs may be eligible to have a 317(e) education

attorney appointed by the Court. These appointments are handled by the Presiding

Judge, not by the individual judge assigned to the youth's case. Any attorney

representing a youth in juvenile delinquency court can request a 317(e) education

attorney, and all counsel (public defenders, panel counsel, alternate public defenders,

and private counsel) have done so. Requests can also be made by attorneys in

dependency court, but those dependency court requests are not addressed here.

58 730 refers the Welfare and Institutions Code 730; most attorneys and the Court use the shorthand

"730" to refer to the various evaluators and experts that can be obtained upon request to the Court.
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Alternative Courts

The Los Angeles County delinquency court has some additional resources for certain juveniles.

Chief among these are the mental health court, the STAR court, and the drug court. The scope

of this report did not include an outcome analysis of these three alternative courts, but it is

worth noting that counsel, the judges, and advocates were uniform in their praise of these

courts and commented only on the restricted capacity and their desire to expand the servic
es

provided.

The mental health court in particular follows a best practices model by focusing holistic and

intensive resources on youth who have been identified as having significant mental health

challenges. Youth from all nine branches can be referred to the mental health court, which i
s

located in Eastlake. The Public Defender staffs the mental health court with one experienced

resource attorney and one psychiatric social worker. If the Public Defender has a conflict,

youth are represented by a dedicated attorney with the Alternate Public Defender. For the

most part, panel attorneys do not represent clients in mental health court unless both the

Public Defender and the Alternate Public Defender have a conflict.

Another notable model is the STAR (Succeed Through Achievement and Resilience) Court

located in Compton. STAR provides wraparound services and specially trained social workers,

mentors, advocates, and probation officers for underage girls who have been the victims of

sex trafficking. Girls from all nine branches can be referred to the STAR court. It is staffed by a

senior deputy public defender and, if the Public Defender has a conflict, by.the Compton

panel head or another panel member.

The County also has three drug courts, located in Sylmar, Eastlake, and Inglewood. Youtb:in

these courts are represented by the Public Defender or, if the Public Defender has a conflict
,

by the panel attorneys in that branch.

Los Angeles County also has a relationship with Loyola Law School's Juvenile Justice Clinic (JJC)

and the Juvenile Innocence &Fair Sentencing Clinic (JIFS). The JJC provide pro Bono holistic

representation for about 30 youth a year in the delinquency courts. All delinquency clients are

assigned a social worker and education advocate. The JIFS represents about 40 post-

disposition c►ients in SB 9, Miller, and SB 260 matters; these clients were generally

represented by panel counsel in their original disposition but panel counsel do not continue

their representation for SB 9, Miller, and SB 260 matters. Clients are represented by a law

student and a supervising attorney; supervising attorneys are professors and experienced

attorneys. Clients are referred to JJC and JIFS by community organizations, not by the Public

Defender.
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Panel Counsel Resources

Attorneys

In general, because they are sole practitioners who operate independently, panel

attorneys do not have any on-staff resources, including social workers, appellate

attorneys, investigators, resource attorneys, or immigration attorneys. Instead, panel

counsel often depend upon others. In interviews and survey responses, panel counsel

indicated a reliance on probation officers, school systems, county agencies, and parents

to support their representation of their clients. Panel heads state that they meet their

clients' needs at no cost by using these resources in addition to the 730 experts.

For example, when asked in the survey how they obtain school records in cases in which

the records are needed, the most frequent responses by panel attorneys were that they

ask the Probation Department or parents to provide them. Only a few panel attorneys

indicated that they obtain the records themselves by contacting the school directly.

Similarly, when asked about general practice when a client needs an IEP, most panel

attorneys indicated that they provide the client or parent/guardian with a form letter to

take to the school. Panel attorneys rely on the parents to go through the process and

provide the information back to the attorney. Only one panel attorney. responded that

they participate in the IEP process with the client and/or parent/guardian. ;

Appellate and Immigration Attorneys

For specialized knowledge such as appellate issues and immigration issues; panel: heads:

contend that their experience makes them aware of when these issues arise. For

immigration questions in particular, panel heads stated that they often have the

knowledge they need but they seek outside guidance from pro bono or unpaid

immigration attorneys when necessary. Guidance is usually sought from Public Counsel

and/or the Southwestern Law School immigration clinic. In addition, one panel head

explained that two of the panel attorneys specialize in immigration and appellate work,

and that all panel attorneys can consult with these two attorneys.

Investigators

Although the Los Angeles Superior Court has a list of investigators who are available as

court-paid 730 experts, the existing panel contracts prohibit panel members from using

those investigators. Panel heads have repeatedly requested that they be permitted to

access court- orcounty-paid investigators. The CEO's position has been that this would

be a change to the contract requiring that the contracts go back out to bid. Panel heads

have chosen to renew the existing contracts rather than send the contracts back out to
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bid; panel heads also dispute the CEO's assertion that providing investigators would

require a new contract.

All eight panel heads take a percentage or aper-petition amount from each quarterly

payment; they put this money into a fund that they use for their own expenses as well

as some expenses for the attorneys in their branch. Seven of the eight allow the

attorneys in their branch to use the pooled fund for investigators.

In the survey 80% of panel counsel reported using the shared pool of funds for an

investigator. However, in interviews at least two panel heads also described situations in

which they personally took pictures or otherwise investigated a case for their client

because they did not have investigator access and they did not want to pay for an

investigator. This could create a problem if their client chose to litigate the case,

because the attorney could not be both the advocate for and the witness for their

client.59 In addition, although panel attorneys insist that they investigate their cases

when needed, it is worth noting that that the County's structure creates a financial

disincentive to investigate, and "the failure to investigate can amount to ineffective

assistance of counsel, even when counsel may believe his or her client will confess or

plead guilty short of trial.
"6o

Social Workers and Resource Attorneys

Panel heads contend that they do not need resource attorneys, because they are aware

of the resources in their area. They state that their experience. qualifies them to

determine when a client needs a service such as a referral to the Resource Center, and

that they know where those Resource Centers are as well as other services. They also

state that, for the most part, they do not pull together the records for the intake

interview and they do not attend the intake interview with the family. Half of the panel

attorneys who responded to the survey question about the Resource Center said they

make these referrals about once a month, and an additional 30% reported making

referrals every other month.

Social workers are considered 730 experts and have been available to panel attorneys

through PACE since 2013.

59 The National Juvenile Defense Center strongly criticizes exactly this practice: "It is important for
 counsel

to be aware of the limitations on his or her role with regard to the ability to independently investigate 
a

crime. Because, in most jurisdictions, counsel is not able to testify on behalf of his or her client, it will b
e

necessary to have another person conduct or at least accompany counsel on investigations so that person

will be able to testify at trial." National Juvenile Defense Center Standards, p. 69. littp://nidc.infohvL

content,~uploadsi2013/09NationalJuven i IeDefenseStandards2013.pdf
so 

National Juvenile Defense Center Standards, p. 69. http://nidc.info/wp-

content/uploads/2013/09/NationaUuvenileDefenseStandards2013.pdf
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730 Evaluators and Experts

With the explicit exception of investigators, panel attorneys have access to court-paid

730 evaluators and experts just as public defenders do.

Administrative

Seventy percent of survey respondents indicated that they pay for a secretary, law c
lerk,

or paralegal (most of those pay for a secretary only), while 30%indicated that they do

not pay for secretary, paralegal or law clerk.

Specialized Units

Panel attorneys do not represent SB 9, SB 260, or Miller clients in parole or resenten
cing

proceedings, but instead refer clients to a legal clinic or other County-based, university-

based, ornon-profit source of pro bono assistance.61 It should be noted that these

resources generally receive more referrals than they can handle.

Regarding DJJ, most of the panel heads could not recall how many of their clients were

currently in DJJ, and none visit their DJ1 clients unless they are notified of a need to d
o

so. As of the end of 2014 there were 210 youth from Los Angeles in DJJ.62 Panel coun
sel

are responsible for about SO% of all DJJ commitments from the County. This could m
ean

that panel counsel collectively have about 105 clients in DJJ, which would be roughly

two or three DJJ clients per panel-attorney.

Panel heads state that, if requested by the court or if notified of an issue by Probation,

they would fully represent their clients in DJJ despite the fact that they would not

receive any additional compensation for that work.

61 
Senate Bill 9, Senate Bill 260, and the Supreme Court case of Miller v. Alabama all addre

ss parole

hearings and eligibility for currently incarcerated adults who committed crimes as juveni
les and were

sentenced to state prison, including those who were sentenced to life or life without par
ole. The new laws

and precedent require that these individuals be either resentenced or granted a parole 
hearing, if certain

conditions are met. Without advocacy, these individuals may remain in custody when th
ey could have

been released.
bz 
As of the end of 2014, the DJ1 population that was committed from Los Angeles County 

was 210.

http://www.cdcr.ca.~ov/Reports Research/does/research/Characteristics/12 2014 Char
acteristics.pdf.
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317(e) Education Attorneys

Panel attorneys, like public defenders and any other attorney representing a juvenile in

delinquency court, can seek the appointment of a 317(e) education attorney through a

request to the Presiding Judge.

Alternate PubEic Defender Resources

The APD as a whole includes investigators, supervisors, paralegals, and administrative

support. Staff devoted to juvenile delinquency cases include three full-time attorneys

(two in Lancaster and one at the mental health court in Eastlake), a portion of an

appellate attorney, a portion of the division chief, a portion of the on-site supervisor in

Lancaster, investigators as needed, and one full-time paralegal.

As with the Public Defender, the Juvenile Division of the APD benefits from an on-staff

APD appellate attorney. This attorney is particularly involved when a juvenile has been

transferred to adult court after a finding of unfitness. In Los Angeles, the APD Adult

Division represents juveniles who have been transferred to adult court after being

represented by panel counsel in juvenile court. The APD adult attorneys look for cases in

which the panel attorney submitted or stipulated to unfitness, the attorney waived

fitness, the attorney did not call any witnesses or experts, or there were no social

workers. If issues are found; the APD appellate attorney researches the unfit case`and

files a writ or a habeas petition as needed. This IeVel of review is critical; as a finding of

unfitness is not appealable at a later date, so this writ or habeas petition can be the'

client's only avenue to contest inadequate representation by the juvenile panel

attorney.
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PART IV: Comparative Rate of Resource Use

Responses to item 1) b. in the motion:

"A summary of the rate at which Public Defenders and panel attorneys utilize the

resources identified in section (a)."

Highlights

Although both public defenders and panel counsel have access to court-paid social

workers, panel counsel utilization is so low that many judges are unaware that panel

counsel have access to social workers.

Public defenders use more resources than panel counsel. As a percentage of their

2014 dispositions:

•Investigator use: PD 26%, panel counsel 9%

•Social worker use: PD 32%, panel counsel 1%

•73'0/PACE doctors and experts: PD 20%,'panel counse.l`9%

"~317(e) education attorneys: PD 2%, panel counsel less than.11o

Resource use appears to differ greatly amongst the individual panel lawyers: for'

example, over athree-year period one panel attorney resolved 15% of h.is/her new

601 and 602 petitions within the same billing quarter, while another resolved 80% of

his/her new 601 and 602 petitions within the same billing quarter. Resource use is

likely much higher for the attorney who is taking longer to resolve cases.

Resource use may also be reflected in caseloads. Over three years, for example, one

panel attorney billed for 1,982 petitions, or about 661 a year. This would be about

two new matters a day, every work day of the year, for three years. Resource use

would be expected to be quite low for an attorney handling this large of a caseload.

The next highest three-year total was 867, and the average for all panel counsel was

289.

Public defenders handled 49%o of the felony dispositions from 2010 to 2014, but were

responsible for only 23% of the DJJ commitments and only 29% of the camp

commitments. Panel counsel handled 43% of the felony dispositions from 2010 to

2014, but were responsible for 54% of the DJJ commitments and 63% of the camp

commitments. The full meaning of this disproportionality is unknown. It is possible
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that the difference in outcomes is a result of different resource use and attorney

practices. It is also possible, however, that the difference in outcomes is a result of

different types of clients; in other words, panel counsel may have more clients

sentenced to DJJ and camp because panel counsel have more clients facing the

possibility of DJJ and camp. It is also possible that the difference in outcomes is a

result of both attorney practices and the types of clients.

Comparison between Public Defender and panel counsel resource use is difficult, as the

two sets of attorneys do not have the same resources and, even where similar resources

are used, most of the data comes from different sources. The Public Defender maintains

internal contemporaneous data tracking systems. Panel counsel do not have any such

system, so most information about panel counsel resource use was gleaned from survey

responses and, because it is self-reported, cannot be 
verified,63

63 
For example, one of the survey questions asked about AB 12/212 billings. Nineteen panel attorneys said

they had counted work with AB 12/212 clients as new petitions in their invoices to the CEO in the past

year. They were asked how many AB 12/212 clients they had in the past year; 24 panel attorneys gave an

answer between 1 and 15, and the total was 123 clients. A review of the panel invoices submitted in

2014, however, showed only nine panel attorneys billing for AB12/212 in 2014, for a total of 37 petitions.

It is possible that panel attorneys were not consistently recording their AB 12/212 billings on the invoices

or were not identifying AB 12/212 matters on the invoices, so the discrepancy may be a result of unclear

billing practices rather than over-estimation in the survey.
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Figure 10. Summary of Public Defender Juvenile Division Resource Use

FY 2011-
2012

FY 2012-
2013

FY 2013-
2014

Investigators -total cases Unavailable 1,826 1,264

Investigators —total hours Unavailable 9,239 6,465

Social workers -total referrals 1,449 1,136 1,537

Resource attorneys -total referrals 526 427 718

Unique youth served by social workers and

resource attorneys'

1,275 1,196 1,680

Social worker - monthly average extended

service caseload

21.8 22 24

Resource attorney - monthly average

extended service caseload

30.5 29 29.5

Investigators

Public Defender data indicate that investigators provided assistance on 1,264 juvenile

cases in FY 2014, down from 1,826 in FY 2013. Total, hours worked on juvenile matters.

were 9,239 in 2012-13, and 6,465. in 2013-14 (see Figure 10).

Panel counsel survey respondents estimated that they use investigators between zero

and 20 times per year, with the average being six times per year per attorney. The seven

panel heads who maintain pooled investigator accounts were asked more than once to

review their records (or to have their accountants review the records) and determine

the exact number of times an investigator was obtained through the panel head's

pooled account in 2014. Only one panel head responded and in that branch in 2014 the

average was two investigators per year per attorney.

64 
The number of unique youth served are tallied by quarter and then summed for an annual total, so in a

small number of cases these statistics may over count some youth. This may occur if a juvenile receives

services in one quarter but then is charged in a new petition later that year, or a juvenile may be referred

to a social worker in one quarter and then referred again for a different reason later that year, or maybe

referred to a resource attorney in the next quarter, or a social worker may perform an extended service in

one quarter and then a brief service in the next quarter.
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Based on panel counsel survey responses, an extrapolation to all 45 panel attorneys

would translate to investigator assistance for 270 panel juvenile clients per year, as

compared to 1,264 for the public defender.

If the average rate of use of investigators as self-reported in the survey was applied to

2014 dispositions, panel attorneys would have used an investigator in 9% of their

dispositions, while public defenders used investigators in 26% of their dispositions.

Appellate Attorneys

In 2014, the juvenile appellate lawyers in the Office of the Public Defender handled

approximately 1,539 consultations for public defender clients in juvenile delinquency

court. From 2012 through 2014, these same attorneys filed 18 appellate court

documents on behalf of juvenile clients.

It is not known whether or how often panel counsel file writs or habeas petitions on

behalf of their clients.

Appeals, Writs, and Habeas Petitions

Appeals, writs, and habeas petitions are means by which to pursue legal challenges against the

actions of the trial court. In California, all indigent defendants (juveniles and adults) who have

an appealable issue have access to appellate attorneys through the state Court of Appeals and

the Administrative Office of the Courts.65 In Los Angeles the California Appellate Project (CAP)

manages and oversees the court-appointed appellate counsel program and performs quality

control functions and oversight for those attorneys.ss CAP attorneys are generally paid $95 an

hour.

Public defenders, APD, and panel counsel were all clear that appeals for theirjuvenile

delinquency clients are handled by the CAP attorneys. For general consultation about appellate

issues, the Public Defender and the APD have in-house appellate attorneys, and there is one

attorney amongst the panel attorneys who specializes in appellate issues and is available for

consultation. For writs and habeas petitions, however, the answers were less clear.

CAP attorneys are generally limited to appeals, and do not represent clients with writs and

habeas petitions. For the Public Defender and the APD, the in-house appellate attorneys are

tasked with filing writs and petitions forjuvenile delinquency clients, and they have done so.

For panel counsel, however, the answer is unknown. Panel heads could not recall a writ or

habeas petition that they had filed recently, and most did not know if the flat-fee is intended to

cover writs and habeas petitions, or whether a writ or habeas would be a new petition resulting

in a new payment. Although writs are mentioned in the contract, the CEO did not know

6s 
http://www.courts.ca.gov/4201.htm

66 
www lacap.com.
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whether writs and habeas petitions would be considered new petitions under th
e contract; the

question had apparently not been raised in recent memory. This could mean tha
t panel counsel

are not filing writs or habeas petitions on behalf of their clients.

This is a potentially critical issue, as there could be instances in which the client i
s significantly

harmed by the failure to file a writ or habeas petition, or in which the client loses
 a right or an

argument because of failure to file.

Immigration Attorneys

The Public Defender estimates that approximately 10% of the cases in which a
ssistance

is provided by the PD appellate immigration lawyer are juvenile cases. In 2014
, the

immigration attorney provided expert assistance and consultation on 1,820 ca
ses. Based

on the Public Defender's estimate, this would mean that the appellate immigra
tion

lawyer provided assistance in approximately 182 juvenile delinquency cases in
 2014.

Panel attorneys were asked to estimate their use of immigration resources in the

survey. About half of survey respondents (56%) said they seek immigration guidan
ce six

or seven times a year, and 30% said they seek immigration guidance once or twice
 a

year.-They work with different sources, including immigration legal clinics, imm
igration

attorneys who work pro bong, and attorneys paid through PACE. .

Social Workers

Public defenders made 1,537 referrals to social workers in FY 2014; 1,136 in~ FY
 2013;

and' 1,449 in FY 2012. Approximately half of all referrals were for extended service
s and

half for brief services.67 Public Defender data show that, in FY 2014, the 13 psychia
tric

social workers in the Public Defender's Office carried an average monthly caseloa
d of 24

extended service clients, and the seven resource attorneys carried an average mon
thly

caseload of 29.5 extended service clients.68

Although panel counsel do not have on-staff social workers, since 2013 panel c
ounsel

have been able to request that the court appoint and pay for a social worker thro
ugh

67 Brief referrals are for issues that can be resolved in 90 minutes or less; extended
 referrals are those for

issues that can take anywhere from a few days to a year or longer.

68 The Public Defender tracks recidivism for its clients who receive extended ser
vices from the social

workers and resource attorneys. They define recidivism as an arrest for a new o
ffense within a year after

the case reaches disposition. The clients were tracked in both the juvenile and a
dult systems, in Los

Angeles County only. Cases are not counted if a public defender did not represe
nt the client through

disposition. In 2013-14, 123 youth were rearrested for a new offense in eitherjuveni
le and adult court, or

21%. In 2012-13, 155 youth were rearrested for a new offense in either the juve
nile or adult systems, or

23%. In 2011-12, the recidivism rate for these clients was 22%.
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the PACE system. Four social workers are identified on the approved PA
CE list.

According to records pulled from PACE, 43 requests were made for those four 
social

workers in FY 2013-14. However, some of these requests were made by the
 APD in

Lancaster, because the APD does not have on-staff social workers. The APD 
believes that

ten of these requests originated from their office. This would mean that, in 
FY 2013-14,

there were 33 non-APD requests for the four social workers identified on
 the 730/PACE

list.

This estimate of 33 requests in FY 2013-14 will both overstate and understate 
the actual

number of 730 requests for social workers made by panel counsel. It may overs
tate the

number of panel requests because some of the requests may have originated 
from

retained counsel with indigent clients, or from the panel attorneys in Lancas
ter who are

not part of the contract system. At the same time, it will understate the 
number of

requests because panel attorneys can use court-paid social workers in addit
ion to the

four who are identified on the PACE list. One panel head indicated that they 
used a

social worker not on the list on multiple occasions in 2014, and those additi
onal

requests were not included in the list of 43 that was obtained from PACE.

However, even if the PACE data undercounts the number of requests, it can
 be

definitively said that panel counsel utilize social workers much less often than p
ublic

defenders. When viewed as a percent of 2014 dispositions, panel counsel requ
ested

PACE social workers in 1% of their dispositions,69 while public defenders r
equested

internal Public Defender social workers in 32% of their.d'ispositions.

Although, panel heads contend that they are no different from public defenders
 because

they.can:obtain social workers through PACE, it is notable that their use of s
ocial

workers is so low that many judges are unaware of it. In the anonymous sur
vey, the

judges were asked an open-ended question soliciting their thoughts and sugges
tions

about public defenders and panel counsel. The judges' responses included:

• "Giving the panel lawyers greater access and utilization of social workers;"

• "The panel should be held to higher expectations and they should be paid to
 meet

those expectations. The current rate of pay should be quadrupled and the p
anel

attorneys should have access to social workers;"

"They could do more if they had social workers and were paid for their out 
of

court work;" and

69 Even if all 43 requests were from panel counsel, the percentage of dispositio
ns would still be 1%.
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• "Panel attorneys should be provided equal resources such as social workers and

resource attorneys."

Panel counsel, however, have had access to court-paid social workers since 2013.
 The

problem is one of utilization, not access.

730 Evaluators and Experts

As noted in the methodology section, PACE is the means by which 730 experts are

obtained and paid. The PACE system categorizes the available resources and exper
ts

into the following categories: Attorney-Conflict, Attorney-No PD, Attorney-Oth
er,

Investigator, Doctor, Expert Witness, Laboratory, Interpreter, Translator, Exami
nation

Expert, Court Reporter, and Legal Runner. There are no definitions for these ca
tegories

and it appears that the 730 experts are not consistently categorizing their serv
ices when

the definition is not obvious. These categories therefore cannot be relied upon
 to

determine the types of resources used by counsel.

For all PACE requests made over the past five years, 56% of the requests were made 
by

public defenders, while 39% of the requests were made by panel counsel.70 In 20
14,

60 0 ofall requests were made by public defenders, and 36% by panel counsel.
~~ This

distribution is roughly consistent. with the proportion of new petitions assigned to
 public.

'. defenders and panel. counsel. , .

~HoweVer, looking only at doctors, expert witnesses, and examination experts, 70
%.of:

the total requests'over five years were made by public defenders, while'24%were
 made

by panel counsel. 72 In 2014, 75% of the requests in-these three categories wer
e made

by public defenders and 21%were made by panel counsel.73

When viewed as a percent of 2014 dispositions, panel counsel utilized 73
0/PACE

resources in these three categories in 9% of their dispositions, while publ
ic defenders

utilized 730/PACE resources in these three categories in 20% of their disp
ositions (see

Figures 11 and 12). Just as with social workers, the issue appears to be
 one of utilization,

not access.74

70 Percentages are of requests with known attorney types. Attorney type'w
as unknown for 4,289

requests.

71 Attorney type was unknown for 500 excluded requests.

7z Attorney type unknown for 3,245.

73 Attorney type was unknown for 463 requests.

" In the survey, 90% of panel counsel respondents said that their PACE req
uests are granted "almost

always" or "usually." Only 10%said that the court grants their requests "som
etimes" or "rarely."
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Figure 11. 2014 PACE Requests Relative to Dispositions (Doctors, Experts and Exam

Experts only)

Figure 12. 730 PACE Requests for Doctors, Experts, and Exam Experts Relative to

Number of Dispositions

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

APD PACE requests 42 61 4S 22 15

Dispositions 301 257. 250 283. 211

14.0% 23,7% 18.0% 7.8% 7.1%

Panel PACE requests 438 471 351 332 271

Dispositions 5355 4800 4237 3500 3150

8.2% 9.8% 8.3% 9.5% 8.6%

Public
Defender PACE requests 1097 1260 1076 1130 954

Dispositions 6036 5607 5349 4904 4864

18.2% 22.5% 20.1% 23.0% 19.6%

Private PACE requests 70 64 58 59 38

Dispositions 531 452 439 400 325

13.2% 14.2% 13.2% 14.8% 11.7%

317(e) Education Attorneys

The number of public defender referrals for education attorneys has risen over the 
past

three years, as has the share of requests attributable to public defenders. In 2012, out

of 38 total education attorney referrals for delinquency cases, only five (13%) were fr
om
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public defenders. By 2013 that number had risen to 34 out of 86 (39%o), and by 2014 it

had risen to 79 out of 204 (39%). The Public Defender attributes the increase to better

training within the office.

In contrast, both the number and share of panel attorney requests has dropped in the

past three years. In 2012, panel attorneys made 14 out of 38 education attorney

referrals (37%). In 2013, the number dropped to eight out of 86 referrals (9%), and in

2014 panel attorneys made 23 out of 204 referrals (11%).

Viewed as a share of 2014 dispositions, panel attorneys made a 317(e) request in less

than 1% of their 2014 dispositions, while public defenders made a 317(e) request in

2% of their 2014 dispositions.

Alternate Public Defender Resource Use

The Alternate Public Defender is not included in this section on rate of resource use because,

with one exception, the APD does not track separate resource use by the juvenile attorneys in

Lancaster. The exception is the APD appellate attorney assigned to juvenile matters.

Over the past three years, the APD appellate attorney assigned to juvenile matters has

consulted on an estimated 25 to 50 issues per year. In addition, over the past three years the

APD appellate attorney or a supervising attorney has reviewed an estimated 50 cases in which

a juvenile was transferred to adult court and was subsequently represented by the APD's

Adult Division..ln that time, the APD has filed two writs or habeas petitions on behalf of such

juveniles. Both proceedings were based on inadequate representation by panel counsel in

delinquency court. Both writs were granted on the basis of ineffective assistance of counsel

(IAC) and new fitness hearings were ordered (see Appendix D for an example of an IAC case).

It does not appear that the CEO was notified of these findings or, if the CEO was notified, it

does not appear that the CEO did anything in response.

Resource Use Reflected in Practice and Outcome

Although a formal outcome analysis was beyond the scope of this project, some of the

data collected suggests differences between public defenders and panel counsel in both

practice and outcomes. These differences were seen not only between public defenders

and panel counsel, but also between courthouse branches and between individual panel

attorneys. These differences may be a reflection of the resources available and the rate

at which they are used, as well as factors such as attorney culture.
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Caseloads

There is some difference between the relative caseloads of public defenders and panel

attorneys, but the variations within panel counsel are particularly noteworthy.

Based on JAI data and attorneys on staff, on average each juvenile public defender

received approximately 103 new 601 and 602 petitions in 2014.75 Based on this same

data, each APD juvenile attorney received approximately 87 petitions in 2014.76 A

review of panel invoices showed that each attorney received an average of 80 new 601

and 602 petitions in 2014.~~

This panel counsel average, however, hides a wide range of one to 274 new 601 and 602

petitions per attorney for the year.

Panel attorney billings —which include 777 and 778 petitions as well as 601 and 602

petitions discussed above —show an even greater range. In 2014, the average number

of total billings per panel attorney was 127. But in that year four panel attorneys billed

for fewer than ten matters, while one billed for 495. Most panel attorneys fell in the

middle of the range with 39% of attorneys billing for 41 to 100 petitions. Removing the

highest billing attorney,.the 2014 average drops from 127 to 119.

Aver the three year period in.whic.h invoices were examined in detail, one panel

. attorney billed ;the County for a:total of 1;982 new. petitions of all types over the three

~, years;(an ave.rage.of 661 new petitions per year'$) —the: next highest three-yeas total

was 867. The average number of billings for. all panel attorneys was 289 per year (see.

Figure 13).

75 Public defender average is estimated based on the total number of 601/602 petitions assigned to the

public defender in 2014, divided by 54 (49 deputy public defenders, plus 9 DICs each with less than a full

caseload). Panel counsel number of new petitions per attorney is based on the quarterly invoices

submitted by panel counsel.

76 For all attorney types, these are the numbers as of case assignments at initial appearance; they change

somewhat by the time of disposition. For APD, only the two attorneys in Lancaster were included in this

calculation.

~~ Note that, for all attorney types, these numbers do not reflect the attorneys' actual workload at any

given time. The workload will be much higher because it includes previously filed matters that are not yet

resolved, 777 and 778 petitions, and other matters.

'$ At $340 per petition, this would mean income of almost $225,000 a year for that particular panel

attorney.
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Figure 13. Individual Panel Attorneys' Total Number of Billings, 2012-2014

Reasons for the wide billing variations are unknown. Bills are monitored and reviewed

by the CEO for accounting errors, double billing, and other administrative or technical

concerns. However, the CEO does not have requisite expertise to determine the

' legitimacy of the billings submitted., nor can the CEO use the billing to identify potential

red flags such as caseloads that are too high. Oversight of the panel attorneys by a more

qualified agency or group is recommended.

Time to Resolution

Further differences were seen between public defenders and panel counsel, and

between courthouse branches, regarding time to resolution (see Figure 14). Long Beach

and Compton cases were resolved in roughly the same time whether they were panel

counsel or public defenders. Panel counsel cases in Pasadena and Eastlake were among

the quickest to be resolved in the County. Public defender cases in Sylmar took the

longest in the County. These differences could be a result of caseload composition or

other factors rather than attorney type; further clarification would require more

research. It is likely, however, that time to resolution affects resource use, as cases

resolved quickly would be less likely to use resources such as social workers,

investigators, and appellate attorneys.
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Figure 14. Average Months to Disposition by Courthouse and Attorney Type, 2010-

2014
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Panel counsel quarterly invoices provide further. information about time to resolution as

applied to panel counsel in particular.79iFor example, panel counsel in one branch

resolved around 61% of their new,501 and 602 petitions within the same billing quarter,.

while the attorneys in a different branch resolved around 22% of their new 601 and 602

petitions within the quarter.80 Differences between individual panel attorneys were

even greater: Over the three years reviewed, one attorney resolved 15% of their new

601 and 602 petitions in the same billing quarter, while another resolved 80% of their

new 601 and 602 petitions in the same quarter.

Dispositional Outcomes

79 Three years of panel counsel invoices were reviewed.

80 "Resolved within the quarter" was determined by the presence of a disposition and/or disposition date

in panel invoices because they bill at assignment and, if billing correctly, should only have a disposition

and/or disposition date when disposition is reached within that same billing quarter.
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Dispositions for youth in delinquency court generally fall into four categories of

increasing seriousness: home on probation, suitable placement, camp, and commitment

to the Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ). Examining DJJ commitments and camp

commitments reveals potential differences in outcomes between public defenders and

panel counsel, although care should betaken not to infer too much from these numbers

without further investigation.

Between 2010 and 2014, according to 1AI data, public defenders handled 51% of all

dispositions and 49% of the felony dispositions, while panel attorneys handled 41% of
 all

dispositions and 43% of the felony dispositions (see Figure 15).

Figure 15. Juvenile Felony Dispositions, 2010-2014

While public defenders handled 49% of the juvenile felony dispositions, they were

responsible for only 23% of the DJJ commitments, and only 29% of the camp

commitments. Conversely, while panel counsel handled 43% of the felony

dispositions, they were responsible for 54% of the DJJ commitments and 63% of the

camp commitments (see Figures 16 and 17).
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Figure 16. DJJ Commitments, 2010-201481

Figure 17. Camp Commitments, 2010-2014
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The disproportionality seen above may or may not reflect differences in resource use

and attorney practice. It could mean that public defenders' lawyering style and resource

use results in clients who are less likely to be sentenced to camp or DJJ. However, it

81 APD had no DJ1 commitments between 2010 and 2014 according to JAI data. A check of APD records

revealed that they had one DJJ commitment between 2010 and 2014; it was apparently coded incorrectly

in JAI.
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could reflect different caseloads. In other words, panel attorneys may have more clients

going to DJJ and camp, because they have more clients facing the possibility of DJJ or

camp. If the caseloads are different, the different outcomes may not be a reflection of

resource use or lawyering style.

A key question is thus whether public defenders and panel counsel represent similarly-

situated clients, such that public defender outcomes and panel counsel outcomes can

be compared (at least as applied to DJJ and camp). Unfortunately, the answer to this

question is unknown. As a matter of policy, in amultiple-defendant case the Public

Defender will take the client facing more serious consequences. However, in many cases

the Public Defender has apre-existing conflict that prevents them from taking the client

facing more serious consequences, or the Public Defender represents an adult involved

in the same case, so the more serious client ends up with panel counsel. In interviews,

panel heads stated their belief that they are more often assigned to the clients facing

more serious consequences.

However, the Public Defender represents more juveniles altogether. So it could be true

that panel counsel are more often assigned to the juveniles facing camp or DJJ when

there are conflicts, and, at the same time, it could be true that panel counsel and public

defenders represent the same total number of clients facing camp or DJJ.

In an attempt to shed light on the issue, judges were asked about the relative severity of

public defender and panel counsel caseloads in the survey. Judicial opinions were not

uniform: 41% responded that panel clients and publicdefender clients were about

equal in terms of severity, 24% responded that public'defenders have a greater share of

the defendants facing more serious consequences, and 29% responded that it was the

panel attorneys who have a greater share of defendants facing more serious

consequences.

The data show that panel counsel are responsible for a disproportionate share of DJJ

and camp commitments, but the full meaning of this data will require further research.

Scope of Advocacy

Finally, the panel heads and public defenders had different perspectives and practices

regarding what it meant to be a good juvenile defense attorney. The difference can be

summed up by a comment made by one of the judges:

The PD and panel lawyers define a "win" differently. The PD's office, as a county

institution, has an interest in seeing that the juvenile system works properly. To

that end they pursue due process issues and mental health issues thoroughly.

The panel attorneys, while very sensitive to the objectives of the juvenile court,
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treat their cases more like a criminal case. That is, they try to get their client the

best deal on the charges and disposition. They are less concerned about having

their clients receive the love of the court and probation. They want their kids

out of the system as soon as possible.

Interviews with public defenders and panel counsel were consistent with the judge's

perspective. Public defenders repeatedly emphasized the expanded services they

provide to address their clients' needs, especially in the areas of mental health and

education support. They prioritize training and supervision that responds to the clients'

needs well beyond the narrow criminal charges, and they have resources such as the on-

staff social workers and resource attorneys, among others, to do that.

In contrast, in interviews for this report, six of the eight panel heads barely mentioned

representation beyond their response to the criminal charges. Instead, the panel heads

focused heavily on the positive dispositions they receive for their clients in response to

the criminal charges, stressing their belief that they obtain good deals for their clients

because of their long experience, as well as the value they provide by resolving cases

quickly. Many of them emphasized their own and other panel members' experience as

adult criminal defense lawyers. One judge echoed the panel perspective, saying "The

average criminal defense experience of my panel is over 25 years. They provide

excellent representation up through disposition. [... ] Post dispo they don't do much —

and they are paid nothing."

Consistency of Representation, Case File Management, and Parental Engagement

During interviews 2nd outreach for this report, three potential concerns were raised: (1) that

panel counsel stand in for each other, causing clients not to have a consistent point of

contact, (2) that panel counsel do not maintain full case files, and (3) that panel counsel do

not adequately communicate with their clients' parents or families.

1. Substitution of counsel may not comply with the County's Guidelines, which recommend

that "[tJhere may 6e occasions when a stand in attorney is necessary, but these should be

exceptions."82 The Public Defender objected to this section of the Guidelines, stating its

concern that the language "could be interpreted to improperly restrict the Public Defender's

power to designate assigned counsel based upon the business needs of our Department. It is

important to distinguish here between the Public Defender and private counsel, and to

generally outline how they differ. Because our lawyers work under one law firm they can

$Z Guidelines for Attorneys Representing youth in the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency Cour
t, Superior

Court of California County of Los Angeles Juvenile Division, 2014, p. 10.
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easily and quickly share information ...There is no conflict in our attorneys sharing such

information about the minor when standing in for each other.i83 Panel counsel do not ap
pear

to have objected to the Guidelines. In any event, it was impossible to obtain any data

regarding the frequency with which attorneys of any type stand in for each other, and th
e

panel heads claimed that it wasn't their practice. If it occurs to an unacceptable degree, i
t

may be isolated to a few attorneys in particular. No data was available to make any

determinations on the subject one way or another.

2. Failure to maintain case files could also fail to comply with standards and guidelines, 
as

"counsel has an obligation to keep and maintain a thorough, organized and current file o
n

each case. Documentation should be clear, up-to-date and orderly, permitting a successo
r

attorney to readily locate all information.i84 However, as with substitute counsel, nothin
g

beyond anecdotal information was available. The matter therefore cannot be determined
 one

way or another.

3. Communication with parents is critical, and is strongly emphasized by the Public Def
ender

in its training and supervision of new attorneys. Building a relationship with parents was

emphasized in Public Defender interviews for this report. In interviews with panel heads,

most never mentioned their clients' parents, while a few had a perspective very similar t
o the

Public Defender's. In the survey, when asked an open-ended question about their philos
ophy

about communication with their clients' families, about three-quarters of the panel attor
neys

who responded to the question commented on the importance of engaging family membe
rs.

When asked about the nature of interaction with clients' family members, 78% of panel

survey respondents 'said the most frequent way was to meet with parents outside the

courtroom before and/or after hearings: At the same.time,'about~one-quarter of panel surve
y

respondents. noted that family members were not their. clients and that they believed

confidentiality was very important. According to one panel attorney: "My communication
-

with client's family is mostly limited to information gathering to assist the case for charges

and disposition. I take my client's privacy and confidentiality seriously. I do try to be nice and

civil but I inform them that the minor is my client and confidential nature of discussions w
ith

minor and facts discussions must be conducted in private."

83 Ronald L. Brown, Response to 'the guidelines', Los Angeles County Public Defende
r, March 28, 2014, p.

9-10.

$' National Juvenile Defense Center Standards at 25 (2012); see also Los Angeles Co
unty Guidelines for

Attorneys Representing Youth in Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency Court, p. 9 (2014
)
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Part V: Per-Case Costs

PART V: Per-Case Costs Borne by Counsel

Response to item 1) c. in the motion:

"A comparative analysis of the itemized per-case costs borne by the Public Defender, the

Alternate Public Defender, and juvenile panel attorneys."

Highlights

Panel counsel bear a number of costs that are not borne by individual public defenders,

including the costs of their own training, the costs of investigators, and other costs

associated with representation of their clients.

The Office of the Public Defender provides training, social workers, investigators, and

other resources for all deputy public defenders.

Neither panel counsel nor public defenders bear the cost of 730 experts paid through

the County's PACE system. Social workers, therefore, can be obtained by panel counsel

without cost.

Data was not. available to quantify the actual per-case_ costs. for either the Public

Defender or panel counsel.

Measuring annual actual costs against the number of new petitions or the number of

dispositions does not provide aper-case cost. However, as a means of comparison over

the past five years, annual actual costs measured against number of dispositions shows

an average of $2,912 per disposition for the Public Defender and an average of $751 per

disposition for panel counsel. This is a means of comparison only; it is not the per-case

cost.

PubEic Defender

The Juvenile Division of the Office of the Public Defender includes the on-staff resources

identified in the resources section above:
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• Attorneys: 49

• Social Workers: 13 in courts, 2 supervising

• Resource Attorneys: 7

• Deputies in Charge: 9 at the 9 courthouses plus 1 who is the Collaborative

Justice DIC

• Head Deputies: 2

• Appellate Attorneys: 2

• Appellate Immigration Attorney: 1

• Investigators: Roster of public defender investigators, 9 investigators in

charge

Administrative Support: 16 admin support, 4 paralegals, 1 supervising

paralegal

• D1J Unit: 1 attorney, 1 paralegal

• SB 9 and SB 260 Units: 3 attorneys, 1 social worker

While all of these resources are part of the Juvenile Division, not all of them are part of

the Juvenile Division budget. The appellate attorneys, immigration appellate attorney,

and all investigators are housed within the budget of the Office of the Public Defender,

not within the Juvenile Division. The budget of the Juvenile Division includes the deputy

public defenders, the DICs, the' Head Deputies; the trainer, the social workers, resource

attorneys, paralegals; administrative support, and the DJJ, SB 9, and 56.260 units.85 All

employees:a~e full time..

In addition to staff, the Juvenile Division. covers other costs ,associated with representing ..

its clients such as office supplies, computers, phones, and .photo,copying. The Juvenile

Division also covers the costs of the monthly and ongoing office trainings, as well as the

annual training. Out-of-pocket costs borne by individual public defenders include their

own parking and their own MCLE if it is not obtained through training that is provided

by the Office of the Public Defender.ss Malpractice insurance is provided by the County

because the attorneys are County employees and it is therefore not an expense of the

Public Defender or its attorneys.

Panel Counsel

In the panel attorney survey, a majority (70%) of panel counsel indicated that they pay

for a secretary, law clerk, or paralegal (most of those pay for a secretary only), while

$S Not all of the Juvenile Division funding comes from the County. In particular, the Public Defender

receives a small amount of federal funding through the Juvenile Accountability Block Grants (JABG), and

the Juvenile Mental Health Court is funded by the State.

86 Public defenders are paid as if it were a work day for the annual juvenile training because they are

required to attend (although they must cover their own cost of food at the training).
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30%indicated that they do not pay for secretary, paralegal, or law clerk. Panel counsel

survey respondents were asked to identify the out-of-pocket expenses that they incur

forjuvenile panel clients and responses included: investigators, service of process, office

supplies, parking, photocopying, rent, telephone, MCLE and continuing legal education,

answering service in English and Spanish, and Internet. The out-of-pocket costs differ by

attorney and most panel attorneys were unable to estimate their cost when asked in the

survey. In addition, almost all panel attorneys (91%) represent clients other than their

juvenile panel clients, and many of their costs cannot be disaggregated into costs that

are specific to their panel juvenile delinquency cases.

Panel counsel, like public defenders and alternate public defenders, do not have to pay

for 730 experts; the court pays for those resources through the PACE system. This

means that panel counsel have access to social workers and other resources without

cost.

Panel counsel are required to pay out of pocket to attend the annual Public Defender

training.s~ In 2015, the cost per person for panel attorneys to attend the Public

Defender training was $125 plus parking. Panel attorneys are also required to pay the

cost of hosting their annual training seminar. The cost per attorney to attend the 2015

seminar hosted by the panel was $65, plus $12 for parking.

Alternate Public Defender

Like the Public Defender, the APD isa County office with a County budget. However, the

APD does not disaggregate its costs into separate juvenile and adult budgets. In general,

the Juvenile Division costs include staff (three full-time attorneys plus one supervising

attorney and available investigators and support staff), as well as costs such as office

supplies and a case management system. The APD Juvenile Division attorneys are often

invited to present at California and national conferences or training sessions, but

generally those costs are covered by the inviting agency.

Per-Case Costs and Comparisons

It is not possible to provide an itemized per-case cost for any of the counsel. Neither

panel attorneys nor the Public Defender nor the APD itemize their per-case costs: PD

and APD do not do so because the costs are subsumed within the larger office budgets,

while panel attorneys do not do so because they are compensated at the beginning of

the case and therefore there is no need for them to track hours worked and costs

incurred on a per-case basis.

87 Deputy public defenders do not have to pay to attend this training.
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The closest approximation, and the only means by which the Public Defender and panel

counsel can be even roughly compared, is to compare the total actual costs against the

total number of dispositions, or to compare the total actual costs against the total

number of 601 and 602 petitions assigned at initial appearance.$$

It is critical to note, however, that the comparison below is not the cost per case.

Rather, the discussion below is a way to utilize the same information available for both

public defenders and panel counsel. As discussed earlier, the services provided and the

methods of practice differ widely between panel attorneys and public defenders.

Looking only at numbers calculated below cannot tell the complete story for any of the

attorneys.

Within those confines, the data show higher County cost for public defenders than for

panel counsel, as measured against total dispositions and against total number of new

petitions.

In 2014, the public defender reached disposition in 4,864 cases. If the actual cost in FY

2014-15 is distributed over just those dispositions, the "cost" for each disposition in

2014 was $3,450. The same calculation for panel counsel results in an average "cost"

per disposition of $687 in 2014: Using this same methodology, the five year average

per-disposition was $2,912 for public defenders and $751 for panel counsel.

Looking at new 601 and 602 petitions at initial assignment (rather than at dispositions),

the Public Defender "cost" $3,015 per new petition in 2014 and panel counsel "cost"

$948. Viewed as a five-year average, the "cost" per new petition was $2,052 for public

defenders and $967 for panel counsel (see Figures 18 and 19).

Figure 18. Actual Costs Measured Against Number of Dispositions and Number of New

Petitions, 2011-2015

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Measured by number of dispositions

Public Defender $2,615 $2,491 $2,878 $3,128 $3,450

Panel $779 $798 $720 $771 $687

Measured by number of new petitions at initial assignment

Public Defender $1,462 $1,495 $1,943 $2,344 $3,015

Panel $911 $975 $940 $1,061 $948

$$ No such cost can be calculated for the APD, because the APD does not maintain a separate juvenile

budget.
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Figure 19. Actual Costs Measured Against Petitions and Dispositions, Five-Year

Average

53,~~
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It is critical to recognize that this methodology folds all annual expenses into the "per-

case" calculation even if the expenditures are not related to resolution of the case. The

numbers above in no way represent a "per-case cost."

For example, as discussed above, the Public Defender's actual annual costs include the

costs of social workers, resources attorneys, the DJJ unit, the SB 9 unit, and the SB 260

unit. Many of the services provided by these staff are dist"inct from the disposition of a

particular petition, but the expenses for these services are nonetheless included in the

"per disposition" calculations above. Many of these actual costs also represent services

that are not provided by panel counsel.

Public defenders also incur costs for court appearances and client services in situations

that do not usually apply to panel counsel. For example, public defenders appear for

juveniles who are arrested but have cases pending in other jurisdictions, and for

juveniles arrested on a warrant.

In addition, both public defenders and panel counsel provide services for clients after

disposition, including appearances for 777 petitions (probation violation), 778 petitions

(change in status), psychotropic medication hearings, and status appearances.

Measuring actual annual cost against the number of dispositions does not take these

post-disposition activities into account. To address this issue, the Public Defender tracks

the total number of court appearances made by its attorneys, for appearances that are
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not connected to routine representation between initial appearance and disposition.

This system tracks court appearances forjuveniles who do not become Public Defender

clients, as well as post-disposition court appearances. In fiscal year 2013-2014, the

Office counted 30,332 such appearances, or more than ten court appearances a week

for each of the 49 deputy public defenders in the nine juvenile branches. The cost of

representing clients in these post-disposition and other proceedings is folded into the

"per disposition" cost above although these costs are incurred after disposition.89

Finally, looking only at the annual actual expenditures for the Public Defender and for

panel counsel ignores numerous other costs related to juvenile delinquency. For

example, the calculations above ignore the costs of camp and Probation --those costs

are borne by the County and they might increase or decrease depending on the nature

of the representation provided by counsel.

89 According to their quarterly invoices, 777 and 778 petitions made up about 34% of panel billings over

the past three years. According to PD data, 777 and 778 petitions made up about 32% of their total

petitions between 2010 and 2014.
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PART V1: Transfer Cases

Response to item 1) g. in the motion:

"A comparative analysis of the juvenile cases represented by the Public Defender, the

Alternate Public Defender (in the Lancaster juvenile courts), and juvenile panel attorneys,

which are transferred to adult criminal court pursuant to WIC 707 (a) and (b)."

Highlights

Indigent juveniles facing possible transfer to adult court are more often assigned

panel counsel. Over the past five years, as between panel and public defenders, panel

counsel were assigned to 71% of the fitness motions and public defenders were

assigned to 29% (for all fitness motions 56%were assigned to panel and 21% to public

defenders; the remainder were mostly retained counsel).

Panel counsel clients are more likely to be found unfit and transferred to adult court.

Over the past five years, 26%o of panel clients were found unfit and transferred to

adult court, but only 13% of public defender clients were found unfit and transferred

to adult court. This is a statistically significant difference:

The youth are presumed to be similarly situated because they all have pending fitness

motions. The differences in outcomes could therefore be a result of different attorney

types. However, a causal relationship cannot be definitively determined because

information about other potential causes is unknown.

Out of 114 fitness cases examined in detail, four were resolved in less than one

month, and all four resulted in a finding of unfitness and transfer to adult court. Three

of the four were panel cases and one was retained counsel.

For cases examined in detail that resulted in transfer to adult court (66 in total), panel

counsel consulted less often with experts, provided less documentation to support

the client, and filed fewer motions. Panel counsel also resolved these unfit cases

faster than public defenders —the average was 9.4 months for public defenders but

only 4.9 months for panel counsel.

Twenty percent of the panel attorneys responding to the survey indicated that

conceding unfitness occasionally, sometimes, or often makes sense for the client.
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Transfer cases, in which a fitness motion is filed and the District Attorney seeks to

transfer a juvenile in adult court, constitute a critical part of the juvenile defense

attorney's job. Attorneys must advocate for their clients to avoid the risk of the more

serious and long-standing consequences that can accompany an adult criminal record.

As requested by the County, the Warren Institute obtained JAI data for all transfer

cases, and examined a sample of transfer cases in detail. This analysis revealed critical

differences in transfer case distribution, practice, and outcomes.

Outcome Analysis

Using JAI data for all fitness motions filed in the past five years, the Warren Institute

conducted an outcome analysis comparing the results of fitness motions by attorney

type. The analysis was performed by Su Li, Ph.D, Research Methodologist and

Statistician of Empirical Legal Studies at UC Berkeley, School of Law.90 Dr. Li examined

five years of JAI data from 2010 through 2014 reflecting cases in which a fitness motion

was filed and the client was assigned panel counsel or a public defender. There were a

total of 771 such fitness motions over the five years.gl

Dr. Li determined that:

Over the past five years, panel counsel were assigned to 71%,of the fitness

motions and public defenders were assigned to 29% (these percentages do, not

count assignments to APD or retained counsel).

• Twenty-six percent (25.9%) of panel clients with fitness motions were found

unfit and transferred to adult court, but only 13.4% of public defender clients

with fitness motions were found unfit and transferred to adult court.

• The difference is statistically significant.

The methodology is worth noting:

90 Among other degrees, Dr. Li holds a Ph.D in Sociology and a M.S. in Mathematical Methods for Social

Science, both from Northwestern University in 2006 and 2002, respectively.

91 During the on-site file review, it was learned that JAI was accurate in relation to a finding of unfitness.

Cases with a "U" were cases in which the youth had been found unfit. Cases without a "U," however,

were sometimes still pending. To check for any error, the statistical analysis was re-run without any 2014

cases. The cross-tab showed 27.8% with panel counsel coded as unfit, and 16.6% public defender cases

coded as unfit. This result is also statistically significant and is consistent with the result found when the

2014 cases were included.
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The original Excel file provided to the Warren Institute by the County contained

all JAI entries from 2010 through 2014 with a hearing coded as "FIT," meaning

that the matter had appeared on calendar for a fitness motion. JAI codes for type

of attorney (DPD for public defender, CRT for panel counsel, APD for alternate

public defender, PRI for private counsel). Cases where the youth is found unfit

are marked with a "U."

Because JAI is a calendaring system, the initial data file contained an entry for

every appearance made by a youth when the fitness motion was on calendar,

even if the matter was on calendar multiple times for status and continuance.

The original file thus reflected multiple entries for almost every petition.

Multiple entries were eliminated so that each combination of a case number and

petition date appeared only once in the analysis. The most recent court

appearance was kept for each case number/petition date in the JAI file. The

resulting file contained 1,486 rows of data.

If a case number appeared multiple times with different petition dates, the

attorney type was checked. Fifteen cases had changed attorney types. These 15

cases were eliminated.

• During the individual on-site file review (described later in this section), it was

learned that JAI sometimes contained error when a youth had more than one

petition pending. Occasionally, clerks would code all pending petitions as "FIT"

even if a fitness motion had .not been filed against:all pe.n,ding petitions. Youth

with multiple petitions sometimes have more than. one fitn.ess.motion pending,...

but not always, and in that situation JAI data could not be used to determine.

which of the pending petitions had fitness motions and which did not. In other

words, JAI sometimes indicated that a you,th,w.ith multiple pet;ition,s,-_also had,.
fitness motions pending for each petition, when in fact the youth had fewer (or

only one) fitness motion pending.

• JAI was reliable as it related to at least one pending fitness motion. That is, JAI

never indicated that a youth had a fitness motion when the youth did not have

any pending fitness motions.

• To eliminate error associated with multiple petitions, cases with multiple entries

(i.e., multiple pending petitions) were consolidated.

• After this step, 1,044 data records remained. Among the 1,044 data entries, 983

had valid attorney types. 771 of those 983 were coded as DPD or CRT.

Case Fiie Review

At the request of the County, the Warren Institute visited all nine courthouse branches

in August and September 2015 and reviewed a number of individual court files on site

for cases in which fitness motions were filed. A random selection of files would have

resulted in a large number of files in which the youth remained in juvenile court,
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because this is the more frequent result. In order to gain an understanding of cases in

which the youth were found unfit, cases with findings of unfitness were oversampled.

This means that the files reviewed are not a random sample, and attributes associated

with findings of unfitness will be more heavily weighted in the result. Thus, while the

information below presents a detailed description of the files reviewed, it should not be

extrapolated to all fitness motions without a statistical analysis that corrects for the

oversampling. Such an analysis was beyond the scope of this review.

In order to identify the cases to be reviewed, a list was compiled of the 90 most recent

cases where the juvenile was found unfit (i.e., transferred to adult court) and the 90

most recent cases where the juvenile was found fit or remained in juvenile court. Two

additional cases were added because they involved juveniles with multiple petitions.

Out of these 182 cases, 26 files had been archived and could not be accessed for

inclusion in this report; 14 files did not in fact have a fitness motion pending against the

petition that had been identified in JAI; and 12 files were unavailable or could not be

located by branch clerks. The detailed case file review thus consisted of 130 separate

fitness motions filed by the District Attorney.92 However, the analysis below reflects

only 114 cases .because eight motions were still pending at the time of review and

therefore could not be categorized as fit or unfit, and eight had a change of attorney

while the motion was pending that made it impossible to assign the result to one

attorney or another. The distribution of cases in the file review by attorney type is

shown in Figure 20.93

Figure 20. Distribution of Sample Cases in Transfer Case File Review

Counsel Type Fit Unfit Total

Public defender 13 6 19

Panel 25 50 75

APD 0 4 4

Private 10 6 16

Total 48 66 114

92 As noted in the methodology section, these are called 130 "cases" but are actually 130 combinations of

a case number and unique petition. If a juvenile had more than one petition pending at a time and fitness

motions were filed in relation to more than one of those petitions, that juvenile would be included more

than once in the list of 130.
93 Note that, because the files went back to 2012, the data includes cases from the Kenyon courthouse

branch that closed in mid-2013.
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Notably, 27% (31 out of 114) of the cases included a petition to prescribe psychotropic

medication to the youth. The degree to which that number is higher than should be

expected is a subject that the County may wish to investigate in the future.94

Possible Differences in Practice

Time to Resolution

For all 114 cases reviewed, the average length of time between the filing of a fitness

motion and resolution was 7.1 months. Public defender cases took longer than average

(10.5 months) and panel attorney cases took less time than average (5.8 months). APD

cases resolved in an average of 10.2 months and private attorney cases averaged 8.2

months.

For cases in the sample that resulted in a finding of unfitness, the average length of time

to resolution was 5.7 months. Public defenders took longer on average (9.4 months)

than panel attorneys who took 4.9 months. APD's average was 10.2 months and private

attorneys averaged 5.1 months.

For cases in the sample in which the juvenile remained in juvenile court, the average

length of time to resolution was 9.1 months. Again, public defenders took longer —11

months —than panel attorneys who took 7.7 months. Private attorneys averaged 10.1

months.

Some cases were resolved remarkably quickly. Indeed,. out of the 114 cases examined,

four fitness motions were filed and resolved in less than one month. Ali four resulted in

the juvenile being transferred to adult court. Three of these were panel counsel cases,

and one was a private attorney case.

A total of 19 motions out of the 114 (16.7%) were resolved in three months or less —18

by panel attorneys and one by a private attorney. Eighteen of the 19 cases resolved in

three months or less resulted in the juvenile being found unfit and transferred to adult

court.

At the other end of the spectrum, 15 out of the 114 motions (13.2%) took a year or

longer to resolve. Seven (47%) were public defender cases, six (40%) were panel cases,

94 A 20% rate for antipsychotic prescriptions for foster youth was recently called "disturbing" and

"unacceptable" in Pennsylvania. See http://iiie.org/pennsvlvania-juvenile-offenders-given-psvchiatric-

dru~s-at-high-rates/147154/
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and two (13%) were private cases. Nine of the 15 stayed in juvenile court, and four (2

panel and 2 public defender) were transferred to adult court.

Overall, 37% (7) of public defender cases took over 12 months to resolve. Conversely,

almost one-quarter (18) of the panel attorney cases in the sample were resolved in less

than three months. Only 8% (6) of the panel attorney cases took longer than 12 months

(see Figure 21).95
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Resource Use and Representation in Transfer Cases

Panel

Cases remaining in juvenile court

Out of the 48 cases remaining in juvenile court in the sample of 114, 96% (46) reflected

a negotiated resolution to keep the client from being transferred to adult court, as

documented by the withdrawal of the fitness motion by the District Attorney.

Eighty-three percent (40) of the 48 cases remaining in juvenile court reflected counsels'

consultation with an expert (medical, psychological, or social worker), either through

request for an expert, submission of an expert report, or expert testimony. Public

defenders consulted experts in 92% of their cases that remained in juvenile court in the

sample and panel in 88%.

95 APD cases all resolved within eight to eleven months.
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Cases found unfit and transferred to adult court

Out of the 66 cases in the sample of 114 in which the juvenile was found unfit and

transferred to adult court, 77% (51) reflected counsels' consultation with an expert,

medical doctor, psychologist, or social worker, either through request for an expert,

submission of an expert report, or expert testimony. Public defenders consulted an

expert in 83% (5 out of 6), panel attorneys in 80% (40 out of 50), APD in every case, and

private attorneys in only 33%o (2 out of 6). Most included submission of an expert report:

for public defenders it was three out of the five, and for panel counsel it was 32 out of

the 40.

Regarding documentation in support of the client's case, 89% (59) of the 66 unfit cases

in the sample contained one or more of the following: character letters; reports from

medical, psychological, or social workers; school records; dependency court records; IEP

documentation; or other written evidence. Public defenders had evidence of this type of

documentation in 100% of their cases, panel attorneys in 90% (45 out of 50), APD in

100%, and private attorneys in 67% (4 out of 6).

Other data that was gathered from a review of the 66 cases in which the juvenile was

found unfit is presented below in Figure 22. As a percentage of the total, panel counsel

are lower than public defenders in every category.

Figure 22. Resource Use and Representation in Sample of 66 Unfit Cases

Total

Number
Expert Documented Written Edsel P.

of Unfit Testimony
Consultation Support Motion Hearing

Cases in

Sample

Public
6 5 (83%) 6 (100%) 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 5 (83%)

Defender

Panel 50 40 (80% 45 (90%) 4 (8%) 5 (10%) 35 (70%)

APD 4 4 (100%) 4 (100%) 1 (25%) 4 (100%) 4 (100%)

Private 6 2 (33%) 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 1 (17%) 5 (83%)

Total 66
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• Written motions: Sixty-seven percent (4 out of 6) of public defenders' cases that

resulted in transfer had a written motion, 8% (4 out of 50) of panel attorney

cases, 25% (1 out of 4) of APD's, and 33%o (2 out of 6) of private attorney cases.96

~ Expert testimony: Twenty-percent (13) of the 66 unfit cases reflected testimony

from an expert or other witness. Public defenders had expert or other testimony

in 33% (2 of 6) of their cases, panel in 10% (5 out of 50), APD in 100% (four out of

four) and private attorneys in 17% (1 out of 6) of their cases.

• Edsel P. hearing: Eighty-three percent (5 of 6) of public defender cases in the

sample that resulted in transfer had an Edsel P. hearing, 70% (35 out of 50) of

panel attorney cases that were transferred had the hearing, all APD cases (4 out

of 4), and 83% (5 out of 6) private attorney cases.

Waiver or Submission of Fitness

In four of the 66 cases in the sample where the juvenile was transferred to adult court,

the attorney waived, conceded; or submitted fitness, essentially meaning that the

attorney did not advocate for his or her client at the fitness hearing. Three were panel

cases and one was a private attorney. The court-brief filed in Appendix D is an example

of a panel case in which the attorney submitted on fitness. Panel counsel i.n that case

was, found.to have been constitutionally ir7effecfive: It does;not appear that the CEO was.

notified or; if the CE0 wa's notified, it does, not appear that the;eE.O hart any structure

that allowed for an action in response.

On the issue.of waiver, the Public Defender and panel counsel view transfer cases

differently. The Office of the Public Defender has a policy that no public defender can

waive, stipulate or submit to transfer without full review up the entire chain of

command, to the Head Deputy.97 The Office could not recall an instance in which

approval was given for waiver, submission, or stipulation to transfer. Some panel

attorneys, in contrast, believe differently: 20% of the panel attorneys responding to the

survey indicated that conceding unfitness occasionally, sometimes, or often makes

sense for the client. Some of their comments include:

• "I prepare for a fitness hearing on each fitness case. However, there are times

when a hearing is not in my client's best interest."

96 Not all court clerks recorded oral motions consistently so oral motions could not be accurately counted;

therefore, only written motions are included here. 17% (11 out of 66) cases included at least one written

motion.
97 The policy is slightly different if the juvenile is 17.
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Park VI: Transfer Cases

• "i have conceded unfitness 4 times in 36 years each time resulting in great benefit

to the client. But it should happen rarely and only when you are sure you are

doing the right thing."

• "In a rare case, the circumstances may be that the client will be better off in adult

court."
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PART Vlf: National Standards and County Methods

for Specialized Training and Continuing Legal

Education; Evaluation, Supervision, Mentoring and

Support; Accountability and Quality Assurance; and

Compensation and Incentives

Response to motion item 1) d & e.:

"A review of the methods of specialized training, continuing legal education, supervision,

mentoring and support, evaluation, compensation/incentive systems, accountability, and

quality assurance employed by the Public Defender, the Alternate Public Defender, and

juvenile panel attorneys."

"A review of the methods of specialized training, continuing legal education, supervision,

mentoring and support, evaluation, compensation/incentive systems, accountability, and

quality assurance recommended by national standards."

Highlights

The County's current contract with panel counsel does not allow panel counsel to

access court-paid investigators; panel counsel must pay for investigators from their

flat fee or they must find an investigator to work pro bono. National and state

standards state that the County should provide investigators for panel counsel.

Both panel attorneys and public defenders have annual training, but panel attorneys

are required to organize and pay for their training out of pocket. Standards state that

the County should ensure that training is available without cost to all counsel for

indigent defendants.

Because the County has not established a qualified oversight body for panel counsel,

substantive oversight, supervision, and quality control have been provided, if at all, by

the panel heads. This leads to inconsistency and an inability of the County to ensure

quality. It is also inconsistent with standards. In at least two instances, panel attorneys

have been constitutionally ineffective and either the County was not informed, or the

County was informed but had no structure that allowed for a response.
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Relying on the judges to provide oversight is problematic, lacks consistency, and is not

recommended.

Flat-fee contracts such as those used in Los Angeles are strongly criticized in California

and even barred by law in other states; since at least 2006 the State Bar has stated

that they should not be used.

In an effort to ensure quality of representation forjuvenile defendants nationwide, the

American Bar Association (ABA), the National Legal Aid and Defenders Association

(NLADA), and the National Juvenile Defenders Center (NJDC), among others, have

promulgated national standards for training, supervision, compensation, evaluation and

quality control of juvenile attorneys. The NJDC has additionally identified a guiding set

of principles designed to provide an ethical framework for all juvenile defense

standards:98

Juvenile defenders play a critical role in the fair administration of justice for

children;

Juvenile defense is a specialized practice anchored in juvenile-specific training

and practice skills,•

3. Juvenile defense requires zealous advocacy.

4. Juvenile defense requires competence and proficiency in court rules and the law;

5. Juvenile defense requires legal representation that is individualized;

6. Juvenile defense requires representation that is developmentally appropriate;

7. Juvenile defense is based on the clients' expressed interests;

8. Juvenile defense requires that clients be meaningful participants in their

defense;

9. Juvenile defense includes counseling clients through the legal and extralegal

processes;

10. Juvenile defense includes ensuring that clients and their families are treated with

dignity and respect and that there is decorum in the courtroom;

11. Systemic barriers and deficiencies impair juvenile defenders' abilities to provide

high-quality representation; and

12. Systemic barriers and deficiencies lead to disproportionate representation of

vulnerable, underserved populations at every contact with and stage of the

juvenile delinquency court process.99

98 National Juvenile Defense Center, "Models for Change; Systems Reform in Juvenile Justice" at 9 (2012).

Available at http://nidc.info/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/NationaUuvenileDefenseStandards2013.pdf

99 National Juvenile Defense Center, "Models for Change; Systems Reform in Juvenile Justice" at 9 (2012).

Available at http://nidc.info/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/NationaUuvenileDefenseStandards2013.pdf
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These guidelines and standards are necessary because, absent competent, diligent and

zealous advocacy, juveniles may face "increasingly negative consequences from an

arrest or court involvement, such as decreased educational and/or employment

opportunities, restrictions of access to public benefits and privileges and compromised

immigration status, as well as placement in lifelong registries.
"ioo

California has adopted many of these same standards in the State Bar Guidelines on

Indigent Defense Delivery Systems.101 In addition, Los Angeles has its own standards,

documented in the Guidelines for Attorneys Representing Youth in the Los Angeles

Juvenile Delinquency 
Court.1°2

Specialized Training and Continuing Legal Education

Standards

The quality of juvenile representation is tied in large part to the education and training

of the attorneys who appear in juvenile court.103 To "make certain that all parties

receive adequate representation, it is fundamentally important that attorneys have

adequate training before they begin practice in juvenile court and on a continuing basis
thereafter.,,ioa

In the juvenile system; failure to develop competent juvenile attorneys often occurs

when there is a lack of recognition.that juvenile defense is a specialty that. requires

preparation and intensive training:105 Counties~and others responsible for indigent

defense may improperly conflate the representation of children in delinquency

proceedings with the distinct, but equally important, representation of adults in criminal

ioo 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 19 (2012). Available at http://njdc.info/w~

contenUuploads/2013/09/NationalJuvenileDefenseStandards2013.pdf
lol 

Administrative Office of the Courts, "Effective Representation of Children in Juvenile Delinquency

Court," (2015) http://www.courts.ca.~ov/documents/EffRepChildrenBro.pdf
ioz 

The Public Defender has not fully endorsed these Guidelines. The Guidelines, and the Public Defender's

position, are more fully discussed in the last section of this report.
l03 Advisory Committee Note, Standard 5.40(d)(4), California Rules of the Court (2015).

104 Advisory Committee Note, Standard 5.40(d)(4), California Rules of the Court (2015).
ios 

Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr. & Nat'I Legal Aid & Def. Assoc., Ten Core Principals for Providing Quality

Delinquency RepresentaTion Through Public Defense Delivery Systems at 2 (2008). Available at

http://www.modelsforchange.net/publications/424; See also Judith B.lones, Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention, Juvenile Justice Bulletin: Access to Counsel (2004). Available at

https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles l/ojidv/204063.pdf
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proceedings.106 Moreover, juvenile defense has at times been viewed as a stepping-

stone to adult criminal defense. Instead, the NJDC and NLADA advocate that the "public

defense delivery system encourages experienced attorneys to provide delinquency

representation and strongly discourages use of delinquency representation as a training

assignment for new attorneys for future adult court.i107

Recent California law recognizes the critical need for qualified juvenile defenders:

It is essential that California's juvenile delinquency defense attorneys

have the appropriate knowledge and skills needed to meet the demands

of this increasingly complex area of legal practice. Advances in brain

research demonstrate that children and adolescents do not possess the

same cognitive, emotional, decision-making, and behavioral capacities as

adults. Counsel must ensure that these differences are appropriately

recognized in the attorney-client relationship and defense of the 
case.los

Competent juvenile representation requires counsel to "not only possess knowledge of

the law," but also "to understand youth development and be able to interact effectively

with youth.i109 This will likely require that attorneys establish community resources and

"develop relationships with local social service providers."110 Furthermore, counsel

must be cognizant of the various moral, economic, social, and political factors that play

into a client's particular 
situation.111 "Juvenile defenders need to familiarize themselves

with key elements of a ̀ developmentally sound practice' in juvenile court; and: be able ~.

to recognize, consider, and address how disabilities, trauma, and immaturity affect

io6 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr. & Nat'I Legal Aid & Def. Assoc., Ten Core Principals for Providing Quality

Delinquency Representation Through Public Defense Delivery Systems at 2 (2008). Available at

http : //www. mo de 1 s fo rc ha n ge. net/p ub I i c ati o ns/424
log 

Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr. & Nat'I Legal Aid & Def. Assoc., Ten Core Principals for Providing Quality

Delinquency Representation Through Public Defense Delivery Systems at 2 (2008). Available at

http://www.modelsforchan~e.net/publications/424 . The need for training is echoed by the National

Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges and the Pacific Juvenile Defense Center. National Council of

Juvenile and Family Court Judges, Key Principals for Improving Court Practice in Juvenile Delinquency

Cases (July 2010), at http://www.nclfcl.org/resource-IibrarV/Publications/keV-Principles-improving-court-

practice-juvenile-delinquency-cases. Pacific Juvenile Defense Center, Statement of Beliefs (2015);

http://www.pjdc.org/about/statement-of-beliefs/
ios 

AB 703, signed September 30, 2015.

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.~ov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill id=201520160AB703
l09 

Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 22 (2012).
llo 

Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr. &Models for Change, The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 22 (2012); see also

Instit. Of Jud. Admin. Am. Bar Assoc., Juvenile Justice Standards Annotated: A Balanced Approach at § 1.4,

70 (1996) (noting juvenile attorneys typically work with social worker and probation departments)

(Hereafter cited as Juvenile Justice Standards). Available at

https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffilesl/ojjdp/166773.pdf
111 

Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 22 (2012).
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youths' behaviors, relationships, and perceptions of safety.
"112 This means, for

example, that attorneys should be able to incorporate into their pretrial motions

knowledge of developmental immaturity and its influence on a client's ability to

intelligently, knowingly, and voluntarily waive constitutional 
rights.113

With regard to entry-level training and qualifications, the NJDC has defined six core

competency areas for minimum proficiency in juvenile delinquency:

1. Counsel should be familiar with and utilize state juvenile delinquency

statutes, criminal statutes, case law rules of procedure, rules of evidence,

and rules of appellate procedure that impact juvenile practice;

2. Counsel should be knowledgeable about the key aspects of developmental

science and other research that informs specific legal questions regarding

capacities in legal proceedings, amenability to treatment and culpability;

counsel should recognize when to consult experts;

3. Counsel must be properly trained in effective adolescent interviewing

techniques;

4. Counsel must have training in the specialized. skill of communicating with

young clients in a developmentally appropriate and effective manner;

5. Counselshould be up-to-date. on the consequences of juvenile adjudication;

and .

6. :.Counsel should, Eye {~roficient.wi~th the. ope,ra.tions'of; and laws regarding,

child=serving institutions; imtlud.ing schools,'sociat service agencies, and

menfalhealth 
agencies.il4:

The California State Bar, in its Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems,

recommends that counsel "be experienced and not in an entry level position, [and] be

trained in the development, education, substance abuse and mental health of
youth[,]lls Absent any local rules, the court is responsible for establishing relevant

prerequisites for court-appointed attorneys and advocates in the juvenile court. The

court should "ensure that attorneys who appear in juvenile court have sufficient training

to perform their jobs competently, as follows: require that all court-appointed attorneys

meet minimum training and continuing legal education standards as a condition of their

appointment to juvenile court matters; and encourage the leaders of public law offices

that have responsibilities in juvenile court to require their attorneys who appear in

112 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 22 (2012) (quoting Marty Beyer,

Developmentally-Sound Practice in Family and Juvenile Court, Nev. L.J. 1215 (2006)).
1'3 

Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 23 (2012).
lla 

Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 21-22 (2012).
lls 

State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent Defense Delivery Systems (2006) at 22;

www.calbar.ca.gov/portals/11/documents/indigent-services-guidelines.pdf
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juvenile court to have at least the same training and continuing legal education required

of court-appointed 
attorneys.i116

With respect to on~oin~ training and continuing education, "the juvenile defender must

be clear about his or her role and be able to keep pace with the growing body of

scientific research and legal jurisprudence that applies directly to the representation of

children.i117 California Penal Code Section 987.2(c) requires that "[i]n counties that

utilize an assigned private counsel system .. as the method of appointing counsel in

cases where the public defender is unavailable, the county, the courts, or the local

county bar association working with the courts are encouraged to ... seek to educate

those panel members through an approved training program." The system should

"provide training resources free of charge to program 
attorneys.i11$

Regarding continuing legal education in particular, the American Bar Association does

not mandate a particular number of continuing legal education hours for juvenile

attorneys; whether to set a requirement of a particular amount of continuing legal

education hours to practice juvenile law (or any law) falls under the purview of each

state bar. In California, attorneys are required to complete 25 hours of MOLE (minimum

continuing legal education) every three years, four hours of which must be on ethics,

one hour of which must be on elimination of bias, and one hour of which must be on

competence (substance abuse or mental illness).119 The California State Bar does not

set separate requirements for criminal defense orjuv.enile delinquency attorneys, but

recommends that jurisdictions require format training in addition to the MOLE °25: unit

requirement. The MCLf units may apply Yowar'd .this requirement, bu.# "the local

jurisdiction may require more than 25 units and should also require some nexus fo

criminal-law rather than only the MCLE's generic unit requirements.i120

The County should note that, on September 30, 2015, Governor Brown signed AB 703

into law. AB 703 requires that, by July 1, 2016, the Judicial Council adopt new rules of

court to do the following:

(1) Establish minimum hours of training and education, or sufficient recent experience in

delinquency proceedings in which the attorney has demonstrated competence,

necessary in order to be appointed as counsel in delinquency proceedings. Training

hours that the State Bar has approved for Minimum Continuing Legal Education (MCLE)

116 
Standard 5.40(d)(1) and (2), California Rules of the Court.

11' National Juvenile Defense Center, "Models for Change; Systems Reform in Juvenile Justice' at 5 (2012).

Available at http://njdc.info/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/NationalJuvenileDefenseStandards2013.pdf
lls 

State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent Defense Delivery Systems (2006). At 19.

www.calbar.ca.~ov/portals/11/documents/indigent-services-guidelines.pdf
119 http://mcle.calbar.ca.gov/Attorneys/Requirements.aspx
izo 

The State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems (2006), at 15.
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credit shall be counted toward the MCLE hours required of all attorneys by the State

Bar.

(2) Establish required training areas that may include, but are not limited to, an

overview of juvenile delinquency law and procedure, child and adolescent development,

special education, competence and mental health issues, counsel's ethical duties,

advocacy in the post-dispositional phase, appellate issues, direct and collateral

consequences of court involvement for a minor, and securing effective rehabilitative

resources.

(3) Encourage public defender offices and agencies that provide representation in

proceedings under Sections 601 and 602 to provide training on juvenile delinquency

issues that the State Bar has approved for MCLE credit.

(4) Provide that attorneys practicing in juvenile delinquency courts shall be solely

responsible for compliance with the training and education requirements adopted

pursuant to this 
section.121

Looking forward, the County will need to consider how implementation of AB 703 will

be overseen as applied to panel counsel.

Public Defender Practice and Compliance

It is a concern that deputypublic defenders are relatively inexperienced, as both the'

NJCD and the 1VLADA` encouraged J'experFenced attorneys to provide delinquency,.
representation and strongly discourage[ ]use of delinquency representation as a

training assignment for new attorneys or future adult court.
"122

However, the Office has a training structure designed to compensate for the attorneys'

relative inexperience. The deputy public defenders in the Juvenile Division cannot start

in the Juvenile Division but can transfer after two to three years of practice in adult

misdemeanor court. When the new attorneys arrive in the Juvenile Division they first

lzl 
http://le~info.legislature.ca.~ov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill id=201520160A6703

lzZ 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr. & Nat'I Legal Aid & Def. Assoc., Ten Core Principals for Providing Quality

Delinquency Representation Through Public Defense Delivery Systems at 2 (2008). Available at

http://www.modelsforchange.net/publications/424 . The need for training is echoed by the National

Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges and the Pacific Juvenile Defense Center. National Council of

Juvenile and Family Court Judges, Key Principals for Improving Court Practice in Juvenile Delinquency

Cases (July 2010), at http://www.ncifci.org/resource-library/publications/kev-principles-improving-court-

practice-juvenile-delinquency-cases. Pacific Juvenile Defense Center, Statement of Beliefs (2015);

httq://www.pidc.org/about/statement-of-beliefs/
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observe for a few days with the DIC in that courthouse. On the third day they meet the

Head Deputy and have a full day of training with the appellate attorneys and the Head

Deputy in the downtown office. Training with the appellate attorneys includes the scope

of juvenile representation, hearing types, dynamics of juvenile court (including working

with parents), a brief introduction to adolescent development, immigration, collateral

consequences, adjudications, dispositions, 777 petitions, 778 petitions, strikes, priors,

and other subjects. Training with the Head Deputy includes protocols for critical

incidents, child abuse reporting, fitness cases, homicide cases, and file documentation

policy. It also includes training regarding file management, expected evaluations,

expectations regarding client visits, and the relationship with parents. See Appendix E

for a full description of the training provided by the appellate attorneys, the DICs and

the Head Deputies.

New attorneys then go to their branch courthouses, where a few weeks later they have

a follow-up full day of training with the same appellate attorneys and other speakers

covering many of the same subjects in greater detail, including fitness, immigration,

competency, confessions, adolescent development, sex cases, special education,

regional centers, resource attorneys, social workers; mental health courts, and strikes. A

new attorney is not permitted to handle a homicide case or a fitness case until at least

two months. have passed satisfactorily. At the branch, the DIC continues with additional

training, including training in how to interview juvenile clients and case preparation

(experts;. investigations,.and motions).

For ongoing training,..the Public Defen-der hosCs:an annual seminar on juvenile defense

that is mandatory fQr all attorneys in tfie office and open. to a.11 juvenile defiense .

attorneys outside of .the Office. S.ee Appendix E for the agendas from the.last ten annual

seminars.

The Office offers monthly webinars on juvenile delinquency subjects such as

psychotropic medications, forensic examinations, forensic cellphone and GPS devices,

and Internet and social media. The Office also provides additional follow-up trainings for

new attorneys, monthly in-person trainings that are offered within the particular

courthouse branches, and tours of juvenile facilities. In addition, the DICs, the social

workers, and the resource attorneys all meet monthly to review subjects of particular

interest; social workers and resource attorneys also attend the law trainings and each

others' trainings. Past training topics have included effective report writing, hard to

place youth, common street drugs, IEPs, and educationally related mental health

services. Attorneys receive MCLE credits for most of these trainings as well as for the

annual seminar. See Appendix E for a list of the webinars offered in the last year, dates

and subjects of most recent trainings, meetings, and tours. These additional trainings

and webinars are not open to attorneys outside the Office. The annual seminar is open

to the defense bar and other public defender offices.
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The Juvenile Division recently hired afull-time trainer. She has been with the Office of

the Public Defender for over 13 years, recently as an appellate attorney specializing in

juvenile delinquency issues. It is expected that the Juvenile Division training program

will change and expand under this new leadership.

All attorneys in the office are required to comply with the requirements of the California

State Bar for minimum continuing legal education (MCLE). Both the annual public

defender training, and most of the internal monthly trainings, meet MCLE requirements

for public defender attorneys. The Public Defender does not make training mandatory

beyond its annual seminar and the MCLE requirements, but according to the Public

Defender most attorneys attend far more than the minimum MCLE amount each year.

Even with the training, however, the practice of rotating young attorneys through the

Juvenile Division was criticized by a few of the judges in the survey, including one who

stated:

Some public defenders spent more time on other needs of minors such as

education, special immigration status, and mental- health. Institutional

representation can provide extra resources, including non-attorney personnel to

do this. The Public Defender's Office and the District Attorney's Office both

need to be reformed as well. Juvenile is a rotating assignment resulting in

attorneys with_ little interest in the other aspects of the Juvenile system beyond

crime and punishment. Representation should .be institutional, long term, and

by attorneys with a real interest in juvenile law practice.

Panel Counsel Practice and Compliance

The contracts between the County and the panel attorneys do not specify any training

or entry requirements for new attorneys, and do not require any specific training or

continuing legal education. However, because panel counsel have all been practicing for

so long, they would almost certainly meet any minimum competency requirements set

by the County. The original RFP required five years of experience, and panel heads state

that they continue to adhere to those requirements despite the fact that those

requirements are not written into the 
contract.123

Although the County does not explicitly require any ongoing training, 90% of the panel

attorneys who responded to the survey indicated that they attend the Public Defender's

annual seminar almost every year. In addition, the panel attorneys themselves host an

annual seminar (organized by the Sylmar panel head) that is open to all juvenile defense

lz3 
The content of the original RFP could not be confirmed for all eight branches.
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attorneys. Agendas from the past few years' panel seminars are attached in App
endix F.

Nearly all surveyed panel attorneys (87%) said they attend the annual panel semi
nar

almost every year. One panel head stated that they require attorneys in that bra
nch to

attend the annual panel seminar, the annual Public Defender seminar, or bot
h. Other

panel heads indicated their belief that the attorneys in their branch were experienc
ed

enough to monitor their own training.

When asked how they kept abreast of new laws and duties, the most common m
ethods

were the Public Defender training, newsletters and journals, and the annual 
panel

seminar. One panel head emphasized a listsery available to panel attorneys, but
 only 11

of the 31 attorneys in the survey identified the listsery as a primary means used to
 stay

current on changing laws and duties.

It is a concern that panel attorneys have to pay to attend the annual Public D
efender

training. The fact that the County does not cover the cost for panel attorneys to
 attend

training — or make training available free of charge for panel attorneys — conflicts with

standards because the County does not "provide training resources free of char
ge to

program attorneys.
"lz4 Instead,. panel attorneys are required to create and pay for their

own training out of their flat-fee payments, putting panel attorneys in the positi
on of

having to choose between attending the annual training, and being compensate
d for

their work with clients.

As with public defenders (and all attorn.eys), pa_n~l attorneys must cot~iply wi
th the

MCLE requirements of.the State Bar, which is 25 hours over three years. The Cou
nty

does not impose any additional continuing legal education requirements on 
panel

counsel, nor does the County require or provide any specialized continuing legal

education. The panel's annual training seminar provides six hours of MCLE each 
year.

More critically, the issue of specialized training both for entry into the panel 
system and

for ongoing training is going to become more important as the panel attorneys r
etire or

leave juvenile practice. More than half (58%) of the panel attorneys indicated th
at they

expected to retire or leave the panel in less than ten years, and 17%indicate
d that they

expected to leave in less than five years. The County currently has no system to 
review

or evaluate new attorneys who wish to join the panel, nor does the County have
 any

person who would be able to substantively evaluate the performance and capaci
ties of

entering or existing panel counsel. As this group of panel attorneys heads toward

retirement it will become critical that the County consider how it will ensure tha
t new

attorneys are qualified to represent juveniles in delinquency court.

lZ' State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent Defense Delivery Systems (2006). A
t 19.

www.calbar.ca.~ov/portals/11/documents/indigent-services-~uidelines.pdf
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Finally, in light of the passage of AB 703, the County will need to develop a structure to

ensure that panel attorneys comply with new standards once they are developed. The

County does not currently have any such structure.

Supervision, Evaluation, Mentorin~, and 
Supporti2s

Standards

Indigent defense structures and delivery systems include institutional public defender

offices, assigned counsel, conflict counsel, law school clinicians, and non-profit law

centers. The nature of these systems will impact the content and the type of attorney

supervision that is 
appropriate.126 The fact that panel counsel are independent does not

mean that supervision is irrelevant; the American Bar Association recommends that all

indigent defense attorneys be "supervised and systematically reviewed for quality and

efficiency according to nationally and locally adopted standards.
"1Z'

The State Bar states that the County "shall establish written procedures, using uniform

standards, to periodically monitor and accurately assess the performance of its

attorneys.i128 When looking to contract or independent providers of indigent defense,

"[s]uch evaluations cannot be identical to those of supervisors of employees because of

assigned counsels' status as independent contractorsn129 but supervision is still a

requirerr~ent. `

Altho.u,gh:judicial evaluation can be a component of County supervision, the American

Bar Association strongly recommends that supervision of .counsel not lie solely within .

the judiciary to maintain the independence of counsel and to allow counsel to advocate

for their clients. "The public defense function should be independent from political

influence and subject to judicial supervision only in the same manner and to the same

extent as retained 
counsel.i13o

Whatever the structure of the indigent defense system, a supervisor "provide[s]

leadership and ensures] that counsel is able to effectively offer the most competent,

izs 
Evaluation is a component of both supervision and quality assurance and, therefore, it ap

pears in both

sections.

1z6Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 144 (2012).
lz' American Bar Association, ABA Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System with Co

mmentary

(2002) (Principle 10).

128 State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent Defense Delivery Systems (2006) at
 16

lz9 
State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent Defense Delivery Systems (2006) at 16

13o 
American Bar Association, ABA Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System w

ith Commentary

(2002). (Principle 1.)
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diligent, and zealous representation possible to protect the client's procedural and

substantive rights.
"131 This means ensuring that:

a. Counsel has regular and ongoing opportunities to receive relevant and

specialized training and leadership development;

b. Counsel's skills and abilities are a proper match with the number and complexity

of cases assigned;

c. Counsel receives interactive and timely feedback in the form of leadership,

coaching, training, role-playing, mentoring, and other support;

d. Counsel has access to investigative and other critical resources; and

e. Counsel has back-up and support when systemic barriers interfere or conflict

with counsel's duties to clients and undermine his or her 
role.13z

To comply with the above-mentioned list, supervisors should construct an environment

that nurtures respect for juvenile defense and "supports zealous defense for youth.
"133

This allows the attorney under supervision to "withstand court challenges and provide

competent, diligent, and zealous legal advocacy for the 
client.i134 Moreover, in the

event that "the role of the juvenile defender is questioned or maligned, or when system

stakeholders attempt to penalize defense counsel, or their clients, for appropriate

zealous advocacy," a supervisor is charged with 
intervening.135

To:promote.effective representation, supervisors are expected to provide both formal

and informal learning~o,ppo:rtunities.~36 Of critical importance are training opportunities

that (1) inform counsel regarding changes in the law,' (2).aJlow practice in lawyering

skills, (3) inform counsel regarding advancement in:develop.mental scicnceand other

areas of adolescent development, (4) highlight changes in client demographics;

including historically marginalized populations, and (5) discuss rehabilitative and

community-based services and the means to access them.137 National standards also

recommend that a supervisor in juvenile indigent defense ensures that, among other

things, counsel has access to investigative and other critical 
resources.138

Supervisors "should develop written standards and consistent formal methods of

review.i139 They should create stop-gap measures that provide counsel with assistance

131 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 144 (2012).

13z 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 144 (2012).

133 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 144 (2012).

13a 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 144 (2012).

13s 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 144 (2012).

136 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 145 (2012).

13~ 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 145 (2012).

13a 
Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 144 (2012).

139 Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 146 (2012).
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when needed,140 and there should be systems in place where the supervisor provides

regular and timely 
feedback.141 "[S]upervisors should seek to promote an office culture

in which counsel feels comfortable seeking guidance from colleagues as well as

supervisors."142 "The evaluation system must clearly articulate performance

expectations and afford counsel feedback regarding performance.
"143

The County's Guidelines also address supervision. They adopt the NJDC Standards and

emphasize that supervisors must: (1) "provide leadership and ensure that counsel is

able to effectively offer the most competent, diligent, and zealous representation," (2)

"ensure that counsel has regular and ongoing opportunities to receive relevant and

specialized training and leadership development," (3) "ensure that counsel's skills and

abilities are a proper match with the number and complexity of the cases assigned," and

(4) "ensure that counsel has access to investigative and other critical resources.
"ia4

Finally, concerning mentoring, neither national nor state standards require it. However,

"for lawyers facing [ J difficult situations, having an experienced mentor to consult can

make all the difference in whether they succeed or fail in the profession, and .. .

whether they have a satisfying or a disappointing 
career.'i145

Public Defender Practice and.Compliance

Tl~e Public Defender, as a Structured County department, builds supervision, mentoring

`and .support into the: Office'. In, a.n attorney's first two rrionths,.they are okiserved .:

regularly by the supervising:DlC white they interview their clients, meet with family, ,`

appear in court, litigate motions and argue`at hearings. The DIC then writes a memo

recording his or her evaluation for the Head Deputy; the attorney's performance must

be satisfactory.

All public defenders are formally evaluated annually, consistent with County

requirements. In addition, anyone who is promoted (from a Deputy Public Defender II to

a Deputy Public Defender III, for example) has a mandatory six month probation period,

and he or she is evaluated during that six month period in addition to the annual

evaluations. Performance evaluations are performed consistent with the Attorney

Performance Standards dated February 8, 2010. The standards differentiate the

140 Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 146 (2012).

141 Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 146 (2012).

142 Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 146 (2012).

143 Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 146 (2012).

144 Guidelines for Attorneys Representing Youth in the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency Court, p. 85.

145 Fujie, Holly, State Bar of California. "Mentoring: Now more than ever." California Bar Journal (May

2009). Available at

http://archive.calbar.ca.gov/%SCArchive.aspx?articleld=95444&categoryld=95319&month=5&year=2009
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evaluation criteria for supervisors, but all attorneys including supervisors are evaluated

for technical skills. For supervisors, the categories are preparation and knowledge,

advocacy, attitude, adaptability and productivity, effectiveness of personal interactions,

and supervisory skills. For other attorneys, the categories are advocacy and

communication skills (client relations, courtroom effectiveness, case negotiations and

sentencing skills), case analysis and preparation skills (legal analysis, research and

writing, effective use of investigators, paralegals, experts and witnesses, work habits

and organization), and role attitude and experiences (experience, professional relations

and role attitude as defense attorney, compliance with policies and procedures, role

attitude as public defender, assignment flexibility and leadership). See Appendix G for a

copy of the February 8, 2010 Standards.

Panel Counsel Practice and Compliance

The current panel counsel structure lacks an overriding supervision and evaluation

mechanism. The only substantive supervision comes from the panel heads themselves.

One panel head in particular stated that he/she actively supervises the attorneys in

his/her branch, and provides training and coordination. Other panel heads, however,

stated that the attorneys in their branches were highly experienced attorneys who do

not need supervision. All panel heads stated that-the attorneys support each other and

contact each other with questions. Some panel heads contend that the County does not

need to evaluate them because they have sufficient experience to render evaluation

unnecessary: Indeed; in three of the contracts the. panel heads negotiated'a, provision

that may to prevent the County from taking action in response to a negative evaluation.

The County is ultimately responsible for ensuring that all indigent defense counsel are

serving their clients competently and zealously. The County is effectively the supervisor

until it designates another agency or group to provide qualified and substantive

supervision and evaluation, and provides adequate funding to do so.

Relying on the panel heads to self-supervise is not recommended. The panel heads are

also representing indigent juveniles on behalf of the County, and there is no mechanism

to supervise or evaluate the panel heads themselves. Moreover, there is no feedback

mechanism that would allow the County to ascertain whether or not the panel heads

are adequately supervising the attorneys in the branch, or whether they are performing

any supervisory function at 
a11.146

lab 
One panel head stated that they supervise their attorneys. Other panel heads contend that

supervision, to the extent it is necessary, is provided by the judges. Supervision by judges is addressed in

the next section.
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The contracts do place some degree of supervisory or evaluative authority in the CEO's

office, and it appears that up until 2006 the CEO's office surveyed the delinquency court

judges about the panel counsel on asemi-regular basis. However, the survey was not

anonymous and the judges' names were used when their comments were reported bac
k

to the panel heads. Since the panel heads and the judges have close relationships, and

since they continue to see each other on a regular basis, it is possible that the non-

anonymous survey did not elicit the judges' full and honest responses and was therefore

an ineffective quality control mechanism. It does not appear that any further

substantive evaluation or supervision was done until Fall 2014, when the CEO audited

each panel heads' compliance with the contract. This audit, however, was limited to

administrative compliance with the contract terms.

In addition, the County does not provide a structured and knowledgeable intermediary

or supervisor to oversee the panel attorneys and as a result there is no one available to

support the panel attorneys in the event of court challenges, or if "the role of the

juvenile defender is questioned or maligned, or when system stakeholders attempt to

penalize defense counsel, or their clients, for appropriate zealous advocacy."~4~ There is

also no outside intermediary tasked with advocating for resources, leaving.it to the

panel heads to advocate for themselves. Their ability to advocate, however, is limited. by

the fact that they are relying on the County for their continued income..

One,of the.judges commented.that, to the best of their recollection; it was only public ;

defenders o:r retained counsel who had ehailenged a particular.judge th'ro,ugh Civil Co~1e ̀ : 
,.

Section 170.6; Panel counsel, to this judge's recollection, have not made such:

challenges. This judge commented that; in an adversarial system that depends on

counsel to fully advocate for his or her client.even a.t the expense of tfie relationship

with the judge, failure to challenge a judge in appropriate circumstances is exceedingly

troublesome.

Evalua#ion, Accountability, and Quality Assurance

Standards

A strong evaluation system will achieve accountability and quality assurance. Evaluation,

accountability, and quality assurance are all related, as the system needs evaluation to

ensure both accountability and quality. Thus the California State Bar recommends that

within any indigent defense system, whether institutional, contract, private, or

otherwise, "there should exist a mechanism whereby the quality of representation

14 Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'l Juvenile Def. Standards at 144 (2012).
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provided by indigent defense providers is monitored and accurately assessed,

employing uniform 
standards.i14$

For acounty-based office such as the Public Defender, to effectively evaluate their staff

attorneys and ensure accountability and quality, supervisors should "promulgate, adopt,

and implement performance standards or guidelines based on best practices.i149 "An

institutional defender should provide a continuous, interactive system whereby

mentors, supervisors and managers provide assessment, feedback, documentation,

remediation and other functions to ensure that the quality of service being provided is

assured."15o

With respect to contract and assigned attorneys, the State Bar states that "each

jurisdiction shall establish operating rules which promote the overall quality of indigent

representationi151 for those contract and assigned attorneys.

Accountability and quality should be monitored in part by the manner in which the

contract is awarded and by inserting provisions in the contract that demand high quality

representation. The appointment process for contract attorneys "should never be ad

hoc, but should be according to a coordinated plan directed by a full-time administrator

who is also an attorney familiar with the varied requirements of practice in the
jurisdiction.i152 "An Administrator and/or Board of Governors should oversee the

assigned counsel system. Because of the possibility of conflict, or the appearance of ,

conflict, the administrator should not be allovyed to maintain-a private criminal law
,.153practice. The:salaried administrator should also have a. budget to manage the private

attorneys, support -high performance; and provide quality oversight including an appeals

process if 
necessary.15a

The American Bar Association and the National Legal Aid and Defenders Association

have promulgated general standards for contract systems that are relevant to

evaluation and quality assurance. Though not specific to the juvenile law system, the

ABA standards and the NLADA Guidelines provide an overview of an effective contract

148 The State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems (2006), at 14.
149 

Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 146 (2012).
iso 

The State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems (2006), at 17.
lsl 

The State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems (2006), at 14.
1s2 

American Bar Association, ABA Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System with Commentary

(2002).
ls3 

State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent Defense Delivery Systems (2006) at 36.

www.calbar.ca.gov/portals/11/documents/indigent-services-guidelines.pdf
isa 

State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent Defense Delivery Systems (2006) at 39.

www.calbar.ca.gov/portals/11/documents/indigent-services-~uidelines.pdf
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system. The two organizations contain the following common standards for
contracting:155

1. Contracts should ensure quality of representation (ABA Standard 5-3.1; NLADA

Guidelines III-8). One recommended way of ensuring quality of representation is

to refuse to award a contract on the basis of cost (ABA Standard 5-3.1; NLADA

Guideline IV-3).

2. The professional independence of all indigent defense delivery systems,

including contractor systems, should be maintained by creating an independent

organization such as a board of trustees or policy board to administer and award

contracts (ABA Standard 5-3.2(b); NLADA Guideline III-1).

3. Contracts should not contain provisions that create conflicts of interest between

the contractor and clients (ABA Standard 5-3.2(c); NLADA Guideline III-13).

Among the potential conflicts addressed are forcing contractors to choose either

paying for investigation, expert, transcription, and other services or forgoing

these services by not including them in the contract; failing to ensure that the

contract's mechanism for addressing conflict cases does not act as a financial

disincentive for withdrawing; and inducing an attorney to waive a client's rights

for reasons not related to a client's best interests (ABA Standard 5-3.3(b)(vii)(x);

NLADA Guideline III-13).

4. To avoid situations in which' lawyers or law firms are awarded contracts and

delegate responsibility to inexperienced associates, contracts should include ..

identification of attorneys who wiN perform.fegal r~presentation`under-tle.

contract and prohibition of substitutior~ of counsel:without.prior approval BABA .

Standard 5-5.3(iv)).

5. Contracts should include allowable workloads for individual attorneys and

measures to address excessive workload (ABA Standard 5-3.3(b)(v); NLADA

Guidelines III-6 and III-
12),1s6

6. Contracts should include provisions for supervision, evaluation, training and

professional development (ABA Standard 5-3.3(b)(xi); NLADA Guidelines III-6 and

III-7).

7. Contracts should include the grounds for termination of a contract (ABA

Standard 5-3.3(b)(xv); NLADA Guidelines III-4 and III-5).

iss 
For a list of standards promulgated by the ABA, see The Am. Bar Assoc., Providing Defense Services

(2015),

www.americanbar.org/publications/criminalJustice_section_archive/crimjust_standards_defsvcs_blk.ht

ml
ls6 

Caseloads are not addressed in this report, but acceptable caseloads are addressed in great detail in

the ABA's Ten Principles, in the ABA's Juvenile Justice Standards„ by the American Council of Chief

Defenders, and others.
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Also for contract or assigned systems, "each jurisdiction should maintain a written

complaint procedure for complaints made against an attorney who is providing indigent

legal representation," and maintain documented procedures for resolving those

complaints, as well as a sanction 
system,ls'

Finally, each jurisdiction should include a written evaluation system which may include

input from judges, prosecutors, and other members of the defense bar. The system

should include having a qualified and experienced person or committee review

significant law and motion work, and having a qualified and experienced person or

committee make a productivity evaluation based on the number of cases handled or

handling of difficult 
cases.158

Public Defender Practice and Compliance

As an institutional provider of indigent defense, the Public Defender is responsible for

the evaluation and quality control of its employees. The Public Defender's evaluation

systems, discussed earlier, appear to comply with standards. The Office has

promulgated performance standards and guidelines based on best practices and

provides a continuous, interactive system whereby supervisors and managers provide

assessment, feedback, documentation, remediation and other functions to ensure that

the quality of service being provided is assured.

Panel Counsel. Practice and.G:ompl.iance

The Counfy's current pan`ef counsel structure lacks a number of the features

recorrimended by nationa4 and stafe standards. Specifically, the County has:

• No mechanism to assess the quality of representation using uniform standards.

• No articulated performance standards or guidelines based on best practices. No

specificity about what will be monitored. No cohesive set of quality standards.

• No full-time administrator who is also an attorney familiar with the varied

requirements of practice in the jurisdiction.

• No substantive oversight by a qualified independent administrator or Board.

• No system for evaluation that allows for qualified and experienced review of panel

attorneys' work.

ls' 
The State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems (2006), at 16.

isa 
The State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems (2006), at 17.
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• Any substantive oversight that does exist is performed by the panel heads, who

themselves are panel members and who therefore raise the possibility or

appearance of conflict. The panel heads are either uncompensated for this work or

they are compensated only by taking a portion of the other attorneys' flat fees,

which is in itself problematic.

• No budget to manage the panel counsel, support high performance, and provide

quality oversight including an appeals process if necessary.

• Contracts that create conflicts of interest by requiring attorneys to pay for

investigators and their own training out of their flat fee (this issue is more fully

discussed in the incentives section below).

• Contracts that do not identify the attorneys, and no provision requiring

notification or approval for substitution of panel counsel in the branch.

• No contract provisions defining supervision, evaluation, training, and professional

development.

• No written complaint procedure for complaints made against a panel attorney. No

means by which judges, or clients can express dissatisfaction. No process. for

compFaints; review, sarrct'ions, or appeals. No consequences.in tfie event that an

evaluation reveals deficient.performance.

• No means by which panel heads themselves are subject to quality assurance.

• No requirement that the County be notified in the event that a court finds that a

panel attorney has provided ineffective assistance of counsel.

• Oversight that has been limited to compliance with billing requirements and

invoicing procedures.

• Group contracts that, in the words of one of the judges responding to the survey,

"mean that we have to take the good with the bad."

Panel heads respond that they monitor their own quality, and that the judges notify

them if one of the panel lawyers is below standards. This structure is not recommended

and does not comply with the recommendation of the American Bar Association that

supervision of defense counsel not lie within the judiciary in order to maintain the
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independence of counsel, and so that counsel can fully advocate for their clients

without worrying about their job 
security.ls9

In addition, while it is true that, over the past twenty years, on a few occasions the

judges have reached out to the panel heads with concerns about a particular panel

attorney, and the panel heads have acted to rectify the situation, this informal system

lacks consistency and is inherently problematic. The system is entirely dependent on the

longevity of the panel heads and judges, and the trust relationships they develop with

each other. If a particular judge does not feel comfortable expressing a concern to the

panel head, the system fails. It also provides noway for the judges to express concern

about the panel heads themselves; if the judge has a concern about the panel head,

there is no qualified individual with authority to whom the judge can express the

concern.

This informal process is also generally most effective only at the margins, in those very

rare situations where the unacceptable behavior is so glaring that no judge could be

faulted for raising the issue. If the behavior is detrimental to the client but not so

extreme, the judge may not be comfortable raising the concern, and the system fails.

Finally, the fact that the behavior had to be pointed out by the judges, and had not been

caught by the panel heads prior to the judges' interference, itself represents a failure of

the informal quality control system. Panel heads contend that they supervise the

attorneys in~their branches, butin the.examples given the panel heads were unaware of 
~ ~.

the attorneys':unacceptable behavior until notified by the judge.

ls9 
American Bar Association, ABA Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System with Comm

entary

(2002). (Principle 1.)
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Alternate Public Defender

The APD is similar to the Public Defender for training, supervision, evaluation, and quality

assurance because it has an institutional structure. The APD's system for staff performance

monitoring and evaluation is similar to the Public Defender's, as all APD attorneys are also

County employees.

Like the Public Defender, the APD has a full training and supervision program for new defense

attorneys. When a new attorney has started working with the existing juvenile attorneys,

even if that new attorney has many years of adult experience, the new attorney has been

required to train with one of the existing attorneys to ensure up to date knowledge and

compliance with all currentjuvenile expectations. The APD does not place new or

inexperienced attorneys in the Juvenile Division.

Attorneys assigned to the APD Juvenile Division attend a two day training session on juvenile

issues presented by an experienced APD juvenile practitioner. Training for all APD juvenile

attorneys on a variety of juvenile issues is provided on a periodic basis.

The three attorneys, a paralegal, and the supervisor in the Juvenile Division attend the annual

Public Defender training every year (one of them used to be a presenter at that training), and

most years they also present at other statewide and national training.

Although its Juvenile Division is small, the attorneys mentor and support each other. They

have a system far brainstorming and working together, often based around an APD binder

containing one tab for each of the 33 areas about which juvenile attorneys should have

knowledge, identified in the County's Guidelines for Attorneys Representing Youth in the Los

Angeles Juvenile Delinquency 
Court.'so

16oThe areas are: child welfare services and entitlements, child and adolescent development, competency

and capacity, mental health issues, communicating and building attorney-youth relationships with

adolescents, administrative appeals, community-based treatment, resources and programs, counsel's role

in treatment and problem solving courts, confidentiality rules in juvenile court„ dependency court/abuse

and neglect process, Section 241.1 process, diversionary programs, addiction and substance abuse, ethical

issues and considerations, gender-specific programming, immigration, racial, ethnic and cultural

understanding, role of parent or guardians and other caregivers, sexual orientation and gender identity

awareness, transfer to adult court and waiver hearings, education issues, Indian Child Welfare Act, local

resources including out of home placements and funding streams, Probation Department policy, duties

and mandates, child support and its implications, record sealing, writs, appeals, modification or court

orders, violation/revocation hearings, transitional services for youth, collateral consequences and

proceedings that may impact the youth, Rule of Court 5.663, local and state juvenile institutions, using

experts and consultants, and use of psychotropic medication and protocols related thereto.
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Compensation/Incentive Systems

Standards

Adequate compensation for indigent defense attorneys is critical: "Lawye
rs participating

in juvenile court matters, whether retained or appointed, are entitled to 
reasonable

compensation for time and services performed according to prevailing pr
ofessional

standards.i161 The California Rules of Court look to local presiding juv
enile judges to

guide parity in pay. Presiding judges, in "conjunction with other leaders 
in the legal

community, ensure that attorneys appointed in the juvenile court are com
pensated in a

manner equivalent to attorneys appointed by the court in other types of 
cases.i162

"Compensation for the legal work in the juvenile court should reflect the
 importance of

this 
work.i1s3

With respect to assigned counsel and contract systems for indigent defen
se,

"[r]easonable compensation should be provided to appointed attorneys 
in assigned

counsel and contract indigent defense 
systems.i164 Of particular importance is that

"[r]ates of compensation should be_sufficient to assure effective assistan
ce of

counsel.i165 "[I]n no event should the net hourly compensation for assigned counsel b
e

less than the aggregate hourly.compensation of an institutional defen
der of the same

level of skill and 
experience.i166

The: lack of, parity of compensation among indigent juvenile defense atto
rneys,

prosecutors, and adult defense attorneys is well recognized.167 Moreover
; "fees paid to

attdrneys appearing in juvenile court are sometimes less than the fees pa
id to attorneys

doing other legal work. Such a payment scheme demeans the work of the
 juvenile court,.'

leading many to believe that such work is less important."168

1611nstit. Of Jud. Admin. Am. Bar Assoc., Juvenile Justice Standards Annotate
d: A Balanced Approach at §

2.1(b)(i), Pg 71 (1996).
lbz 

Standard 5.40(c)(4), California Rules of the Court (2015).
163 

Advisory Committee Note, Standard 5.40(c)(4), California Rules of the Co
urt (2015).

163 
Standard 5.40(c)(4), California Rules of the Court (2015).

16° 
The State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services 

Delivery Systems (2006), at 32. In

addition, California Penal Code Sections 987.2 and 987.3 guide the Court
 in appointing panel counsel, and

require that court-appointed attorneys receive reasonable compensa
tion and necessary expenses. The

following factors should be considered in awarding compensation to app
ointed counsel in criminal cases

under these sections of the Penal Code: (1) Customary fees in the commu
nity for similar services by

privately retained counsel; (2) time and labor required; (3) difficulty of the 
defense; (4) novelty or

uncertainty of the law; (5) degree of professional ability, skill and experi
ence required; and (6)

professional character, qualification and standing of the attorney.
16s 

The State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services 
Delivery Systems (2006), at 32.

166The State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Servic
es Delivery Systems (2006), at 32.

16~ Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 163 (2012).

16sAdvisory Committee Note, Rule 5.40(c)(4), California Rules of the Cour
t (2015).
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Flat Fee Contracts

National standards and recommendations are uniform in their disapproval of flat fee

contracts such as that used by the County. A flat fee "does not link attorney time and

effort to the level of remuneration," and in so doing, "encourages attorneys to do what

is most profitable for them and what is efficient for the system but not what is in the

best interests of clients.i169 For this reason and others, both the American Bar

Association and the California State Bar strongly disapprove of flat-fee contracts.

According to the California State Bar, "fixed-period, bulk or flat rates should not be

utilized unless based on reliable statistical caseload data, and only in conjunction with a

method, specified in the contract, for increasing compensation to account for increases

in caseload size or the cost of defending extraordinary cases.i170 Similarly, the American

Bar Association states that "contracts with private attorneys for public defense services

should never be let primarily on the basis of cost; they should specify performance

requirements and the anticipated workload, provide an overflow or funding mechanism

for excess, unusual, or complex cases, and separately fund expert, investigative and

other litigation support services.
"1~1

Some states, such as South Dakota, Iowa, and Idaho, have banned the use of flat fee

contracts for indigent defense.l'? Others; such as Nevada and Michigan, have proposed

banning flat fees, or banning incentive systems such as that created by a flat=fee. Iowa's

reasoning is illustrative.: There; the Supreme Court found that a flat fee capped at $1,500

per appellate case would "substantially undermine the right of indigentsto effective- ,

assistance of:caunsel." The Court explained that "the low level of compensation

threatens the quality of indigent representation because of the perverse economic

incentives introduced into the criminal justice system.... Low compensation pits a

lawyer's economic interest ... against the interest of the client.
"1'3

169 The State Bar of California, Guidelines on Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems (2006), at 34; see

also ABA Standards for Criminal Justice: Defense Function 136, Standard 5-2.4 (3d ed. 1992), available at

http://www.americanbar.org/publications/criminal justice section archive/crimiust standards dfunc bl

k.html#1.2
loo State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent Defense Delivery Systems (2006) at 33.

www.calbar.ca.~ov/portals/11/documents/indigent-services-guidelines.pdf
1'1 

American Bar Association, ABA Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System with Commentary

(2002) (Principal 8).
1'z South Dakota: https://uis.sd.~ov/media/firstcircuit/COURT APPOINTED ATTORNEY FEES.pdf; Iowa:

http://www.nlada.net/iseri/blot/gideon-alert-Iowa-sct-finds-rigid-flat-fee-contracts-

%E2%80%9Csubstantially-undermine%E2%80%9D-right-count and Idaho:

https://le~isl ature. ida ho.~ov/i dstat/Titl e19/T19CH8SECT19-859. htm
1'3 

Simmons v. State Defender, 791 N.W. 2d 69 (Iowa 2010).
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Part VII: Training, Accountability, and Compensation

A report by the Department of Justice in 2000 found that "good contract systems cost

more per case than do public defender or assigned counsel programs.i174 Although the

number of research studies on flat-fee contracts is limited, the few that do exist show a

connection between low fees and actions taken (or not taken) by defense counsel. "One

study in Clark County, Washington, found the contracting system decreased the quality

of representation, reduced the number of cases taken to jury trials, increased guilty

pleas at first appearances, caused decline in motions to suppress and requests for

expert assistance, and caused an increase in complaints from defendants. Another study

found similar deficiencies in representation provided under a contracting system and

concluded that, over the long term, contracting would cost the state more than an

appointed counsel system." 
1's

Investigators

Both the American Bar Association and the NLADA recommend that contracts not

contain potential conflicts of interest between the contracting attorney and his or her

client; forcing the attorney to pay for an investigator out of his or her compensation is a

potential conflict tFiat.sfiould be avoided.176 Similarly, the State Bar recommends that

investigators "should not operate as a charge against the indigent defense provider to

such an extent that th.e net personal compensation to the defender is diminished.i177

"To provide effective representation, fuvenile practitioners should be provided with the

- necessary resources,~inc_luding,but not limited t.o ancillary.services such as investigators, ..

- - social workers and other experts..These services are essential in light of the new

_ _ requirements imposed ~upnn: juvenile defenders to ensure that the. ordered services are

- being provided,.i17~-These guidelines were enacted in 2006179 when the requirements

were r~ew, bu~'the County continues to rcnew.contracts that prohibit panel counsel

174 Bureau of Justice Assistance, Dept of Justice, Contracting for Indigent Defense Services at 17 (April

2000) (noting several additional characteristics shared by effective contract systems, including

independent oversight and monitoring, limitations on the practice of law outside the contract, guidelines

on client contact and notification of appointment, and a mechanism for oversight and evaluation).

https://www.ncirs.~ov/pdffilesl/bia/181160.pdf
1's 

"Gideon at S0: A Three Part Examination of Indigent Defense in America, Part I: Rationing Justice: The

Underfunding of Assigned Counsel Systems", National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers March

2013, citing Bureau of Justice Assistance, Contracting for Indigent Defense Services. at 10. (citing Lefstein,

Norman, Criminal Defense Services for the Poor: Methods and Programs for Providing Legal

Representation and the Need forAdequate Financing (1982), and Houlden, Pauline, and Steven Balkin,

Quality and Cost Comparisons of Private Bar Indigent Defense Systems: Contract v. Ordered Assigned

Counsel, Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology 76:176 (1985)).
1~6 

ABA Standard 5-3.3(b)(vii)(x); NLADA Guideline III-13.

177 State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent Defense Delivery Systems (2006).

www.calbar.ca.~ov/portals/11/documents/indigent-services-guidelines.pdf

178 State Bar of California Guidelines on Indigent Defense Delivery Systems (2006) at 23;

www.calbar.ca.~ov/portals/11/documents/indigent-services-guidelines.pdf

179 Confirmed in correspondence with the State Bar, July 2015.
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Part Vll: Training, Accountability, and Compensation

from accessing the court-paid investigators that are available to other attorneys for

indigent defendants.

The failure to provide investigators for panel counsel is particularly critical. A contract

that does not compensate attorneys for investigators creates "an inherent and

irreconcilable financial disincentive for a contract defender to investigate the case, [and
]

creates an unacceptable conflict of interest.i180 Moreover, failure to provide

investigators can lead to findings of ineffective assistance of counsel, as "the failure 
to

investigate and interview a witness identified by the client or in documents obtained

during the course of discovery is one of the most frequent post-conviction claims of

ineffective assistance of counsel.
"181

As discussed above, flat fee contracts are strongly discouraged, even barred in some

states and counties. In the event they are used, however, "flat-fee contracts in Californi
a

should separately reimburse the contracting attorneys for the expenses of adequate

investigation and needed experts.
"182

Public Defender Practice and Compliance

The Juvenile Division of the Office of the Public Defender is a County office; all attorney
s

employed by the Public Defender are County employees. Salaries for public defender

attorneys and staff comply with County policies. The Public Defender's policies

regarding compensation and incentives' appear to conform to standards.

All payment structures have incentives and disincentives. A salary system (as opposed to

flat-fee or hourly) can theoretically result in a disincentive to resolve cases quickly. It ha
s

also been alleged that the Public Defender's evaluation system creates an incentive to

file motions or litigate cases even when a quick resolution would be possible; this has

been termed "promotion by motion." The Public Defender responds that its supervision

and oversight system corrects against any abuses in the system, and that they resolve

cases as fast as they can, consistent with their obligation to protect their clients' rights.

The Public Defender strongly denies that any attorney in the office would be permitted

to file a motion that was inappropriate or that did not have a basis in law.

A bigger concern, heard anecdotally and echoed by the judges in the survey, is the

inability of juvenile public defenders to advance within the Juvenile Division, thus

Aso 
California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice, Final Report, p. 94 (200

6)

http://www.ccfaj.org/
lsl 

Nat'I Juvenile Def. Ctr., The Nat'I Juvenile Def. Standards at 71 (2012).
l8z 

California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice, Final Report, p. 94 (2006)

http://www.ccfaj.org/
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Parfi Vll: Training, Accountability, and Compensation

creating an incentive for qualified juvenile defense attorneys to leave 
the division.

Attorneys who wish to be promoted often move back to the adult d
ivision or transfer to

APD, rather than stay in juvenile. This results in a loss of institution
al knowledge and

experience.

Panel Counsel Practice and Compliance

National standards discourage the use of the flat-fee system and in
 the event that they

are utilized, it is recommended that contracting attorneys receive sepa
rate

compensation for investigators and needed experts. The County's curr
ent juvenile panel

system is not in compliance with the aforementioned national standar
ds.

Whatever the pay structure, the County also needs to ensure parit
y between juvenile

panel attorneys and other indigent defense providers. For example, in
digent defense

providers in the County's adult criminal court are compensated on 
an hourly basis, with

the hourly rate graduated by the type of case.183 Juvenile cases could 
be structured in a

similarmanner.

When asked an open-ended question about how the current panel
 and public defender

system could be improved, a number of the judges commented on the
- low pay rate for

panel lawyers: Judicial comments included:

• ".Increase fees for attorneys fian'dling the most difficult.cases."

"Pay them more.". 
_.,

• "The system should; be changed so more serious cases could be billed
 at a higher

rate and if the case becomes 'more serious because of unanticipated p
roblems

like mental health issues then the attorney could bill the case accor
ding to the

work that went into resolving it."

• "Pay them a living wage."

• "The panel should be held to higher expectations and they shou
ld be paid to

meet those expectations."

• "The flat fee system for payment of the panel needs to be change
d to a system

that reflects the actual time spent by the attorneys. Investigation and 
other

ancillary costs need to be paid by the court separately and not negotia
ted into

the panel attorney compensation."

• "Compensation. Money and time is always a factor when panel
 attorneys decide

to go to trial on a matter. It takes money to properly investigate a c
ase and

prepare for trial."

la3 
Los Angeles County Bar Association website, accessed Septembe

r 25, 2015.

http://www.lacba.orb/showpa~e.cfm?pa~eid=24
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Part VII: Training, Accountability, and Compensation

Finally, because panel attorneys receive a payment for every petition, the syst
em

arguably creates an incentive to register as many petitions as possible. Anecdot
ally,

investigation for this report uncovered allegations that a few panel attorneys h
ave

requested that the Court and Probation proceed with a formal 777 violatio
n petition

against a youth, rather than resolve a matter informally, so that the panel atto
rney

could invoice for the matter as a new petition. This would be a clear ethical 
violation,

but it cannot be confirmed and thus is no more than an unsubstantiated ru
mor.
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PART VIII: Compensation Modes and Systems in

Other California Counties

Response to motion item 1) f.:

"A review of the compensation models and systems for juvenile indigent defense

contracts in other California counties."

Highlights

Among the counties surveyed:

Los Angeles is the only county that does not make county-paid investigators available

to panel counsel.

Los Angeles is the only county that has no centralized mechanism for quality control.

It is the only county that contracts directly with private attorneys and does not fund a

qualified office or agency to monitor quality.

Los Angeles is the only county in which no experienced attorney or committee

provides supervision and oversight.

Los Angeles is the only county that compensates panel counsel with a uniform per-

case fiat fee. In other counties, panel counsel are compensated by salary, on an hourly

basis, or via an event-based flat fee structure that provides for different flat fees for

different activities and different types of cases.

The juvenile indigent defense systems in the following ten counties were examined for

this section of the 
report:184

• Alameda Sacramento

184 
Two additional counties, Riverside and Ventura, failed to return numerous calls, emails,

 and messages

and therefore are not included in the review.
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• Contra Costa • San Bernardino

• Fresno • San Diego

• Kern San Joaquin

• Orange • Santa Clara

Information about these selected counties was pulled from public websites, previous

reports and media coverage, and telephone interviews and emails with representatives

from each county. Where available, information was collected about the structure of

indigent defense systems; the nature and level of county oversight; compensation

structures and levels; and training. Below is a synthesis of the juvenile indigent defense

systems in this group often counties.

Indigent Defense Structures

In all ten counties, as in Los Angeles, the Office of the Public Defender represents

indigent youth if possible. The way in which the counties administer conflicts, however,

varies significantly (see Figure 23).

• Three of the ten counties (Alameda,185 Kern, and San Joaquin) assign all conflict

cases to individual panel attorneys through a panel system overseen by the local

Bar Association.

o Alameda has 32 delinquency paned attorneys.wl10 handle approximately. ; ' ; ; ;

450 cases a year, or about 14 cases per attorney..

o Kern has 10 to 12 delinquency panel attorneys who each'handle:75 to 80

cases a year.

o San Joaquin has seven panel attorneys on the regular juvenile

delinquency rotation; each attorney gets between 35 and 60 cases a year.

• One county (Sacramento) has a county office called Conflict Criminal Defenders

(CCD) that provides attorneys when the Public Defender has a conflict. The

attorneys are members of the Bar Association's Indigent Defense Panel; the

County (through the CCD) and the Bar Association operate through an MOU.

o Information about the number of juvenile delinquency panel attorneys

and their caseloads was unavailable.

• Three counties (Santa Clara, San Diego, and Contra Costa) have acounty-run

Alternate Public Defender Office that handles the first level of conflict, and utilize

panel attorneys for any further conflicts.

iss 
Alameda County juvenile panel attorneys handle mostly felony cases. The Bar Association contracts

 out

the juvenile misdemeanor cases to the East Bay Children's Law Office.
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o Santa Clara and San Diego manage those panel attorneys through a

County office.

■ Santa Clara has three delinquency panel attorneys who each

handle between 110 and 145 cases a year.

■ San Diego has six delinquency attorneys on the panel and the

office has about 300 to 400 open cases at a time; the number of

new cases per attorney per year was not available.

o Contra Costa uses a conflicts panel run by the Bar Association; each of

the Contra Costa panel attorneys receives between two and six cases a

year.

Orange County has three privately run firms called Delinquency Contract

Attorneys (DCAs) for the first three conflicts if the Public Defender cannot take

the case. The primary DCA, called Juvenile Defenders, takes the largest share of

the conflicts. The DCAs act as Alternate Public Defender Offices except they

operate by contract with the County, not as internal County departments, so the

attorneys are not county employees. Any subsequent conflicts after the three

DCAs go to acourt-administered delinquency conflicts panel staffed with 15

individual private attorneys. The private panel attorneys operate on four-year

contracts; approximately 150 to 200 cases a year are referred to the panel as a

whole so each private attorney gets 10 or 11 cases a year.

-.

The remaining two comparison counties (Fresno and San Bernardino) have

contracts with.private lavv firms to handle. all'.levels of conflict. The private firms-_.
are paid an annual fee by the counties-and the panel attorneys working in those

law firms are salaried employees of the.firm. It should be noted that these types

of contracts for indigent defense are not recommended and have been subject

to strong criticism by prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, academics and
stakeholders.ls6

o In Fresno, one private firm holds the contract with the County. That firm

manages three separate groups of attorneys. The first level of conflict is

staffed by a group of three full-time attorneys; the second level is staffed

by a group of two full-time attorneys, and if there are further conflicts

they go to a rotating group of independent private panel attorneys. All

levels of conflict are accountable to the private law firm that holds the

contract with the County. Caseloads are unknown for all attorneys.

o San Bernardino similarly has one contract with a private firm. That firm

manages three small offices as well as a small panel of independent

lab 
See e.g., California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice;

http://www.ccfai.org/documents/CCFAJFinalReport.pdf at 91 - 100 (2006).
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attorneys for further conflicts. The office that takes most of the conflicts

has three full-time attorneys. The number of attorneys in the second and

third conflict offices, and the number of panel attorneys, is unknown. The

Public Defender conflicts off 600 to 700 juvenile cases a year.

Figure 23. Administration of First Level of Conflict for Juveniles in Selected California

Counties

Bar Association APD Private Law Office

Panel Attorneys

Alameda Contra Costa Fresno

Kern San Diego San Bernardino

San Joaquin Santa Clara Orange

Sacramento

Santa Clara County Indigent Juvenile Defense: A Recent and Relevant Restructuri
ng

In 2006 Santa Clara County commissioned an audit of its indigent defense system. At the time
,

juvenile delinquency cases were handled first by the Public Defender and any conflicts went

to a panel run by the Legal Aid Society.i$' The, auditors recommended that the least costly

way to provide indigent defense services was to assign all adult and juvenile cases to the

Public Defender; designate the Alternate Public Defender for conflicts; and then designate
 the

Legal Aid Society when a further conflict was present.l$$ It was anticipated that this system

would also increase case flow and quality of service.

As a result of this audit, in 2008 Santa Clara County restructured its juvenile indigent defense

system.189 The Public Defender continues to have first assignment of all juvenile delinquency

cases. The APD is assigned juvenile cases when the Public Defender has a conflict. For any

further conflicts, the County established a new unit in the Office of County Counsel called the

Independent Defense Counsel Office, allowing their contract with the Legal Aid Society to

expire. One year after the changes were implemented, the County began to see

improvements in the delivery of indigent defense services.190

187 The County's APD did not handle juvenile cases.

188 "Management Audit of the Office of the Public Defender and Indigent Defense Sys
tem of the County of

Santa Clara," January 2007.

https://www.sccgov.org/sites/bos/Management%20Audit/Documents/PublicDefenderAudit.pdf
lag February 26, 2008 Santa Clara County Office of the County Executive Press Release: "County to B

ring

Indigent Defense System In-house." https://www.scc~ov.or~/sites/opa/nr/Document
s/Indigent-Defense-

~s-in house-2008.pdf
l90 

First Year Report on Restructured Indigent Defense System.

http://www.scc~ov.igm2.com/Citizens/FileOpen.aspx?Type=4&ID=30244
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Oversight and Management

The comparison counties all have centralized mechanisms in place to ensure

accountability and quality. Los Angeles County does not have such mechanisms in place
.

All ten have an attorney in a director or supervisory role who oversees the program or

office in charge of private or panel counsel, and four of those attorney supervisors are

former public defenders. This is consistent with a recent national review, which strongly

recommended that "at the trial level, the appointment, review, and re-appointment of 
[.

..] panel lawyers should be overseen by a committee of lawyers knowledgeable about

and committed to indigent defense[.]
"1g1

Alameda

Alameda's Criminal Court Appointed Attorneys Program is run through the Bar

Association. The Program is managed by a Director, an Administrator, and a billing

specialist. The Director is a former public defender. She is responsible for all daily

operations including appointments, record keeping, caseload monitoring, budget, and

the contract with the County. She answers to an Advisory Committee of five to 11

members, most of whom are experienced criminal defense attorneys. Advisory

Committee members serve two year terms. Together, the Director and the Advisory

Committee monitor quality assurance and evaluate panel members.

The Advisory Committee and the Director conduct confidential peer and judicial.reviews

of panel members. They ire not required to give notice arrd the reviews may occur.at
,;, , .... ,..

any time: VVhert there is an investigation into allegations of incompetence, the attorney

may be required to submit a written explanation or discuss it with the Committee or .

Director. Remedies include remedial training, mandated mentoring and oversight,

demoting class, suspension, and removal from the panel.

In 2014 Alameda started a panel counsel evaluation process; the new process was

partially in response to concerns that had arisen because panel attorneys were

remaining on the panel indefinitely. Within a year they went from 170 to 130 panel

attorneys (adult and juvenile); some of the loss was due to quality control and some was

due to natural attrition because attorneys chose not to continue on the panel in light of

the new requirement. The County is implementing a requirement that all panel

attorneys must be invited back on a yearly basis. The County has not yet determined the

frequency of future evaluations but is committed to more evaluations in the future.

191 
Federal Indigent Defense 2015: The Independent Imperative" at 9;

https://www.nacdl.org/federalindigentdefense2015/
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Alameda also enforces maximum caseload requirements for the panel attorneys' total

caseloads. These caseload maximums include retained or other cases taken by the

attorney in addition to the conflict cases.

Kern

Kern County's Indigent Defense Panel (IDP), managed through the Bar Association, is

overseen by an Administrator. The Administrator is a former IDP attorney with 20 years

of experience handling adult cases. Forjuvenile delinquency cases it is the court's three

delinquency judges, not the IDP, who choose and appoint the individual panel attorneys

in cases that need counsel. All matters other than case assignment, including oversight,

complaints, and payment, are handled by the Administrator.

San Joaquin

The Bar Association panel in San Joaquin County is overseen by a Director and a

Coordinator. The Director is an attorney. The Coordinator started as a legal secretary in

a criminal law office and has been the Coordinator for 32 years. She.and another person

handle all the assignments and billing for the program. Panel attorneys are all in private

practice and they maintain their own system of conflicts. The Director and the

Coordinator handle complaints and solicit input from the judges. The program also has a

review committee and a peer review process for attorneys about whom they receive

complaints:

,.:.

Sacramento

The Conflict Criminal Defender Office (CCD) in Sacramento County provides oversight for

all panel attorneys. CCD is a County Department. The CCD and the Bar Association's

Indigent Panel Committee work together through an MOU.

CCD has eight employees. The Executive Director and the Deputy Director are both

former lawyers. CCD is responsible for case assignments, trainings, and billings; CCD is

the point of contact for the courts. CCD and the Bar Association's Indigent Defense

Panel Committee are jointly responsible for developing standards. Ensuring that the

panel attorneys meet those standards is largely up to the Bar Association's Indigent

Panel Committee; the Bar Association also has an Education Committee and a Peer

Review Committee. Complaints about panel attorneys can be made to either the CCD or

the Bar Association.

Santa Clara
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Santa Clara County has an Independent Defense Counsel Office housed within the Office

of County Counsel. The IDO Director is a former juvenile public defender. She was the

Juvenile Division Supervisor at the Public Defender's Office. She provides on-site

administrative oversight, provides assistance to panel attorneys, and oversees the panel

to make sure they are informed of and are adhering to current and new policies. She is

directly involved in overseeing the panel counsel in day-to-day operations. Panel

attorneys are evaluated on their availability, responsiveness, case outcomes, client

relationships, and reputations with judges and prosecutors. The Director also oversees

and reviews the billing, and represents the panel attorneys in interactions with County

administration.

San Diego

Prior to 2009, San Diego had four offices charged with appointing counsel for indigent

defendants: the Public Defender, the Alternate Public Defender, the Office of Assigned

Counsel (OAC), and the Multiple Conflicts Office. In 2009 all four offices were

consolidated into the Office of the Public Defender, with glass walls/firewalls between

them. All four offices are under the general supervision of the Public Defender.

The Bar Association managed the panel from 1996 to 2009 but the OAC has managed

the six delinquency panel attorneys since the consolidation in 2009. The OAC is run by a

Director who is also an attorney. The Director is authorized by the Board of Supervisors

to enter into contracts with the, panel attorneys: Al~h~ougli th~'PD is the overall ..

.supervisor, there is an ethical glass wall between`OAC and the PD, and they operate out

of different offices.

The Director is responsible for referrals and case assignment procedures, keeps program

records, continues development of policies, procedures, rules and regulations, and

develops statistical information and reports related to the program. Complaints are

investigated by the OAC Director who has the sole discretion to determine if the

complaint has merit or not and what action should be taken. The Director may appoint a

review committee to assist with the evaluation of the complaint at the request or

approval of the panel attorney under investigation.

~nntra C'ntta

The Bar Association's Criminal Conflicts Program oversees panel attorneys, both adult

and juvenile, in Contra Costa County. Adult and juvenile panel attorneys are combined,

possibly because the total number of cases going to panel attorneys is small. The

Director and Program Administrator of the Criminal Conflicts Program is an attorney.

The Director oversees case assignment, although a staff member handles the actual

assignment except in extremely complicated cases. A committee of eight attorneys
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determines eligibility and entry onto the panel. The committee also investi
gates

complaints by judicial officers and attorneys. The Director has discretion 
on how to

handle complaints from clients or unwritten complaints from attorneys.

Contra Costa County also has a monitoring attorney program where an att
orney may be

assigned to monitor the legal representation of an appointed panel attorn
ey in any case

where the best interests of the client and/or the Criminal Conflict Committ
ee will be

served. In addition, panel members are subject to suspension, termination
, or

reclassification anytime for any substantial violation of the panel rules, rule
s of

professional conduct, or disciplinary action by the Bar.

Orange County

Juvenile Defenders handle most of the conflicts in Orange County; it is a pr
ivately-run

office that holds a contract with the County. The head attorney at Juvenile
 Defenders

manages and oversees the office, including the billing. He is a formerjuveni
le public

defender and has been doing juvenile defense work for 35 years. All attorneys
 on staff

in the Juvenile Defenders offices are experienced; they have been workin
g full-time in

juvenile delinquency for approximately 17 years. Oversight information wa
s not

available for the other two contracted offices or for the independent pa
nel attorneys.

Juvenile Defenders estimated that the Public Defender and Juvenile Defend
ers,

combined; handle more than 95% of the juvenile delinquency cases rn the 
Coun.ty.: ;

~Yesnd

The law firm of Ciummo &Associates holds a flat fee contract with the Cou
nty to

oversee all conflicts. Oversight of all conflict attorneys thus lies with the la
w firm, which

is staffed with attorneys. The rotation forjuvenile delinquency cases is app
roximately

every two years. The office makes sure that at least one of the attorneys a
ssigned to

cover juvenile delinquency cases has been in the assignment at least one y
ear and has at

least five years of criminal defense experience.

San Bernardino

San Bernardino County, like Fresno, contracts with a private law firm for al
l conflicts.

One of the partners at the private firm is an experienced juvenile delinque
ncy attorney

who has been handling delinquency cases for 30 years. No further informat
ion was

provided about oversight of the attorneys.

Investigators
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Panel attorneys are given access to investigators in nine of the ten counties (
information

could not be obtained from Orange County as it related to the panel attorne
ys although

Juvenile Defenders, the contracted office that takes the first level of conflict
, has on

staff investigators). For the nine counties with information known about the
 provision of

investigators for panel lawyers, none of the juvenile panel attorneys are req
uired to pay

for an investigator out of their own pocket, as is the case in Los Angeles.

Compensation

Compensation models vary in each county. However, most of the counties 
utilize a

tiered system based on seriousness of the case, or they compensate attorne
ys based on

an hourly rate.

The panels run by the Bar Associations generally pay their attorneys an h
ourly rate. San

Joaquin's is fixed. at $85 an hour and Sacramento has a tiered hourly system
 based on

the seriousness of the case ranging from.$70 to $100 an hour.192 Panel atto
rneys in

Contra Costa County (both adult and juvenile) are paid on a graduated hourl
y rate of

$70 - $80 an hour for misdemeanors with a tiered rate of $115 to $165 an h
our for-

felonies depending on the type and stage of the case.

Kern County's structure is a hybrid where payments are generally based on t
he events in

the case but,some work is paid by the_ hour; the .hourly rate is $51 an hour.

San Diego also has a hybrid model that combines an hourly rate and an event-b
ased fee

for certain events. The County.maintains afour page list of events in juvenile

delinquency cases, but generally compensates attorneys $800 for felony 
juvenile cases

up through disposition, plus $400 for a full day of trial or $275 for a half day 
of 

trial.193

For serious cases filed under 707(b), hearings are compensated at three diff
erent hourly

rates ($50, $60 and $65) up to a maximum between $2100 and $3200 de
pending on the

charges.

Santa Clara relies mostly on a graduated event-based system, with a flat fee
 of $375,

$800, or $1100 depending on the seriousness of the case, plus a flat fee of b
etween

$100 and $400 for motions depending on the complexity and the need for a
 hearing,

plus a half day trial fee of $250 to $350 depending the type of case. Homicid
e cases are

compensated at $115 an hour.

l9Z 
The quoted rates are for adult cases.

193 http://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/dam/sdc/oat/dots/OAC_Fee_Sche
dule_Feb_2014.pdf
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Alameda County changed its compensation model in 2013 from an event-based

structure to a tiered hourly structure based on the seriousness of the case.194 T
he

County hoped the compensation model would eliminate the incentive for attor
neys to

take on too many cases. Amounts range from approximately $68 to $80 an hour
, with a

$100 one-time fee for cases that are resolved on the same day as the initial app
earance.

The hourly rate for 777 violation petitions is $80.

Orange County Juvenile Defenders, the office that acts as a private APD office, h
as a

contract with the County for a flat fee per petition. The rate is $302 per petition
,

including 777s, which covers arraignment through atwo-day trial. The office rec
eives an

additional $69 for every post-disposition progress review. Although the office's 
contract

with the County is based on the flat fee, attorneys working in the office and

representing clients are paid by salary. The contracts for the other two priva
tely-run

offices could not be confirmed but are presumed to be the same. The independ
ent

panel attorneys are paid by the court on an hourly basis through invoices submit
ted to

the court; the hourly rate could not be confirmed.

In Fresno, the County has aflat-fee contract with a single private firm to handle 
all

conflicts. That firm delegates representation to two smaller firms (one with thre
e

attorneys, the other with two) and the attorneys in both of those. smaller fir
ms work on

salary. If there is a further conflict beyond the two firms the client is represented b
y a

private panel attorney; the County and the firm,were not,willing to provide

compensation information. for those panel attorneys.:

San Bernardino similarly has aflat-fee contract with. a: private firm that employs sal
aried

attorneys. If the salaried attorneys are conflicted off th:e case; .the firm That hold
s the

contract maintains a panel of private attorneys who are paid on a per-case basis
. The

amount is unknown.

Training

All ten comparison counties offer trainings to their panel attorneys through the pub
lic

defenders' offices, the bar association, or other organizations. Four of the te
n counties

have some sort of continuing education or training requirement for their 
attorneys.195

Two counties, Kern and Sacramento, require trainings for new attorneys. The Oran
ge

County Public Defender provides monthly training seminars for free to any mem
ber of

the Bar.

'9a https://www.acbanet.org/UserFiles/files/POFs/CAAP/Fee%20Schedule%2005
0113.pdf

l9s 
Three (San Joaquin, Alameda, San Diego) require yearly continuing education

. Sacramento requires

that attorneys attend introductory trainings for attorneys that are new to the
 panel.
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PART IX: Recommendations from County Guidelines

and Public Defender Cost to Implement

Response to Supervisor Molina's friendly amendment:

"...include as part of the study all the recommendations listed in Presiding Judge Michael

Nash's draft report entitled, "Juvenile Court Delinquency Standards of Representation,"

changing the recommendations from "should do" to "must do,"and request the Public

Defender to determine the cost to implement these recommendations."

Highlights

The Public Defender objected to the draft Guidelines for Attorneys Representing

Youth in-the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency Court, and the final Guidelines (issued

in 2014) were not endorsed by the Public Defender. Many of the objections arose

from differences of opinion regarding the scope of the Public Defender's role, not

from a lack of funding. Thus, not all objections will be resolved even if the County-fully

•funds the Public Defender to implement the Guidelines..;

There are some areas where the Public Defender could come closer to full compliance

with increased funding, in particular by expanding the CARE program which provides

social workers and resource attorneys for Public Defender clients. The Public

Defender believes that expansion of the CARE program would require a very

substantial increase in funding. No further specification was provided, on the grounds

that to do so would be speculative.

In 2014, the Juvenile Division of the Los Angeles County Superior Court published

Guidelines for attorneys representing youth in the Los Angeles juvenile delinquency

court. The Guidelines act as a practice guide for lawyers representing youth in

delinquency courts in California, with an emphasis on Los 
Angeles.i96 They set forth

exhaustive standards capable of informing "judges, prosecutors, probation officers, and

other juvenile justice stakeholders [about] the specifics of the role of defense counsel in

196 Guidelines for Attorney's Representing youth in the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency C
ourt, Superior

Court of California County of Los Angeles Juvenile Division, 2014, p. 2.
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the delivery of zealous, comprehensive [holistic] and quality legal representation to

which children charged with crimes are constitutionally entitled."197

A comprehensive review of every recommendation in the Guidelines, and an analysis of

the degree to which panel attorneys and public defenders adhere to each of those

recommendations, was well beyond the scope and budget for this report. However,

research, outreach, and interviews for this report were informed by the Guidelines, and

earlier sections of the report highlight numerous areas and practices that are addressed

in the Guidelines.

The sections below respond to the Board motion by first addressing the issue of

"should" versus "must," then by highlighting some of the key Guideline

recommendations chapter-by-chapter and addressing how they are or are not followed

by panel counsel and public defenders. This section concludes with the Public

Defender's response to the Board request that the Public Defender assess the cost of

full compliance with the Guidelines.

Guidelines Use of "Should" and "IVlust"

The Guidelines use both "should" and "must" to identify attorney obligations and

recommended procedures. The Board motion requested a review to determine which of

:the ̀ .'should" phrases should be "must" phrases. A full review of every use of the term

"sho.uld.".was beyond the scope of.this report. Moreover, the fact that the Guidelines

use bo#h "should" ̀and "rriust" means that use of the terms can be assumed to be

intentional. That is, it can be assumed that the authors of the Guidelines intentionally

chose "should" and intentionally chose "must" where those terms are used. Given the

intense detail and consideration that went into the Guidelines, and given the short time

frame for this report, a full review of every "should" and "must" in this report was

impracticable.

Moreover, the term "should" appears in the Guidelines well over 100 times, and many

of those are grammatically and contextually appropriate. This occurs, for example, when

the Guidelines instruct attorneys to consider certain issues, as in "counsel should

consider making a motion to sever counts when grounds exist to do so" (p.35), "if the

youth is not placed within a reasonable period of time, counsel should consider a

motion for modification of the disposition order, or seek relief by extraordinary writ" (p.

75), and "if formal [discovery] requests are not complied with in a timely manner,

counsel should consider seeking sanctions, which may include the preclusion of

197 Guidelines for Attorney's Representing youth in the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency Court, Superior

Court of California County of Los Angeles Juvenile Division, 2014, p. 3., quoting National Juvenile Defen
der

Center: Role of Juvenile Defense Counsel in Delinquency Court, p. 7.
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prosecution evidence being introduced" (p.17). These "shoulds" are not necessarily

calling for required action so much as required thought, and changing the "should" to

"must" does not seem appropriate.

In addition, in many places the use of "should" is appropriate because the

recommended action is dependent upon the totality of the circumstances, and it may,

or may not, be the appropriate legal action in any particular case given the

circumstances of that particular client. For example, "if the 241.1 process is initiated,

and the youth is to remain detained, counsel should request placement/housing in the

Elite Family Unit, (alpha and omega), at Central Juvenile Hall" (p. 48), or "if and when a

placement changes, counsel should determine whether there is any unreasonable delay

in the youth's enrollment in school. Counsel should bring any issues to the court's

attention" (p. 76), or "counsel should advocate for modification to dependency if the

youth has completed probation but has nowhere to go. Youth should not linger on

probation for placement purposes" (p. 50). Most of the time, these recommended

actions will be the best actions for the client —but not necessarily always, and to use the

term "must" in the Guidelines would inappropriately remove the individual assessment

that counsel musfgive to each client.

Finally, many times when the Guidelines use "should,"-the question is not whether

"should" is more appropriately a "must," but whether the County is prepared to impose

consequences i.n the ,event a "must" is not followed: S,o for example; the Guidelines

recommentl that."counsel should wear apprDpriate professional attire and advise the

youth as. to ap.p.ropriate attire and demeanor for the courtroom.° (p.9):.This could

theoretically .be.come a. "must" —but the difference between "should".and "must" would':

haue.:no iime.an.ing .unless the County imposes consequences on attorneys who do not

comply. In this particular example, such a policy might not bean efficient use of County

resources. In another example —for instance, "in addition to understanding the juvenile

court process and systems, juvenile team members should be competent in juvenile law,

criminal law, the collateral consequences of adjudication" (p. 6) —the County might wish

to devote the resources required to both monitor and enforce compliance if the

"should" became a "must."

To assist the County in making this determination, the next section addresses each

chapter of the Guidelines and highlights key areas where either the Public Defender or

panel counsel do not follow the recommendations.

Guidelines Implementation

The comprehensive nature of the obligations and goals embodied by the Guidelines

caused the authors to acknowledge that complete adherence would be "difficult to
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achieve without sufficient funding and resources.i198 This sentiment was m
irrored in

the Public Defender's official response to the Guidelines. The Public Def
ender, "while

agreeing with many of the principles articulated in the guidelines," would n
ot endorse

them on the basis that "the guidelines would inevitably create local expect
ations that

cannot realistically be met with existing resources."199

The section below addresses each chapter in the Guidelines and, where in
formation was

available, includes the position of the Public Defender and panel counsel r
egarding the

recommendations in that chapter. Complete details regarding the Public De
fender's

position are included in the Public Defender's March 28, 2014 response to 
the draft

Guidelines; those details are not repeated in full here.

Chapter One: Ethical Duties

Chapter One addresses the general ethical duties of attorneys in delinquen
cy court,

including those set by California law and rules of court, as well as standard
s and rules

set by the American Bar Association.

The Public Defender states that its comprehensive training and support str
ucture allows

it to fully comply with the comprehensive requirements in Chapter One. 
However, the

Public Defender disputes the. Guidelines' use of "best' interests" rather than
 "expressed

interests" of the child, a dispute that may (or may not) have.been resolved
:byA6.703;

signed into law in October 2015. In a'later section (chapter twb; recom
mendation 5); : .

the Guidelines state that counsel must serve.the.irtterest o:f the youth "and
 .may;not

substitute ...the youth's best interests for those expressed by the yout
h," b:ut this did

not appear to resolve the Public Defender's objection.

The Public Defender also objected to the scope of the 33 areas of specific s
ubstantive

knowledge listed in section 5, stating that while the Public Defender trains
 all of its

juvenile staff in each of the identified areas, "some [of the 33 areas] are so
 detailed that

they go beyond the skill set of [their] attorneys.i200 The Public Defenders'
 approach is to

train all attorneys to recognize all 33 issues so that they are able to seek gu
idance from

additional professionals if required, but not to require that each of the dep
uty public

defenders have substantive knowledge in all 33 areas.201 In practice, and a
s discussed in

198 Guidelines for Attorney's Representing youth in the Los Angeles Juveni
le Delinquency Court, Superior

Court of California County of Los Angeles Juvenile Division, 2014, p. 3.

199 Guidelines for Attorney's Representing youth in the Los Angeles Juveni
le Delinquency Court, Superior

Court of California County of Los Angeles Juvenile Division, 2014, p. 1.

zoo Ronald L. Brown, Response to 'the guidelines', Law Offices, Los Angeles C
ounty Public Defender, March

28, 2014, p. 7.

201 Ronald L. Brown, Response to 'the guidelines', Law Offices, Los Angele
s County Public Defender, March

28, 2014, p. 7.
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the Resource section above, the Public Defender's on-staff social workers and the

resource attorneys have specific training in most if not all of the 33 areas, and the

deputy public defenders use those resources extensively.

Panel heads state that they and the panel attorneys in their branches comply with the

requirements in Chapter One. Panel heads further state that their long experience

provides them with the knowledge necessary to provide representation or recognize

legal issues in all 33 areas of specific substantive knowledge, without the necessity of

social workers or resource attorneys.

Chapter Two: General Duties

Chapter Two covers a delinquency attorney's general duties of representation, includin
g

preparation, knowledge of the law, and court behavior.

The Public Defender states that it complies with Chapter Two, with a few exceptions.

One of these, in response to recommendation 12, is a dispute regarding the extent of

the attorney's obligation in the post-dispositional phase. This is discussed in the sec
tion'

on Guidelines Chapter 12, below.

The Public Defender also objected to the recommendation that "counsel must...bring to

the court's attention other interests of the youth that may require advocacy in.another

legal or administrative arena, as appropriate.i202 The public Defender expressly-states

that this Guideline cannot be complied with as a matter of policy on the basis that it

conflicts with attorney client privilege.203 The use of the term "as appropriate" does not

appear to have alleviated the Public Defender's concern.

Panel heads' position on each of the 18 requirements in Chapter 18 is unknown. In

general, panel heads contend that they comply with everything expected of them by the

court.

Chapter Three: Duties of Representation Prior to Arraignment

Chapter Three includes 19 specific recommendations regarding counsel's initial contact

with his or her client. The Public Defender and panel heads both attempt to meet with

and represent new clients prior to arraignment. Both stated that, while they comply

z°z Guidelines for Attorney's Representing youth in the Los Angeles Juvenile Delinquency Court, 
Superior

Court of California County of Los Angeles Juvenile Division, 2014, pp. 8-9.
zos Ronald L. Brown, Response to 'the guidelines', Law Offices, Los Angeles County Public De

fender, March

28, 2014, p. 7.
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with the recommendations in Chapter Three, it is not always possible to addre
ss all of

the recommendations in Chapter Three prior to arraignment.

Chapter Four: Duties at Arraignment

Chapter Four contains ten specific recommendations about actions to be t
aken at

arraignment. The Public Defender states that it complies with the recomme
ndations in

Chapter Four, with the exception of two legal disputes including whether the 
clients or

the attorney determines which plea to enter. This disagreement centers o
n the question

of the client's "expressed interests" versus "best interests" mentioned above
.

Information was not available on arecommendation-by-recommendation 
basis from

panel heads, but in general panel heads stated that they fury represent the
ir clients at

arraignment.

Chapter Five: Duties Post-Arraignment to Adjudication

Chapter Five covers detention hearings, discovery and investigation, the pre-p
lea

hearing, alternatives such as diversion or deferred entry of judgment, and 
plea

negotiation. Both panel heads and the Public Defender state that they fully re
present

their clients post-arraignment to adjudication, that they fully advocate for
 their clients'

needs, and that they negotiate. on their clients' behalf for the best possible
 outcome. - .

On the issue of discovery and inve5tigatinn, the Public Defender states that its
 attorneys

are.train:ed to seek additional eUidence beyond that provided 6y the DA an
d Probation

in all cases..It is not known how often additional discovery.oc evidence is obta
ined by

Public Defender attorneys, investigators, resource attorneys or social work
ers. For panel

counsel, about a third (29%) of panel counsel stated that they rarely or less th
an half the

time need to obtain potential evidence beyond what is provided by the DA
 and

Probation. A little more than half (55%) stated that they obtain additional 
discovery or

evidence in more than half or almost all of their new cases. The remain
ing 16%said that

they need to obtain additional evidence beyond what is provided by the D
A and

Probation in about half their cases.

As discussed in the Resource section above, the Public Defender and panel
 counsel have

different practices regarding additional evidence that might be needed to 
represent the

client. If school records are needed, for example, the Public Defender gene
rally has a

resource attorney, social worker, or investigator obtain the records. In
 the survey,

almost all panel counsel stated that they ask Probation or their client's par
ents to

provide the records; a few respondents stated that they have occasiona
lly obtained

school records by subpoena.
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On the issue of investigators in particular, it appears that public defenders and
 panel

counsel have strikingly different rates of use. This issue is addressed earlie
r in this

report, in the section on resource use.

Neither public defenders nor panel counsel have a practice of attending the pr
e-plea

interview with their clients.

Chapter Six: Competency

Both panel heads and the Public Defender state that they comply with the Gui
delines,

that they are fully aware of issues surrounding their clients' competency, a
nd that they

respond accordingly.

The Public Defender does not track how often its attorneys have competency
 concerns

about a client. In the survey, 47% of panel attorneys said that they have 
competency

concerns about a client once or twice a year.

Chapter Seven: Motions and Hearings

Chapter Seven contains an extensive discussion of almost all possible motions
 that

might be made in a juvenile's case. Both the Public Defender and panel heads
 claim

that their attorneys are aware of all possible motions, that they comply wit
h Chapter

Seven, and that they will bring motions when necessary.

Both public defenders and panel attorney utilize oral rather than written moti
ons at

times. It is the Public Defender's practice to discourage oral motions; the P
ublic

Defender does not track how often motions are made orally as opposed to
 in writing.

A little more than a third (38%) of panel counsel said that their motions are a
lmost

always or usually made orally, rather than in writing. The largest share of 
panel counsel

(47%) stated in the survey that they bring about half written and half oral 
motions.

Chapter Eight: Crossover Youth

Chapter Eight addresses crossover youth (youth in both dependency and d
elinquency

court) and, in particular, 241.4 hearings and AB12/212 proceedings. The Pu
blic Defender

objected to the introductory language equating dual status with a benefit t
o the juvenile

delinquency client, on the grounds that such status will sometimes harm th
e client and

therefore should not always be pursued bythe delinquency attorney.
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The Public Defender also objected to chapter section B (regarding
 AB 12/212), stating

that it will not represent youth over 18 in re-entry hearings because 
it is "not tasked

with representing individuals who are not under the delinquency jurisdictio
n of the

court."2oa

Unlike the Public Defender, panel counsel represent AB12/212 youth in 
any proceeding

for which they are appointed by the delinquency court. They have been 
including these

AB 12/212 appointments on their invoices to the CEO. Over the past thr
ee years, panel

counsel have invoiced for approximately 125 such 
appointments.2o5

Panel counsel appointments generally occur when the youth is over 18 b
ut eligible for

social services such as tuition and rent allowance under AB 12/212 and W
elfare and

Institutions Code Section 450. The delinquency court appoints panel cou
nsel as counsel

of record, then counsel help the youth apply for services and monitors t
o verify that

services are being provided by Probation. Counsel also make follow-up c
ourt

appearances as requested by the court:

Chapter Nine: Fitness Hearings

Both panel counsel and the Public Defender state that they are aware of
 their

obligations in fitness hearings, and that they comply with all requiremen
ts and

recommendations.

T.o the exfent there are differences in practice or outcomes in fitness hea
rings, those

differences are addressed in the section on fitness hearings earlier inthis re
port,`

The Public Defender, but not panel counsel, will represent former client
s who are

eligible for parole hearings or re-sentencing proceedings available under
 SB 9, SB 260,

5B 261, or Miller.

Chapter Nine also includes a' discussion in Section D regarding housing fo
r youth who

have been transferred to adult court, both before and after the youth
 turns 18. Neither

panel counsel nor the Juvenile Division of the Public Defender represent the
 youth once

they are transferred to adult court, so compliance with this section of th
e Guidelines is

unknown.

204 Ronald L. Brown, Response to 'the guidelines', Law Offices, Los Angeles
 County Public Defender, March

28, 2014, pP. 11-12.
zos Based on a review of three years' of panel invoices.
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Part IX: Recammendatians from County Guidefii~es

Chapter Ten: Duties at the Adjudication Phase

Both panel heads and the Public Defender state that their attorneys 
comply fully with

the adjudication requirements in Chapter Ten.

Chapter Eleven: Disposition

Both panel heads and the Public Defender state that their attorneys com
ply fully with

the disposition requirements in Chapter Eleven.

Chapter Twelve: Post-Disposition

Chapter Twelve includes a lengthy discussion and list of recommendatio
ns regarding

counsel's role in proceedings after disposition, including actions that 
are recommended

after the client has been placed on probation and returned home, or aft
er the client has

been sent to suitable placement, Camp, or DJJ. The chapter also include
s

recommendations regarding the client's return from DJJ, probation v
iolations (777

petitions), and record sealing..

The Public Defender objected tb the scope of Chapter Twelve, statin
g that the chapter

"envisions delinquency counsel operating to monitor Probation and 
to ensure

Probation's execution of their professional obligations.-Such case manag
ement duties

are beyond the role of defehse.counsel.o206The Public.Defender olso
 stated that it

- . ~ ---- "does not currently continuously. monitor all clients in camp and pla
cement.i207 In this,.

,- - - the Public Defender and panel Meads appear to be in agreement, as p
anel heads

similarly stated that it was'Probation'sjob to monitor the youth afte
r disposition. Both

panel heads and the Public Defender were emphatic that they would act
 appropriately

to advocate for their clients if notified of an issue by the client or by 
Probation.

Some judges noted the failure to do much post-disposition represent
ation. Comments

included:

• "Attorneys as a whole do not follow up on post-dispositional issues,"

"I don't see much difference in what panel attorneys or public defen
ders are

advocating post-disposition," and

2°6 
Ronald L. Brown, Response to 'the guidelines', Law Offices, Los Angel

es County Public Defender, March

28, 2014, p.13.

207 Ronald L. Brown, Response to 'the guidelines', Law Offices, Los An
geles County Public Defender, March

28, 2014, p.13.
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Parfi IX: Recommendations from County Guidelines

• "The lawyers, both public defender and appointed counsel, do not do a s
ufficient

job" in psychotropic medication hearings, camp updates and release pla
nning,

suitable placements determinations, and group home updates.

Although they are similar in their approach generally to post-disposition 
representation,

there is a difference between the Public Defender and panel counsel reg
arding clients in

DJJ. The Public Defender has a DJJ unit, tasked with proactively monitori
ng its clients in

DJJ, visiting clients in DJJ, advocating for services while the clients are in 
DJJ, and

representing those clients in re-entry proceedings. Panel counsel do not
 provide any

such proactive representative, but will represent and advocate for their 
DJJ clients if

notified of an issue by Probation. This issue is addressed earlier in this repor
t, in the

section on resource use and rate of use.

Chapter Thirteen: Psychotropic Medication

Chapter 13 of the Guidelines includes six recommendations related to th
e authorization

of psychotropic medications for youth. Among other things, the chapter
 recommends

that counsel verify the accuracy of information. in the psychotropic medic
ation report,

file an opposition if there are concerns, and attempt to communicate 
with the client

prior to scheduled progress report hearings.

The Public Defender states that they are unable to comply with this c
hapter of the

Guidelines as "to do so would subject us to incalculable professional liab
ility:i208

According to the Public Defender ".counsel is unable to comply with thes
e requirements

due to attorney client privilege. Counsel is ethically obligated to protect 
a client's private

health information from unlawful dissemination. It is Probation.'s overarc
hing

responsibility to ensure the safety and treatment of youth under thei
r care. This role

cannot and should not be shifted to delinquency counsel."209 The degre
e to which the

Public Defender's psychiatric social workers could provide guidance w
hen psychotropic

medications are requested for Public Defender clients is unknown.

Panel counsel's position regarding Chapter 13 is unknown. In survey respon
ses, panel

attorneys stated that their practices regarding psychotropic medicati
on hearings

include:

208 Ronald L. Brown, Response to 'the guidelines', Law Offices, Los A
ngeles County Public Defender, March

28, 2014, p. 14.

209 Ronald L. Brown, Response to 'the guidelines', Law Offices, Los A
ngeles County Public Defender, March

28, 2014, p. 14.
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Part lX: Recommendations from County Guidelines

• "I research the medication sought in order to assess the side effects. I'll ask the

parents if they know what medication the child has been prescribed and see if

the minor has received these meds in the past,"

• "I have no medical training so I leave the decisions on meds to the doctor and

parent,"

• "If i receive such a request, I will discuss the request with my client and my

client's parents,"

• "i contact the minor and his family to discuss the options with them,"

• "I review to be sure that an independent M.D. has confirmed the request,"

• "I review the Order and check the file and status for apparent appropriateness,"

• "See if my client has any objection or family has any objection and proceed

accordingly," and

• "I determine what the medication is that is being prescribed and what the

purpose of it is. I then determine whether or not that is appropriate."

Neither public defenders nor panel counsel appear at psychotropic medication hearings

unless the court requests an appearance by counsel. Both the Public Defender and panel

counsel were emphatic that they always appear in court if the matter is placed on

calendar and an appearance is requested.

In their survey responses, panel attorneys commented on the fact that many

delinquency judges d.o;not.place psychotropic.medication f~e,arings o.n calendar; that.:.

notice is generally not given. to cotansel, and that some judges do not put medication

requests ori.tlie record.so counsel are unable to attend. `.

Chapter Fourteen: Transfers

Chapter Fourteen addresses inter-county transfers, both in and out of Los Angeles. The

Public Defender states that it fully complies with this section. The degree to which panel

counsel encounter transfer issues is unknown.

Chapter Fifteen: Consequences Beyond Disposition

Chapter Fifteen covers a number of potential collateral consequences that might be

faced by a juvenile, including immigration, barriers to military enlistment, firearm

restrictions, DNA collections, and limitations on the sealing of records. The Public

Defender states that its attorneys are aware of collateral consequences and that the

Office complies with Chapter 15. The extent of panel counsel compliance is unknown.
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Part (X: Recommendations from County Guidelines

Chapter Sixteen: Supervision

Supervision is addressed earlier in this report in the section on Standards and County

Compliance.

Public Defender Cost of Fuli implementation

In its 2014 objections to the draft Guidelines, the majority of the Public Defender's

objections were phrased as disputes regarding the legal scope of representation, not as

lack of resources. These legal disputes include:

• Areas where the Public Defender interprets the Guidelines to require

inappropriately advocating for the client's "best interests" rather than legally-

required "expressed interests." (Chapters One, Two, and Four);

• Whether dual status, or status as a crossover youth, is always a benefit for the

client and so should be pursued by delinquency counsel (Chapter Eight);

• Representing crossover youth over 18 on petitions for reentry, which the Public

Defender says it is "not tasked with" (Chapter Eight);

• Post-disposition representation, which the Public Defender believes is "beyond

the role of defense counsel" other than the existing DJJ unit (Chapter Twelve);

and

• Advocacy relating ~o psychotropic medication requests;.which the Public

Defender believes "cannot and should not be shifted to delinquency counsel."

(Chapter Th'irteen).

Other Public Defender objections arise from the Public Defender's assertion that the

Guidelines interfere with the Office's internal decisions regarding staffing and

management of its attorneys (for example, whether all attorneys should master all 33

substantive areas, how the Office manages caseloads, and how the Office utilizes

substitute or stand-in counsel if the assigned public defender is not available).

The objections identified above are not based in a lack of resources. Indeed, in the 2014

objection letter, the Public Defender did not explicitly identify any specific area where

the Office desires to work but has been unable to do so due to lack of financial

resources. However, the Public Defender recently identified two areas that would

contribute to full implementation of the Guidelines: (1) expansion of the ability to

proactively contact and monitor clients in Camp, and (2) expansion of the existing CARE

program (social workers and resources attorneys) to serve a greater percentage of

Public Defender clients.
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Part IX: R~commenc~ations from County Guidelines

The Public Defender was asked to estimate the cost of full compliance with t
he

Guidelines. The Public Defender's response to the Board's request for a cost 
estimate is

quoted verbatim 
below:21°

The Los Angeles County Public Defender's Office, (hereinafter "Office"J is a
 widely

recognized, award winning, national leader in the area of juvenile justice and
 holistic

legal advocacy on behalf of troubled children in the justice system. For this re
ason, the

Office fully embraces many of the ideas, as well as the intent and spirit embod
ied in the

recommendations of theluvenile Delinquency Guidelines. In fact, the Offi
ce on its own

initiative, thoughtfully implemented many of these ideas and recommendatio
ns well

over a decade ago and these strategic decisions continue to yield very positiv
e outcomes

for many Public Defender clients and their families. Moreover, the Office 
regularly

collaborates with numerous public and private sector stakeholders in orde
r to

continually improve the quality of legal services provided to clients.

Background

The Office was a key justice system stakeholder that successfully secured f
unding under

the Schiff-Cardenas Crime Prevention Act to help establish the first full-time j
uvenile

mental health court in the United States. The Office currently staffs this court 
with a

public defender clinical social worker and an attorney. Moreover, the Office h
as played a

key pioneering role in the state of California in implementing post-disposi
tion advocacy

on behalf of'detai~►ed youth in. juvenile detention camps: With the underwriting of

'. federal grant funds; the Office created the Post-Disposition Program in 1999.
 This unique

.. Collabotative'initiative with the Probation Department identified and asse
ssed children

who were in.appropriatelysent to camp.and obtained juvenile court orders to
 place them.

in less restrictive settings in the community where they received appropriate
 treatment

and services while still under Probation supervision. During the funding perio
d of Post-

Disposition Program, the juvenile courts throughout Los Angeles County o
verwhelmingly

agreed with the joint recommendations of the Probation Department and
 the Public

Defender's Office and over one thousand youth were served.

In addition, under authority of Senate ei11459, the Office was one of the first
 public

defender offices in the state of California to monitor post-disposition treatme
nt of clients

housed in the Division of Juvenile Justice (DJJ). An experienced attorney an
d paralegal

monitor and visit clients at state juvenile facilities to ensure that they receive

appropriate treatment and services as ordered by the juvenile court.

zoo 
Provided by Winston A. Peters, Assistant Public Defender, Branch &Are

a/ Special Operations Office of

Los Angeles County Public Defender, on September 17, 2015.
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Part lX: Recommendations from County Guidelines

Over fifteen years ago, the Los Angeles County Public Defender
's Office successfully

applied for a federal grant, referred to as the Juvenile Accoun
tability Block Grant (IABG)

and transformed its model of representation from a strictly 
legal model to a holistic legal

model that focused on representing the whole child rather t
han solely on the defense of

the underlying charge. In so doing, the Juvenile Division of the
 Office began to more

specifically focus on many of the underlying causes that bring 
troubled children into the

juvenile justice system such as mental illness, substance abuse
, co-occurring disorders,

developmental disabilities, and abuse and trauma.

The Office made the strategic decision based on evolving be
st practices to initiate a

multi-disciplinary approach to its representation of children an
d used the lABG federal

funding to hire twelve in-house clinical social workers and to d
eploy attorneys trained in

mental health and educational advocacy. As a result, the CA
RE (Client Assessment

Recommendation Evaluation) Unit was created. Under the C
ARE model, this multi-

disciplinary team of professionals work with front line deputy p
ublic defenders in the

juvenile courts from the arraignment stage of juvenile court pr
oceedings to case

disposition to identify and assess troubled children and mak
e recommendations to the

juvenile court to effectively address their psychosocial need
s:

Under the CARE model of legal representation, the deputy p
ublic defender as the

attorney of record is uniquely positioned to gain the youth's tr
ust and secure personal

and often previously undisclosed critical information in area
s that often include incidents

such as sexual abuse, chronic depression,' drug addiction, home
le.~sness and primary and

secondary trauma. In many cases; with the youth's perrrmiss
ion this information is shared

with tMe juvenile court and appropriate treatinent.and.serVices
 are~then ordered to

address these issues. Since the inception of the CARE Progr
am in 1499, thousands of

public defender clients in juvenile delinquency courts througho
ut Los Angeles County

have received these services. Nonetheless, in light of limited
 funding, the Office employs

a triage approach and estimates that it reaches only approxim
ately 8-10 percent of

youth who could truly benefit from CARE services.

Most recently, the Public Defender's Office submitted a pro
gram evaluation proposal

which resulted in a grant of $250,000 from the Los Angeles Cou
nty Quality and

Productivity Commission. The Master Agreement with the s
elected provider has been

finalized and the scope of work for the evaluation is being def
ined. The Office expects

that this study will validate the efficacy of the CARE Progra
m as well as the Office's

underlying model of representation. Further, it is anticipated 
that this evaluation will

result in suggestions for Public Defender rates to the Office'
s programs consistent with

accepted best practices.

The Juvenile Division of the Office has a staff of seventeen cl
inical social workers, eight

resource attorneys specializing in mental health and educat
ional advocacy, five
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Part IX: Recommendations from County Guidelines

paralegals and secretarial support.211The Quality and Productivity Commission
 funded

study will contextualize the Office's model of holistic legal representation with
in the

framework of up-to-date research and data. The study will provide the founda
tion for

moving forward to more comprehensively address the needs of children in 
the Los

Angeles County juvenile delinquency system. In the absence of such an analysi
s, the

Public Defender believes that it would be highly speculative to quantify numbe
rs of staff

that would be needed to represent the needs of all Public Defender clients 
in the juvenile

delinquency system. However, it would be reasonable to conclude that if the J
uvenile

Guidelines were fully implemented, it would require a very substantial increas
e in Office

Juvenile Division staff.

zll 
One social worker position counted here is now a paralegal position. One resou

rce attorney counted

here is also a DIC.
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Conclusion

Los Angeles created its juvenile indigent defense system more than twenty y
ears ago.

Juvenile defense has gone through a revolution since that time, exponentiall
y expanding

the defense attorney's role and demanding that attorneys serve their clients
 well

beyond the confines of the criminal charges. In a system that prosecutes thousa
nds of

children and teens each year and imposes consequences that can last a lifetime,
 this

expanded representation is critical.

The revolution is long past, but the County's system has not changed. The 
question is

thus whether the County's current system allows it to adequately ensure vig
orous and

high-quality representation for all of its indigent children and teens, regardless 
of the

type of attorney assigned to them. As currently structured, the County does 
not appear

to be able to provide the necessary oversight. The system is characterized by
 a transfer

of substantive oversight, management, and quality control to the eight p
anel heads,

combined with unusually low turnover amongst the panel attorneys and 
a payment

structure that incentivizes rapid resolution of as many cases as possible. This
 has

resulted in a lack of consistency between the eight branches and widely v
arying

practices in areas such as resource use and, particularly for transfer cases, di
fferences in

outcomes. Moreover, the lack of substantive oversight leaves the County una
ble to.

identify and respond to critical issues such as ineffective assistance of counse
l; ~ .

unmanageable caseloads, and billing and contract irregularities: These.unacc
eptable

activities are certainly not widespread. But without any qualified oversight st
ructure,

the County cannot know the extent to which they occur.
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Appendix A: Judicial Survey Highlights

In July 2015, the 23 juvenile delinquency judges in Los Ang
eles County were sent an

optional electronic survey. The survey contained three qu
estions with answer choices,

and an additional six optional narrative questions. The 
survey was anonymous and the

judges were not asked to identify themselves or the br
anch in which they sit, nor were

they asked any information about themselves such as h
ow long they had been on the

bench. Eighteen (18) of the 23 judges took the survey, 
although not all 18 answered

every question. It should be noted the Judge Michael N
ash, one of the principal authors

of the Guidelines, chose not to take the survey because h
is views are reflected in the

Guidelines.

The first question asked judges who, in their opinion, repr
esents a greater share of the

defendants facing more serious consequences. Opinions w
ere split among the 17

respondents, as 41% (seven judges) said that they were 
about even across public

defenders and panel attorneys, 24% (four judges) said 
that public defenders represent a

greater share, and 29% (five judges) said that panel attorney
s represent a greater share

of defendants facing more serious consequences.

Who represents a greater share of the defendants facing m
ore serious

consequences? (n = 17)

45% 41.2%

40% -

35 29.4%
30%

25%
23.5%

20~~0 "~

15 % -'

10% -' ' ' 5.9%

5%

0%
About even Public defenders Panel attorneys I don't know

The second question asked judges about the extent of ch
ange needed in the current

panel attorney system. Eighteen judges responded to thi
s question. More than half of

them said that it should stay mostly the same (10 judges
, 55.6%). Six judges (one third of

the respondents) believed that "the basic structure is fine, 
but there should be some

significant changes." Only two responding judges (11%) s
aid that the County should
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change to institutional representation such as PD or A
PD. Thirteen of the 18 then added

a narrative comment about how the current panel sy
stem could be improved.

Highlights of these narrative responses are referenced 
in the body of this report and

focused mainly on the fact that panel attorneys should 
have access to social workers

and the fact that panel attorneys should be paid more
 than they are currently paid.

What is your opinion about the current panel attorney 
system? (n=18)

60% 
55.6%

50%

0
° 33.3%

30%

20% 11.1%

10%

0% 
. .... .. .........

The basicstructure is fine, but It should change to institutional It should stay mostly the same

there should be some representation such as PD or

significant changes APD

Finally, the judges were asked to evaluate public defe
nders and panel attorneys in their

court along four dimensions: preparation, pre-disposi
tional representation; post-

dispositional representation, and zealous advocacy. As 
the figures below show, the 18

judges generally felt that both public defenders and p
anel attorneys met or exceeded

expectations in all,four categories. Public defenders w
ere rated somewhat more

positively in terms of preparation, pre-dispositional r
epresentation, and post-

dispositaonal representation.1 In all categories, more 
panel attorneys than public

defenders were rated as "less than meet expectation
s" but very few judges chose "less

than meet expectation" for any response.

1 The sample size is not large enough to test for stati
stically significant differences by attorney type.
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Policy Number A-5 
Date: February 5, 2010

Conflicts of Interests in Representation

A. Statutory Basis for Protection of Client Confiden
ces and Client Secrets

Chapter 3 of the Rules of Professional Conduct of t
he State Bar of California

deals with "Professional Relationship with Clients." Rule 3-310 is the rule directly

applicable to "Avoiding the Representation of Adverse
 Interests." That rule is intended

to guide counsel in preserving the interests covered by 
Business and Professions Code

section 6068(e) (1) which provides that:

"It is the duty of an attorney to do all of the following:
*

**

"(e) (1) To maintain inviolate the confidence, and a
t every peril to himself or

herself to preserve the secrets, of his or her client."

B. Text of Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 3-310

Insofar as is applicable to the practice of a Public Defe
nder, Rule 3-310 states as

follows:
Rule 3-310. Avoiding the Representation of Adverse In

terests

- (A) For purposes of this rule:

(1) "Disclosure" means informing the client or former 
client of the relevant

circumstances and of the actual and reasonably
 foreseeable adverse

consequences to the client or former client;

(2) "Informed written consent" means the client's or for
mer client's written

agreement to the representation following written discl
osure;

-- : - (3):°1Nritten" means any writing as defined in Evidence Code sect
ion 250.

(B) A.:member shall not accept or continue represe
ntation of a client without

providing written disclosure to the client where:

(1 J The member has a legal, business, financial, prof
essional, or personal

relationship with a party or witness in the same matter;
 or

(2) The member knows or reasonably should know tha
t:

(a) the member previously had a legal, business, financial,

professional, or personal relationship with a party or wit
ness in the

same matter; and
(b) the previous relationship would substantially affect the

member's representation; or

(3) The member has or had a legal, business, financial
, professional, or

Personal relationship with another person or entity th
e member knows or

reasonably should know would be affected substantia
lly by resolution of

the matter; or
(4) The member has or had a legal, business, finan

cial, or professional

interest in the subject matter of the representation.

(C) A member shall not, without the informed written c
onsent of each client:

(1) Accept representation of more than one client in a 
matter in which the

Interests of the clients potentially conflict; or
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(2) Accept or continue representation of more than one client in a matter

in which the interests of the clients actually conflict; or

(3) Represent a client in a matter and at the same time in a separate

matter accept as a client a person or entity whose interest in the first

matter is adverse to the client in the first matter.

(D) A member who represents two or more clients shall not enter into an

aggregate settlement of the claims of or against the clients without the informed

written consent of each client.

(E) A member shall not, without the informed written consent of the client or

former client, accept employment adverse to the client or former client where, by

reason of the representation of the client or former client, the member has

obtained confidential information material to the employment.

C. Application of Rule's Terms to Public Defender Practice

For the purpose of these rules, accepting appointment to represent a defendant

is the same as "accepting employment" or "accepting representation." It is the policy of

the Public Defender that confidences obtained by one member of the office are to be

treated as confidences obtained by all the members of the office. (See Rules of Prof.

Conduct, Rule 1-100(B); 59 Ops.Atty.Gen.27, 29.) The term "defendant" should be

understood broadly to refer to Public Defender clients in criminal and civil matters, and

in adult, juvenile; and mental health courts.

There is a.difference between "client confidences" and "client secrets." For purposes of

protecting those- interests, they are defined as follows:

"'Confidence refers to information protected by the attorney-client privilege under

applicable law, and 'secret' refers to other information gained in the professional

relationship that the client has requested be held inviolate or the disclosure of

which would be embarrassing or would be likely to be detrimental to the client."

(Former American Bar Association Code of Professional Responsibility,

Disciplinary Rule 4101(A) [supplanted by Model Rules of Professional Conduct,

Rule 1.6], adopted by California State Bar opinion #1976-37.)

D. Multiple-Defendant Cases
The courts of California have been very strict in their application of the rules

forbidding representation of adverse interests in criminal cases: "[W]e have held-

regardless of whether there was an objection-that even a potential conflict may require

reversal if the record supports 'an informed speculation' that [the defendant's] right to

effective representation was prejudicially affected. Proof of an 'actual conflict' is not

required. The same principles apply when counsel represents clients whose interests

may be adverse even when they are not codefendants in the same trial." (People v.

Mroczko (1983) 35 Cal.3d 86, 105.)
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It is thus the policy of the Los Angeles County Public Def
ender that, absent

extraordinary circumstances, the Public Defender will not r
epresent more than one

defendant in any multiple defendant case. This policy conform
s with the rule adopted by

the California Supreme Court that a trial court, when appoint
ing counsel, must initially

select separate and independent counsel for each defendant, permitting joint

representation only after such counsel have investigated t
he case and consulted with

their clients, and concluded that joint representation will be
st serve the interests of

justice and of the clients. (People v. Mroczko, supra, 35 Cal
.3d at p. 115.)

E. Meaning of "Currently Represented Client'

It is important to define who is a currently represented client.
 Obviously, a client

against whom charges are pending is a currently represente
d client. A defendant whose

case is final, and who is no longer in custody, on probation,
 or on. parole, is obviously

not a currently represented client. It is the policy of the Publ
ic Defender that a client

against whom judgment has been pronounced, whether by 
imposition of sentence or

grant of probation is not a currently represented client unle
ss that client has a pending

subsequent appearance before a bench officer in that client
's case. A client whose case

is being processed under Proposition 36, Drug Court (either p
re- or post-conviction), or

Sentenced Offender Drug Court, is a currently represe
nted client until successful

completion or conclusion of all proceedings. A defendant who
 has been placed upon a

diversion program, adult or juvenile, and in whose case ju
dgment has not yet been

pronounced, including a defendant who has been admitt
ed into a Deferred Entry of

Judgment program, remains a currently represented client
. A defendant for whom the

office is seeking post judgment relief remains a currently represented 
client.

The status of a client (i.e., whether currently represented cl
ient or a former client)

is not affected by the issuance of a bench warrant. For exampl
e, a currently represented

client who fails to appear for a hearing, and for whom 
a bench warrant is issued,

remains a currently represented client. Likewise, a client who
 is determined pursuant to

this policy to no longer be a currently represented client and 
for whom a bench warrant

has been issued, remains a former client.

F. Application of Policy to Juvenile Clients (other than DJJ
 Wards)

Rules of Court, Rule 5.661 (formerly Rule 1479), sets forth th
e responsibilities of

children's counsel in delinquency proceedings. Subdivision (c)
 provides as follows:

"[Right to representation] Achild is entitled to have his or 
her interests represented by

counsel at every stage of the proceedings, including post dispositional hearings.

Counsel must continue to represent the child unless reliev
ed by the court upon the

substitution of other counsel or for cause."'

'This rule was proposed to the Judicial Council by the L
os Angeles County Superior Court and

promulgated as a result of this Office's successful implementati
on of psychosocial dispositional advocacy

within the delinquency courts. The rule was intended to foster
 such advocacy in other counsel.

4
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Being fully cognizant of this Court Rule, it is the policy of the Public Defender that

Rule 5.661 authorizes post dispositional advocacy by appointed counsel but does not

mandate it. When the Public Defender has undertaken such post dispositional

advocacy, including upon request of the child, the child's family, or some other entity,

during the pendency of that advocacy the child shall be considered to be a currently

represented client. The fact of such advocacy shall be entered into the Public Defender

section of the Juvenile Automated Index (JAI), or such other database which is available

to our office for determining the status of representation.

The pendency of periodic non-appearance post disposition status reports (e.g.,

Probation Department placement status reports) in the Juvenile Court does not, of itself,

cause the child client to be considered a currently represented client. However, if

counsel has continued actual representation of the client since the most recent hearing

by affirmatively undertaking subsequent advocacy, or has been ordered by the court to

provide such advocacy after the previous hearing, then that client is to be considered a

currently represented client:

G. Application of Policy to Juvenile Clients (DJJ Wards)

Welfare and Institutions Code section 779 was amended by SB459 (2003) to

require, court monitoring of the treatment plan for all wards of the Department of

Juvenile: Justice (DJJ, previously known as the California Youth: Authority). It is the

policy of .the Public Defender that clients. who have been commi #ted to the DJJ remain in

the..sfatus of'curren#ly represented clients until `their discharge from physical custody of

the .DJJ.: .

H. Currently Represented Client Witness in Defendant's Case

It is the policy of the Public Defender that, absent extraordinary circumstances,

the Public Defender will not represent a defendant if a currently represented Public

Defender client is a witness a ainst that defendant. (As discussed fully below, it is

important to recognize that this rule is applicable only to currently represented clients.)

Of course, there will generally not be a conflict if a witness supporting the

defendant is a client or former client, since the representation in that case will not

usually be adverse. This is not always the case, however. For instance, there may be a

conflict if a currently represented client does not want to testify in favor of the defendant,

due to self-incrimination or other adverse consequences to himself. An attorney should

discuss such situations with his or her supervisor.

Whenever a conflict is declared because representation of the individual would

conflict with current Public Defender representation of another client, the deputy who is

currently representing such client shall be informed immediately of the conflict by the

deputy declaring the conflict.
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I. Possibility of Adversity Between Two Currently Repre
sented Clients

Care must be taken when there is a possibility that the inte
rests of two currently

represented Public Defender clients may be adverse,
 as in a case where we are

representing two defendants in unrelated cases, but it tu
rns out that one client may

desire to blame the other for the offense alleged against h
im. If such an accusation is

actually made, we obviously cannot represent both client
s, and may not be able to

represent either if to do so would violate the duties to form
er clients discussed below.

However, when there is only a possibility that the clients
' interests will be adverse,

counsel should not prematurely declare a conflict which ma
y never arise. The question

of whether and when to declare a conflict in such circums
tances will depend upon the

facts of each case, and the likelihood that an actual conflict
 will develop. An attorney

should discuss such situations with his or her supervisor.

J. Former Clients

Rule 3-310(D), su ra, prohibits an attorney from using
 the confidences of a

former client against that ..client, and also prohibits an attor
ney from taking a position

adverse to a former client upon the subject of that represent
ation: In the leading case of

Wutchumna Water Co. v. Bailey (1932) 216 Cal. 564, the
 rule was stated as follows,

"[A]n attorney is forbidden to do two things after severing h
is relationship with a former

client. He may not do anything which will injuriously affect hi
s former client in any matter

in which he formerly represented- him nor may he at any
 ,time use _against •:his client

knowledge or information acquired by virtue. of the previous
 relatiorjship;." (Id , at;,p: ~7~.}

Representation of.a present defendant is p[ohibited not on
ly when tk~~ attorney will: be

called upon to' _'use confidential information againsf a for
mer~clienf, but,also wheh he

may: be called .upon to, use such information:': (Ga
lbraith v.. State Bar (1933 2:18; Cai.

329,332-333; Earl Scheib. Inc. v. Superior Court (1962) 253
 Cal.App.2d 703, 706=707.)

The mere fact that a witness adverse to the defendant 
had at one time been a

public defender client does not constitute a conflict of inter
est in the defendant's case.

Nor does access to or even actual possession of confidenti
al information regarding that

witness obtained as a result of such prior representation ip
so facto constitute a conflict

of interest.2 However, the use of, or potential use of, such informatio
n against that

witness does give rise to a conflict. For purposes of this poli
cy statement, "potential use"

means the reasonably predictable likelihood of an attem
pt to use that information

against the former client in the current defendant's case. It d
oes not mean the "possible"

use of such information. Please note the limitation of "confid
ential information" in section

O, below.

ZThis policy position is adopted notwithstanding the case of R
haburn v. Superior Court (2006) 140

Cal.App.4th 1566. Though the Rhaburn court's opinion dealt
 extensively with "acquisition" of confidential

information, it is apparent from the dispositional order tha
t the court's concern was with confidential

information which "may be acquired and used by counsel." 
Rhaburn v. Superior Court, supra, 140 Cal.

App. 4th 1566, 1582 
(continued...)
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All motions or efforts by a prosecutor to seek a court order removing the public

defender from representation of a defendant because of a purported conflict of
 interest

must be immediately reported to the Head Deputy.

K. Special Rules Applicable to Juvenile Court

While the rules pertaining to conflicts have general application to juvenile court

clients, we have established special protocols and conventions regarding juvenile 
court

practice. When an adult is arrested along with a minor, the Public Defen
der will

ordinarily represent the adult (in the absence of other bases for a conflict regardin
g that

adult) and will declare a conflict as to the minor.3

The Public Defender provides services to minors inappropriately placed in

Probation Department camps through evaluation by our social workers to supp
ort a

Welfare and Institutions Code section 778 motion for modification of the disposit
ional

order. It is the position of this office that notwithstanding aprior declaration by us of
 a

conflict as to a ward who is being considered. for. such a motion, we .will reexamin
e .the

status of the case of #hat ward and that of any others to determine whether the re
ason

for the prior declaration of conflict still exists. If it does not, then the Public Def
ender

may represent the ward in the 778 motion.

L.;Aduft Probation Violations

The" Public Defender is obligated to strive to 'insure fhaf indigent defendants

receive effective representafion in acost-effective manner: Ordinarily, this. objectiv
e can

best be achieved by providing continuity of the attorney-client relationship~in situatio
ns

where a' defendant has been represented : by either the Los Angeles :County P
ublic

Defender or the Alternate Public Defender.

2(...continued)
(emphasis added). The procedural setting presented by Rhaburn was an effort 

by the prosecutor to

disqualify the Public Defender's office. The Rhaburn court refused to apply the c
oncept of vicarious

disqualification to an entire Public Defender office merely because that office had re
presented a witness

in the past Rhaburn relied heavily on the fact that the public defender office involved 
had established

various limitations upon access to prior clients' files. The Los Angeles County Public De
fender operates

differently by not constructing such ethical walls. Rhaburn does not purport "to p
rescribe procedures

which the public defender must follow in analyzing the possibility of conflict' /d, at 
1573. Using the

language of RhaBurn, it is the position of the Los Angeles County Public Defender th
at "the attorneys

involved could be trusted to obey not only the instructions of their superiors, but also the
 obvious dictates

of their ethical duties." Id, at 1576. The trial court may place substantial weight on counsel
's assertion that

no conflict of interest exists. (People v. Lawley (2002) 27 Cal. 4th 102, 146, People v
. Cornwell (2005) 37

Cal. 4th 50, 76.)

3There are other conventions and protocols regarding conflicts unique to Juvenile Co
urt practice

which are not included within this policy.
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The Public Defender shall accept the appointment to r
epresent an indigent

defendant who has allegedly violated probation when the P
ublic Defender was counsel

of record at the time of sentencing. The Public Defender sho
uld not accept appointment

to represent an indigent defendant who has allegedly
 violated probation when the

Alternate Public Defender was counsel of record in the 
underlying case for which the

defendant is on probation.

If the former attorney was private counsel, either appoin
ted or retained, the

Public Defender will accept appointment by the Court to represent an indigent

defendant on the probation violation case unless there is a 
conflict of interest that exists

at the time of the alleged probation violation.

Notwithstanding these guidelines, if a new case has been
. filed, in addition to the

probation violation, the attorney of record representing the 
defendant on the new case

should also be appointed on the violation.

M. Waiver of Conflict

The law is. clear that the mere fact that a former client is invol
ved in present

litigation, whether as a victim, witness, or otherwise, does 
not automatically mean that

representation of the present .defendant is prohibited.. One
 exception to the prohibition

upon .the representation of adverse interests is waiver. It is the. policy of; the Public

Defender that waiver of a conflict of interest is to be avo
ided except` in exceptional

cases': where the adequacy of representation of both the
 present and former client will

not be called into question as a result of such waiver. R
emember that if such a waiver

is obtained, it must be in writing and made by both the pr
eviously represented client: ar~d

the new client. (See Alcocer v. Superior Court (1988) 206
 Cal.App.3d 951, 962-963.)

(Such a waiver could not apply to joint litigants with a
ctually adverse interests at a

contested hearing; see Klemm v. Superior Court (1977) 75 
Cal.App.3d 893,898; Peo le

v. Sanford (1985) 174 Cal.App.3d 11, 18-19.) Waiver may be used only after

consultation with and approval from the Public Defender or his designated

representative.

N. Formation of Actual Attorney-Client Relationship

Assuming that there is no waiver, the first question whic
h must be answered is

whether there was actually an attorney-client relationship b
etween the Public Defender

and the potentially adverse party. (See Hicks v. Drew (18
97) 117 Cal. 305; Meechan v.

Hopes (1956) 144 Cal.App.2d 284.) For such a relationship
 to exist, at a minimum, the

Public Defender must have consulted with the client in s
uch a manner that it could be

assumed that confidential information was obtained. Thus, 
the mere appointment of the

Public Defender in a case without such a consultation, if the Public Defender

immediately thereafter was relieved from representation,
 would not create an attorney-

client relationship requiring avoidance of adverse representa
tion.

s
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O. Possession of Information of Public Record

When the Public Defender's file contains information as a result 
of a previous

attorney client relationship, it is the policy of this Office that the me
re fact that such

information exists does not necessitate a declaration of conflict 
if the information is

equally available in the public record. For example, the Public Defe
nder may know that

a witness has been convicted of a felony (to be used for impeachme
nt of the witness)

by virtue of the Public Defender's representation of that witness. How
ever, the fact of

the felony conviction is also available in easily accessed public records, and thus

knowledge of that fact does not require a conflict to be declared. Further, the

possession of confidential information concerning a former client
 does not lead to a

conflict if that information is completely irrelevant to the new mat
ter. However, if the

Public Defender is in possession of confidential information concer
ning a former client,

and that information could be used against the former client in the
 new case,. then the

Public Defender cannot accept representation of the defendant in th
e new matter.

P. Wheeler Impeachmenfi

Impeachment is no longer limited to proof of a prior felony convicti
on. A witness

may be impeached with any conduct which amounts to moral turpi
tude, whether or not

that conduct constituted a crime, and even if no conviction at all re
sulted. (See People

v. Wheeler (1992) 4 Cal.4th 284.) .Information dealing with prior miscondu
ct of a witness

who is adverse.to:the current clier~t, which was obtained confidentia
lly as a result of our

prior representation of that witness in:, a case; arising out of such mi
sconduct, cannot

ethically be used to impeach :the witness: However, if the identical information is

available 'through public records or other discoverable sources, th
e mere fact that it is

also contained within a confidential case file does not ipso facto le
ad to a conflict. (See.

Rhaburn v. Superior Court, supra, 140 Cal. App.4th 1566, 1570
, n.2.) The same

considerations apply in any case in which the victim had previous
ly been represented

by the Public Defender, including deceased prior clients. In capital cas
es, care must be

taken that conflicts not arise in the penalty phase as well as in the 
guilt phase. Thus we

must be able to vigorously counter victim-impact testimony. (See, e.g. 
Mickens v. Taylor

(123 S.Ct. 1237 (2002).) To avoid undue delay occasioned by la
te discovery of such

information, investigations into prior Wheeler misconduct should be in
itiated in a timely

fashion.

Q. Position Adverse to Subject Matter of Prior Representation

Finally, if no confidential information is involved, for a conflict to exi
st the new

representation must, in fact, be adverse to the former client's inter
ests in the matter in

which he was represented. An attorney is not forbidden from takin
g a position adverse

to a former client, so long as no confidences are involved and that adv
erse position has

no reference to the former representation.
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Caution must be used in a situation where a witness against a presently

represented client is a former Public Defender client, whos
e confidences would not be

used against him, but who is still on probation or parole. Th
e question is whether the

representation of the current client will be adverse to the f
ormer client in the matter in

which the Public Defender formerly represented him. The q
uestion of whether or not a

conflict exists in such cases should be discussed between
 the attorney and his or her

supervisor.

The mere fact that the Public Defender previously represen
ted a witness against

a defendant does not automatically mean that there is a conf
lict in the absence of the

Public Defender's possession of relevant and confidenti
al information, and in the

absence of the Public Defender's taking a position adverse to
 that witness in the matter

in which the witness was represented. (See People v. Belmon
tes (1988) 45 Cal.3d 744,

776. )

If cross-examination of the witness would be limited to a
ttacking the intrinsic

characteristics of the witness's testimony, (e.g., ability to pe
rceive), there is no conflict.

On the other hand, there would be a conflict presented 
by cross-examination which

directly involves the probationary status of the witness. 
An example of such cross-

examination is a question which impugns the motivation of t
he witness's testimony as

being to protect his own probationary status., i:e., a °questi
on which attacks .fhe, fdrmer.

client's interest in the matter in which the Public Defender ha
d ~prev ou5l.y represented

him.

Cross-examination. which does not. directly address the w
itness's probationary

status could have an impact upon that probation. An examp
le of this cross-examination

is evidence which involves conduct specifically addressed i
n the former matter, and

which could result in a violation of probation: e.g., presentin
g evidence that the witness,

subject to a no alcohol condition, was drunk. However, evi
dence designed to show that

the witness is presently lying, and thus committing perjury, 
is not conduct specifically

addressed in the prior matter, and thus would not necessitat
e a conflict.

R. Physical Assault upon Counselor Staff

In the event of a physical assault by a client upon his or he
r attorney or another

staff member, the attorney should determine whether the 
client's conduct has caused

the attorney to be unable to represent the client to the be
st of his or her ability. If the

attorney cannot overlook the indiscretion and determines th
at an "irreconcilable conflict"

prevents competent and faithful representation, then a c
onflict of interest must be

declared. In the event a prosecuting agency has filed a
 charge against the client

alleging a Public Defender employee is a victim, or if the Publi
c Defender is a witness to

the act giving rise to such charge, then a conflict of interest mu
st be declared. The

Zo
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client's lack of trust in, or inability to get along with, his appointed attorney is not

sufficient to compel the appointment of substitute counsel. (People v. Crandell (1988)

46 Cal.3d 833). Resolution of possible divergent views regarding potential complex

legal and personal issues attendant to such a circumstance should not be left solely to

the aggrieved attorney.

Any attorney or staff member who believes that he or she has come into contact

with the bodily fluids of a client may employ the procedures of Penal Code sections

7500-7552 in order to obtain the results of testing of that client for HIV, Hepatitis B or

Hepatitis C. It is the policy of the Public Defender that the seeking of such information

does not create a conflict of interest. Nor do positive results of such testing give rise,

ipso facto, to a conflict of interest.

It is the policy of the Los Angeles County Public Defender that the decision as to

whether there is a conflict arising from the situations discussed in this section will be

made only after consultation with and approval from the Department Head (or.

designated representative).

S. Preventing Harm to Others (Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 3-100)

Rule 3-100 and Business. and Professions ,Code 6068(e)(1), effective July 1,

2004, contains identical language, intended to resolve the previous :,conflict between

..Business and. Professions Code 6'068(e) requiring a lawyer to "'maintain :inviolate the `.

confidence;`and at every peril to himself pr herselfi to preserve fie se~ret5~of his or her ,~

client" :and Evidence Code. 956.5 which provides an exception to attorney-client priviFege

when the lawyer reasonably believes that. disclosure of a confidential communication is

necessary to prevent "a criminal act that the lawyer reasonably believes is likely to

result in the death of, or substantial bodily harm to, an individual."

Rule 3-100 states as follows:
(A) A member shall not reveal information protected from disclosure by B&P

6068(e)(1) without the informed consent of the client, or as provided in paragraph

(B) of this rule.

(B) A member may, but is not required to, reveal confidential information relating

to the representation of a client to the extent that the member reasonably

believes the disclosure is necessary to prevent a criminal act that the member

reasonably believes is likely to result in death of, or substantial bodily harm to, an

individual.

(C) Before revealing confidential information to prevent a criminal act as provided

in paragraph (B), a member shall, if reasonable under the circumstances:

11
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(1) make a good faith effort to persuade the client: (i) not to commit
 or to

continue the criminal act or (ii) to pursue a course of conduct t
hat will

prevent the threatened death or substantial bodily harm; or do bot
h (i)

and (ii); and
(2) inform the client, at the appropriate time, of the member's abil

ity or

decision to reveal information as provided in paragraph (B).

(D) In revealing confidential information as provided in paragraph (B), the

member's disclosure must be no more than is necessary to preve
nt the criminal

act, given the information known to the member at the time of the disc
losure.

(E) A member who does not reveal information permitted by para
graph (B) does

not violate this rule.

In our highly complex environment possible scenarios regardin
g qualifying

criminal threats, their timing, and sources of information other than th
e client, are limited

only by the imagination. It must be recognized that the decision to
 disclose or to not

disclose any given qualifying criminal threat may have legal, m
oral, and functional

ramifications for the Law Offices of the Los Angeles County Publi
c Defender which

extend far beyond the parameters of the instant case.

lt_is-~hus:tlie policy of: the Los Angeles: County PubGic befender; 
and consistent

with' prior;pr~ctice ~:th~fi~fih~ decisions) related to the`fol(owing cri#ica
l questions will' be

made :onl~r~:afi~er.:'coosult~tion with and approval from the Department Head .(or

designated representative) ; .

(1) Can the subject information be disclosed?

(2) Should the subject information be disclosed?

(3) What portion of the subject information should be disclosed?

(4) To whom, when, and under what circumstances should the subject

information be disclosed?

It is the policy of the Los Angeles County Public Defender that, if 
a disclosure is

made, a Conflict of Interest will be declared against the client about whom the

disclosure is made. The timing of such a declaration may be arran
ged to reduce the

level or scope of the risk to potential victims.

T. Challenging Adequacy of Prior Public Defender Representatio
n

There are situations in which a Deputy Public Defender believes th
at he or she must

challenge the adequacy of the representation provided by the P
ublic Defender on a

prior occasion. This can arise in the context of a challenge to a con
viction of a prior

offense in which the defendant had been represented by the Pub
lic Defender or in a

case in which the current attorney believes that a Deputy Public De
fender's previous

12
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ineffective representation materially affected the clie
nt's current case. In either of these

situations, when there exists a colorable claim of in
effective assistance of counsel with

respect to the representation afforded by the Public 
Defender in the prior case, a conflict

may be declared in the current case if no ot
her effective remedy exists and failure to

replace our office would substantially impair the ri
ght to assistance of counsel in the

pending case.

For purposes of policy, a "colorable claim" is one 
which if presented to the court

could credibly establish to the satisfaction of the cou
rt that prior counsel had, "failed to

perform with reasonable competence and that it is r
easonably probable a determination

more favorable to the defendant would have res
ulted in the absence of counsel's

failings." (See People v, Smith (1993) 6 Ca1.4th 684
,696,. People v. Fosselman (1983)

33 Ca1.3d 572,584.)

Before. declaring a conflict in such circumstances, t
he attorney shall submit the

matter to the. Mead Deputy for review. Si oUid the: He
ad. Deputy determine there is a

colorable .claim, he or she shall report: fo the Pu
blic Defender or his designee for

determination of the. conflict issue. Reports of a potential conflict shall not become a

part of the defendant's file, nor shall any department' e
mployee, as part of this process,

render an opinion beyond whether the claim is "color
able", i.e., the "validity" of a claim, is

beyond the scope of this inquirer , -.. ..

If the defendant clairrls, inadequacy of the prior Public Defende
r counsel, but the

claim is not colorable or would nofi substantially impair the. right to assistance of counse
l

in the pending case, and current coun.sEl is unable to resolve this. difference with the

client, the client shall be informed that fie may utilize t
he procedures set forth in People

v. Marsden (1970) 2 Cal.3d 118. This policy appl
ies whether the prior offense is an

element of the current offense or is alleged as an enha
ncement.

U. Conflict in Other Pending Case

If a defendant has a presently pending case in whi
ch the Public Defender has

declared a conflict, or in which the Public Defend
er has been relieved pursuant to

People v. Marsden, supra, (1970) 2 Cal.3d 118, 
it is the policy of this Office that a

conflict will be declared in all pending cases and in 
any new case that arises during the

pendency of any such conflicted cases. However, 
if a conflict was declared in a case

which is no longer pending, a conflict shall not autom
atically be declared unless there is

a conflict in the present case under the standards disc
ussed in this memorandum. Thus

it is not the case that once a conflict has been decla
red as to a specific individual, there

is always a conflict as to him.

13
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Policy Number A-5 Date: February 5, 2010

Conflicts of Interests in Representation

V. Duties Upon Being Relieved
Should this office declare a conflict or otherwise be relieved under the

circumstances discussed, neither the reasons for the conflict nor the department's

review shall be revealed to the client, court or subsequent counsel, including the

Alternate Public Defender. However, if we are aware that the Alternate Public Defender

would likewise be faced with a conflict of interest if that office were to undertake

representation of the client, that conclusion should be brought to the attention of that

office.

Material contained within the Public Defender file is the property of the client.

When a conflict of interest is declared, subsequent counsel should receive all police

reports, transcripts and other discovery contained in the case file, as well as client

interviews, motions, investigation requests, reports and witness interviews. In the event

that turning over particular material in the case file would violate our ethical duty to

another client, that information shall not be given to subsequent counsel and shall be

deleted from all documents that are transferred. If such material is withheld, subsequent

counsel shall be given notice only that legal and ethical constraints preclude disclosure

of some material. The Public Defender file shall be documented with the fact of the

giving of such notice. The Public Defender's office must keep copies of all materials

turned over to subsequent counsel except where little or no work product has been

created (e.g., a conflict declared at the time of arraignment.)

14
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Appendix C:

Sample Los Angeles Panel Contract and Most

Recent Extension
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JWENILE DELINQUENCY DEFENSE SERVICES

JUVENILE COURT

WHEREAS, the County of Los Angeles, hereinafter referred to as "COU
NTY,"

is required by Section 23 of its Charter and by California Governmen
t Code Section

277Q6, to provide Public Defender services; and

WHEREAS, from time to time the COUNTY'S Office of the Public Defen
der is

unable, because of a conflict of interest or other unavailability, to represent

juveniles ~vho are otherwise eligible ~ for. such representation; and

WHEREAS, counties and courts are encouraged by Penal Code Section

987.2, Welfare., &Institutions Code Section 700, and otherwise to establish cost

efficient plans for the appointment of counsel to provide defense services for

persons eligible for representation by the Office of the Public Defender in cases

tivhere the Public Defender is legally unavailable, and "to ensure the maximum

recovery of costs" pursuant to Penal Code Sections 987.4, and 987.8, and

otherwise; and

WHEREAS, Penal Code Section 987.2 contemplates counties of the first class

such as COUNTY contracting with one or more attorneys to provide defense

services for persons eligible for representation by the Office of the Public Defender,

including minors, in cases ~ti-here the Public Defender is legally unavailable; and
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WHEREAS,
hereinafter referred to as

"CONTR.ACTOR,"desires to enter such contract with COUNTY to economically

provide legal representation of such persons who are minors before the following

courts: Juvenile Court - - District. r

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants herein and the

mutual beneFts to be derived therefrom, the COU
NTY and CONTRACTOR agree as

follows:

1. Services to be Provided. CONTRACTOR'S members will provide complete

legal defense services for all juveniles wham CONTRACTOR'S members are

appointed to represent during the term of this Agreement or any extension thereof

and ~vho ~~•ould be entitled to representation by the Office of the Public Defender

in the courts covered by -this Agreement but for the fact that the Office of the Pu
blic

Defender is legally unavailable. Such services shall include all legal defense

services typically provided by the Office of the Public Defender, i
ncluding interview

and preparation time, all necessary court appearances, alI progress reports and

change of plan reports for juveniles, hearings, motions, court waiting time, and

trials at the trial court level and for writ proceeding and the filing of any notice of

appeal that may be required by Penal Code Section 1240.1 flr otherwise, including

Iegal research, preparation of documents, secretarial and clerical support services,

investigator services, and travel. CONTRACTOR'S members shall be responsible

for handling the juvenile petition through completion of case. Once appointed,
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during the term of this Agreement or any extension thereof, CONTRACTOR'S

members shall be required to complete services for each juvenile who they are so

appointed to represent regardless of any termination of this Agreement. Services

to be provided by CONTRACTOR do not include services for court appointed

experts or interpreters. CONTR.ACTOR'S members shall not be required to

represent any such juvenile if the court makes a written finding that a conflic
t of

interest or other legal disability precludes any of the CONTRACTOR'S members

from being appointed to represent such defendant.

2. Number of Juveniles to be Represented. CONTRACTOR'S members agree

to provide the services described in paragraph 1 for all juveniles described therein,

regardless of the acfual number thereof. The parties contemplate by this

Agreement that the number of cases «ill not exceed 2,100 -for the fourteen month

period of August 31, 1996 through October 31, 1997 (1,800 case
s per year). The

cases upon which the contracting attorneys are appointed in excess of 2,100 (1,800

cases per year) are subject to the average cost per case provisions of paragraph

3bi.

3. Compensation.

3a. Contract Amount. Subject to the proportional payment provision
s of

paragraph 12, and ̀ the penalty ~ provisions of paragraph 3b,

CONTRACTOR shall be paid $495,832 for providing the services

described in paragraph 1. CONTRACTOR shall receive the quarterly
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t«~enty-eve (25) percent of the contract am
ount within approximately

thirty days of submission of each quarterly billing that meets the

requirements of paragraph 4.

3b. Additions in Contract Amount.

3bi. Additions. In the event that CONTRACTOR is req
uired to

represent more than 2,100 juveniles under this a
greement

(1,800 annually), or if the contract term is for l
ess than

36S days, then the proportional number of juveniles

calculated in accordance with paragraph 12,

CONTRACTOR shall be paid the sum of $250.00 
for each

juvenile represented in excess of that number.

3bii. Manner of Counting Juveniles. As used herein, a juvenile

shall be counted as one juvenile for all counts and

petitions consolidated together; and as more than one

juvenile for petitions not consolidated together. Once a

juvenile has been counted for a particular petition under

this contract, that juvenile will not be counted again for

that petition or petitions in this contract or any
 extensions

thereof.

3c. Pro Bono PubIico Services. To the extent that CONTIZACTOIt'S

members are required to proti~ide services for a juvenile under this
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contract for «~hich the limitations in this contract precludes them from

being compensated, CONTR.ACTOR'S members shall provide those

services Pro Bono Publico without cost.

4. Billin .

4a. CONTRACTOR shall submit its billing statement quarterly in arrears,

no later than the fifteenth of the months of February, May, August, a
nd

November. For the first quarter only following execution of this

agreement, CONTRACTOR may request and receive an advance

payment of up to 25 percent of the total anticipated annual contract

amount. The amount of the advance shall be credited by the COUNTY

against ail subsequent quarterly billings in Lieu of further payments

until fully earned.

4b. The billing shall be submitted in a form approved by the COUNTY'S

Project Director to the person designated by COUNTY'S Project .

Director.

4c. Each billing statement shalt contain at least the following information:

4ci. A running total of the actual number of juveniles represented by

CONTRA.CTOR'S members under this Agreement for the period

covered by the Agreement or for any extension thereof; and a

running total of the actual number of such juveniles whose
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cases have been completed.

4cii. A running total of the total amount of dollars billed, and of

payments received undex this Agreement for the period covered

by the Agreement or any extension thereof.

4ciii. The case name, case number, court, juvenile name, and case

type of each juvenile for whom services were provided and for

which payment is sought under this Agreement, and the name

of CONTR.ACTOR'S members representing such juvenile.

5. Penalty. In the event that a court covered by this Agreement is required to

appoint an atto~~tey ~ other than:a. deputy;_ Public Defender or one of CON
TRACTOR'S

members whose'" services are compensated pursuant to this Agreement to

represent a juvenile due to -any reason other than in conjunction with a ~ti~ritten

finding of a conflict of interest or legal disability that precludes CONTR
ACTOR from

being appointed to represent such juvenile, then CONTRACTOR and its members

shall be liable for any attorney's fees that COUNTY is required to pay
 fhe attorney

appointed to represent such juvenile.

6. Cooperation in Recovering 987.4 & 987.8 Costs. CONTRACTOR and its

members agree to cooperate to the full extent, ethically permitfed in assisting the

COUNTY and the courts, and those acting on their behalf in recovering costs

pursuant to Penal Code Sections 987.4 and 987.8.
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7. Contract Term. The term of this contract shall be from the date ft was

approved and that this agreement has been executed by CONTRACTOR and

COUNTY until the thirty-first day of October 1997, folIo~ving the date of ex
ecution

and coart approval. No attorney may provide services pursuant to this Agreement

or any extension thereof unless and until he/she has signed this Agreement or has

provided COUNTY'S Project Director with a copy of this Agreement signed by

him/her.

8. Contract Extensions. Upon the mutual written Agreement of CONTRACTOR,

its members and COiJNTY'S Project Director filed with the Clerk of COUNTY'S

Board of Supervisors no later than the first business day of November 1997, or if

the: Agreement .-has,; greviousfy :been extended, no Iater than-the first business day

of November following the date of the last extension of this Agreement, this

contract 'may ' be extended annually for a period not to exceed one year per

etctension. In executing any such contract extension, COUNTY'S Project Director

shall have full authority to mutually agree with CONTRACTOR to adjust up or down

the number of juveniles estimated to require representation under the contract

extension, modify the designation of the courts at which the juveniles are to be

represented, to adjust up or down by an amount not to exceed five percent (5°10)

the amount of compensation to be paid pursuant to the contract extension and the

amount of any penalties to be paid.
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9. Budget Reductions. Tn the event that the COUNTY'S Board of Supervisors

adopt reductions in the salaries and benefits paid to a majority of COUNTY

employees and impose similar reductions with respect to COUNTY contracts,

COUNTY reserves the right to reduce its payment obligation correspondingly for

Fiscal Year 1996-97 services provided by CONTRACTOR under this agreement.

COUNTY'S notice to CONTRACTOR regarding said reduction in payment obligati
on

shall be provided within 30 days of the Board's approval of such action.

CONTRACTOR shall continue to provide all of the said services set forth herein.

10. Annual Audit. CONTRACTOR and its members shall maintain, on a current

basis, adequate records to permit an audit of their performance under this

Agreement and the accuracy of billing statements. COUNTY may audit such

records at any time for up to five years beyond the termination of this Agreement.

CONTRACTOR agrees' to maintain such records for at least five years after the

termination of this Agreement.

11. Termination.

lla. COiJNTY znay terminate this contract at any time upon thirEy days'

written notice thereof, effective thirty days after such notice is

deposited in the United States Mail to CONTRACTOR at the following

address:
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In the event of termination, payment shall be made on a proportional

basis as set forth in paragraphs 3bi and 12.

llb. Upon the ~vritten request of CONTRA.CTOR'S Project Director,

COUNTY'SProject Director may agree to accept a written request from

any of CONTRACTOR'S members to terminate his/her obligations

under this Agreement. In the event of such termination, such member

shall remain jointly and severally liable with CONTRACTOR for all

liabilities of COVTRACTOR to COUNTY stemming from acts or

omissions occurring prior to such termination.

12. Proportional Payments Upon Termination. In the event that this contract

terminates for any reason in less than one year from the date of court appro
val and

execution by the parties or from the date of execution of any extension thereof,

Then the contract amount shall be reduced proportionately by one twelfth (1/12th)

for each thirty (30) day period that the actual term of this contract or any ex
tension

thereof is less than three hundred and sixty-five (365) days.

13. Project Directors. COUNTY'S Project Director shall be its Chief

Administrative Officer or hislher designate. CONTRACTOR shall designate a

Project Director and an AIternate Project Director who may act in the absenc
e of

CONTRACTOR'S Project Director. Until COUNTY receives ten days' written notice

of a change in Project Directors, CONTRACTOR'S Project Director and Alternate
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Project Director, together with their addresses and telephone number are as

follows:

a. CONTRACTOR'S PROTECT DIRECTOR

b. CONTRACTOR'S ALTERNATE PROJECT DIRECTOR

COUNTY'S and CONTRACTOR'S Project Directors shall have full authority ~o act on

behalf of the COiJNTY and CONTRACTOR, respectively, consistent with the terms

of this contract.

14. Compliance with Laws. CONTRACTOR and its members, in performance of

this contract, shall comply with all applicable Federal, State and Local laws, and the

regulations, guidelines, procedures and standards promulgated thereunder,

including specifically the procedural requirements of Penal Code Section 1050, as

well as all applicable professional standards.
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15. Performance Standards. CONTRACTOR and its members shall be

responsible for complying with alI applicable professional standards, and shall be

responsible for the internal monitoring of the work of his/her employees pursuant

to this contract.

16. Independent Contractor. Both parties hereto in the performance of this

contract will be acting as independent contractors and not as agents, employees,

partners, joint venturers, or associates of one another. The employees or agents

of one party shall not be deemed or construed to be agents or employees of the

other party for any purpose whatsoever.

CONTRACTOR'S members are not entitled to any benefits that COUNTY

provides its employees, including, but not limited to, vacations, holidays, sick ~ Ieave,

retirement, workers' compensation, unemployment insurance, medical or hospital

insurance, or legal defense costs or representation, EXCEPT for provisions

contained in this contract requiring insurance to be carried by CONTRACTOR at

COUNTY'S demand.

CONTRACTOR shall be considered an independent contractor with the right

to control, conduct and direct the manner and means of performing the work

contracted for herein, subject only to the conditions and obligations established by

this Contract. CONTRACTOR shall not represent that it or any of its members are

agents, employees, partners or joint venturers of COUNTY.
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I7. Assignments and Subcontracts. This contract is not assignable in ~vhole or

in part by CONTRACTOR or its members. Neither CONTRACTOR nor its members

will, without consent of COUNTY, assign any right, duty or interest herein to any

other person. AlI appropriate provisions and requirements of this contract shall

apply to any subcontracts or assignments.

18. Insurance and Indemnification. CONTRACTOR and its members agree to

indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the COUNTYand its Special District
s, elected

and appointed officers, employees and agents (County) from and against any and

all liability expense, including defense costs and legal fees, arising from or

connected with claims and lawsuits for damages or workers' compensation benefits

relating to Contractor's operations 'or its- services, ~~hich result from _bodily injury,

death, gersonal injury, or property damage (including damage to Contractor's

property). - Contractor shall not be obligated : to indemnify for liability and expen
se

arising from the active negligence of the County.

Without limiting CONTRACTOR'S indemnification of COUNTY,and during the

term of this Agreement, CONTRACTOR and its members shall provide and maintain

at their own expense during the term of this contract the following programs) of

insurance primary to and not contributing with any other insurance maintained by

the County. Such insurance shall be provided by insurers satisfactory to the

COIJNTY'SRisk Manager, and evidence of such programs, satisfactory to COUNTY,

along with significant endorsements, shall be delivered to the Froject .Director on

or before the effective date of this contract. Such evidence shall specifically
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identify this contract and shall contain express conditions that COUNTY is to be

given written notice at least thirty (30) days in advance of any modification or

terzrunation of any program of insurance.

Professional Liability: Such insurance shall provide an amount not less than

$ 00,000 per claim, endorsed as follows:

"Insurance afforded by this policy shall apply also to the liability

assumed by the insured under the contract with the County of Los

Angeles for Defense Services, provided such liability results from an

error, omission, or negligent act of the insured, its members, officers,

employees, agents, or subcontractors, if any. All other provisions of

this policy remain unchanged."

This insurance requirement may be reduced or waived at the COUNTY'S sole

discretion during periods of reasonable unavailability or excessive cost to

purchase this coverage.

19. Warranties: CONTRACTOR warrants that it has the authority, under the laws

of California and under its own rules, articles of association and byIa~vs, to enter

contracts of the type contemplated herein. Each of CONTRACTOR'S members

shall be jointly and severally liable for CONTRACTOR'S liabilities, if any, to COUNTY

pursuant to this Agreement.
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20. Fai}ure to Procure Insurance: Failure on the part of CONTRACTOR or its

members to procure or maintain required insurance shall constitute a material

breach of contract under which COUNTY may immediately terminate this contract.

21. Evaluation and Monitoring. COUNTY through its Project Director shall

monitor the progress and et'fectiveness of CONTRACTOR'S performance under this

contract. Monitoring may include, but not limited to, verifying that the program is

operating in accordance with the project specifications and regulations, the la~v,

and applicable professional standards. COUNTY'S Project Director may assign

other COUNTY personnel to evaluate and monitor the performance of this

Agreement by CONTRACTOR. It is mutually understood that such assigned

personnel are COUNTY employees and have no authority'over -the work of the

office of-CONTRACTOR.: : -` - _ -

22. Contract Modifications. COUNTY'S Project Director may for good cause

grant written modifications to the Agreement upon written request of

CONTRACTOR; if approved in writing by an atforney from COUNTY'S Office of

County Counsel. CONTRACTOR shall initiate no modification of this contract

without such approved written approval.

23. Notices. AIi notices shall be deemed effective upon deposit in any regularly

maintained U.S. Postal receptacle. Notices and other correspondence shall be

addressed to the COUNTY as follows:
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Chief Administrative Office

Budget &Operations A~Ianagement Branch

X00 West Temple Street

Room 754 Kenneth Hahn HaII of Administration

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Attention: Debbie Lizzari

24. Debt Limitation. Both parties to this contract expressly acknowledge the

fiscal year debt limitations imposed upon COUNTY by Article 16, Section 18 of the

California Constitution.

25. Affirmative Action. CONTRACTOR shall make every effort to ensure that all

programs funded ~vholIy or in part by general funds shall provide equal

employment and career advancement opportunities for minorities and women.

26. Discrimination. No person shall, on the grounds of race, sex, creed, color,

or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be refused the benefits of, or

othertivise be subjected to discrimination in any activities, programs, or employment

under this contract.

27. Amendments and Variations. This writing embodies the whole of the

Agreement of the parties hereto. There are no oral agreements not considered

herein. No addition or variation of the terms of this contract shall be valid unl
ess

made in the form of a written amendment to this contract formally approved and

executed by both parties.
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28. Professional Liaison. CONTRACTOR shall maintain ongoing communication

with the judiciary and clerks of all the courts covered by this Agreement.

CON'I'RA,CTOR shall also maintain ongoing communication Fvith the Los Angeles

County Bar Association and other interested professional groups to assure that its

operations meet the established professional standards for adequate legal

representation.

29. Consideration of Hiring County Employees Targeted for Layoffs. Should

CONTRACTOR require additional or replacement personnel after the effective date

of this contract to perform the services set forth herein, CONTRACTOR shall give

Frst consideration for such employment openings to permanent County employees

~vho are targeted for layoff after the. effective date of this contract.
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TN WITNESS WHEREOFTHE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF

LOS ANGELES has caused this contract to be subscribed by its Chairman and the

seal of said Board to be hereto affixed and attested by the Executive Officer-Clerk

thereof, and has caused this contract to be subscribed in its behalf by its

authorized officer, on the day, month, and year indicated.

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

.F

AUG 2 01996 ~ ~~ ~ ~~y
DATE: B s. ~ ,;~ ~' . '~~t.ri ~ ~~.

Chairm n; Board o ~ npervisors

ATTEST:

JOANNE STURGES
F.~cecutive Officer-Clerk
Board of Supervisors

By ~~

L/

Date: -- ~

Approved as to form:

DE WITT W. CLINTON

County Counsel

FREDERICK R. BENNETT

Assistant County Counsel

p r ~-:. 
ur.i:..:L•~ ~

sfi .~7. :.,. ..

iL `:. ~

1q i:h': -. '~~~ '3

~Q~~~~~
EOARD OF SJFEZVIS~RS
COUfdTYOf L0~ ANGELES

~ Q BUG 2 0'96

v JOANNE STURGES r
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Contract Amendment and Extension — Conflict Administrator Services

at—Juvenile Court

Contract #70279 — SYN #10 of 08/20/96

November 1, 2013 — through October 31, 2015

Pursuant to the provisions of Paragraph 8 (Contract Extensions) and Par
agraph 23

(Contract Modifications), and as approved by the Board of Supervisors, the 
current

contract between the County of Los Angeles (COUNTY) and

— (CONTRACTOR) for Juvenile Delinquency, Defense ervices is ere y

amended to read:

3. Compensation.

3a. Contract Amount: Subject to the proportional payment provisions of

Paragraph 13, and the penalty provisions of Paragraph 5, CONTRACTOR

shall be paid $ 333 for each case they are assigned to provide the legal

representation services as described in Paragraph 1. Contractor shall

receive the quarterly payment within approximately thirty days of

submission of each billing that meets the requirements of Paragraph 4.

CONTRACTOR shall be entitled to a two perceni rate increase io $340

effective October 1, 2014, and 'another two percent to $347 increase

effective April 7 , 2015.

7. Contract Term. CQNTRACTOR, .its members; and COUNTY'S Contract Manage
r

mutually agree to amend. and extend said contract through the 31St day 
of

October 2015, on the same terms set forth in the original contract, previous

amendment or unless otherwise amended by this document. Stated contract

provisions shall become effective upon execution of this document by all parti
es.

11. Termination. Only during the term of this extension, the County will not termi
nate

the contract for convenience before October 31, 2014. However, the County

shall have the right to terminate the contract for convenience in the second 
year

of this extension, anytime between November 1, 2014 through October 31, 2
015,

with thirty (30) days advance written notice to CONTRACTOR.

13. Proportional Payments Upon Termination. In the event that this contract

terminates for any reason in less than one year from the date of Board 
approval

and execution by the parties, or from the date of most recent extension 
thereof,

then the payment. amoun# shall be $ 333 per case (or such increased rate 
as

authorized in Paragraph 3(a)) for the number of cases handled by

CONTRACTOR during the period between the latest paid invoice and the

contract termination date.
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)ate:

County's t Manager

Approves{ as to Form: 
Date:

County Gvunsel

Senior Depu ounty CounsEl ~ Executive Office, Board of SupeNlsors

2
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Appendix D:

Panel Counsel 1AC Case
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SUPERIOR COUF~7 OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA~)~„C~

~o~,,; t,; lJ~ 4r.'j }.: ~ eves
FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

~~~~~ a~~
SHERAI~CitRI ,F~(ECp NE6FFICERICtERK
gY Doputy

S ryl Rilch y Humber

In re ) NO. 8A401965

ORDER GRANTING

ANTONIO I~-~, ) WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS

}

On Habeas Corpus )

GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THEREFOR,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the juvenile court vacate its finding of unfitness for juvenile

court and conduct a new and different fitness hearing. The P.Iternate Public Defender's Office is

appointed to handle the new hearing.

SO ORDERED this day of 2013.

+ ~,'j~:~~'~j~~~l ~~"~'>.;, `'`~~` ~= ~ ~ JUDGE OF THE UPERIOR COUR1"
l T~ Y

J~: C~~.'.: .~{~

.~.~.,-,~,., ~..~---_._..__--_ — --~- - P.L~~2~
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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIrORNIA

SECOND APPELLATE DISTRICT

DIVISION

IN T~-IE MATTER OF )

ANTONIO II )

On Habeas Corpus. )

• w

LASC No. BA.401965

PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS

(Exhibits Filed Separately)

JANICE Y. FUKAI,

ALTERNATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY

Felicia Kahn Grant (State Bar No. 143798)

Jeffrey E. Cohen (State Bar No. ?40537)

Deputy Alternate Public Defenders

9425 Penfield Avenue, Suite 2500

Chatsworth, California 91311

Telephone No. {818) 576-8692

Fax No. (818) 718-6375

Email: fgrant@apd.tacounty.~av

Attorneys for Petitioner, Antonio H~
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t~Velfare &Institutions Code section 707 5

~n
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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

SECOND APPELLATE DISTRICT

DIVISION

Il\' THE. MATTER OF )

ANTONIO H ., }

On Habeas Corpus. )
}
}

LASC No. BA~01965

PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS

TO THE HONORABLE PRESIDING JUSTICE AND ASSOCIATE JUSTICES

OF TFIE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE. STATE OF CALIFORNIA, SECOND

APPELLATE DISTRICT:

INTRODUCTION'

Petitioner Antonio H- is a I S year old minor with no prior juvenile or

criminal record who is currently being prosecuted as an adult in Los Angeles Superior

Court on two attempted murder charges, after a fitness hearing in juvenile court. Both the

offenses charged and the fitness hearing occurred when petitioner was still 14 years old.

If convicted of all the charges and enhancements alleged in the felony complaint,

~AII factual assertions in the "Introduction" will be described in greater detail in the body

of this motion and will be substantiated by citarions to exhibits attached hereto.
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petitioner is facing multiple life sentences.

Despite the severity of these charges and the potential consequences if convicted,

petitioners' attorney in juvenile court decluied to litigate the Edsel P. hearing, or to

present any testimony at the fitness hearing. lnstead, the prosecution presented the court

with a transcript of the adult co-arrestee's harmful and legally inadmissible preliminary

hearing {without objection from petitioners' lawyer), the incident and follow-up reports,

three field identification cards, and information regarding predicate acts. The defense

offered only one document— the report prepared by Dr. Fairbanks finding petitioner fit.

No records were obtained by counsel or given to Dr. Fairbanks and no witnesses were

provided, despite the fact that compelling mitigating circumstances regarding the minor's

recent life history, as well as the facts of this`case, were easilydiscoverable simply by

speaking with the family. Additionally, infonnatzon obtained from the minor himself

inculpated him only as an accessory after the fact, yet nothing was done to convey this to

the court or to probation.

In addition to the documents provided by the prosecution and Dr. Fairbanks report,

the juvenile court also re~~iewed the Probation Officer's Report. A review of that report

shows that probation attempted to schedule a video conference with petitioner but when

told that no videos were being scheduled due to building repairs, no folloti~-up was done

and petitioner was never interviewed. The purpose of uiterviews between juveniles and

2
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the Probation Department is in part to assemble all available information relevant to assist

in the evaluation of the minor's fitness for treatment as a juvenile and should be based on

the most complete knowledge of the defendant's background that is possible.

Additionally, the minor's description and explanation of the circumstances of the alleged

offense nnay significantly affect decisions about transfer to adult proceedings. (Ramona

R. v. Superior Court {1985) 37 Ca1.3d 802.) Yet, petitioners' counsel provided nothing to

probation— no documents or records and no witnesses, and counsel failed to ensure that

the minor was available for an interview.2

Both counsel submitted on the documents presented and the probation report,

without argument.

Counsel -for petitiorierprovid~e~d the juir~~nle-~~er~ch o~~~er.}r~ith-not~u`~g~that`th~ .

court could consider to overcome the apparent gravity of the offense, even though there

existed substantial evidence that could have been used to argue that the minor's

participation was not nearly as grave or serious as the charges would lead the court to

believe. This is especially egregious since the fifth criterion (the gravity of the offense) is

the only criterion under which the court found the minor unfit.

zWhile under some circumstances defense counsel may make a tactical decision to order

probation not to interview the minor regarding the facts of the case, there are other circumstances

where, regarding the circumstances and gavity of the offenses alleged, the juvenile maybe the

only witness who can present any mitigating circumstances. (See Sheila O. v. Superior CoarYt

(1981) 125 Ca1.App.3d 812,815.) Counsel cdn always be present for these interviews. In any

event, there can be no tactical reason for failing to provide probation with mitigating documents

and statements from family members or other witnesses.
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Counsel's representation fell below any objective standard of reasonableness under

the prevailing professional norms. Additionally, petitioner suffered prejudice in that there

is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the results of the

proceeding would have been different. (Strickla~~d v. Washington (1984) 46b US b68.)

Petitioner asserts that he is in custody, facing illegal prosecution as a certified

juvenile in adult court because he was denied his right to effective assistance of counsel

under the b`h Amendment to the United States Constitution and Art. I, Section 15 of the

California Constitution and his Due Process right under the 5`" and 14`h Amendment of the

United States ConstitutioYi and Article 1, section 7 of the California Constitution, when

petitioners' attorney failed to effectively represent him at the fitness hearing.

Accordingly; petitioner,, by and through his'attorney,; Tan~ce :Y`; :~Fuka; Alternate.

Public Defender of Los Angeles County respectfully:petitions: this :court to issue its Writ

of Habeas Corpus, to vacate the juvenile court's finding of fitness, and order that the

matter be transferred back to the jurisdiction of juvenile couxt for further proceedings, and

for such other and further relief this court inay deem just and proper.

By this verified petition, the fallowing Facts and causes are set forth for issuance of

the writ.

Petitioner, Antonio H~;, a 15-year-olcl minor, is currently in the custody of
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the Los Angeles Sheriff's Departiiiei~t being held by the Los Angeles County Probation

Department at Juvenile Hall in Los Angeles, California, under booking number -.

II

Petitioner• is currently illegally and unlawfully awaiting trial in adult criminal

court, Los Angeles Superior Court case number BA401465. (Complaint and Inforn~ation

attached as "Exhibit A", Superior Court Minute Orders attached as "Exhibit $."} The

illegality of petitioners' custodial restraint is set forth in the following paragraphs.

On Apri126, 2012, at Eastlake Juvenile Court, the People filed a "Petition Under

Section X02. of the .Welfare and Institutions Code" Case 3~Iuml~er FJ_.; alleging that

minor Antonio ~~~ com.initfed twa.counts of'l'enal'Code seetion~G64/187 on~April

24, 2012. In addition, it was further alleged that the offenses were for the benefit of, at the

direction of, and in association with a criminal street gang with the specific intent to

promote, further and assist in criminal conduct by gang members, pursuant to Penal Code

section i86.22(b}(J.)c0), and that the minor personally used a frearni, discharged a

Eireann, and caused great bodily injury, pursuant to Penal Code sections 12022.53(b),

12022.530) and 12022.53{d.) On the same date, ApriL26, 2012, the People filed a

Motion to Find Minor Unfit Under Welfare and Institutions Code sections 707(li} and'U:)

5
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(Juvenile Court Register of Action for Case Number FJ50288 attached as "Exhibit C,"

Juvenile Petition attached as "Exhibit D," and Notice of Motion to Find Minor Unfit

attached as "E~hibit E.") Petitioner F~ was X4 at the time of the alleged offense.

ry

On April 2b, 2012, David N. Villa, was appointed to represent petitioner

H~ in Juvenile Court.

V

On June 2, 2412, pursuant to Court Order dated May 15, 2012, and at the request

of David N. ViIIa, minors' attorney, Ronald R. Fairbanks, PhD, examined petitioner

I~ at Eastlake Juvenile Hall: On the same date, Dr: Fairbanks interviewed a

member of the Eastlake staff who confirmed that the minor` was :"doing good'." Irr `

conjunction with this evaluation, Dr. Fairbanks reviewed the following information

described by him as follows: "15 pages of medical records for clearly

indicating that he had been shot five times. He also alleged that the minor had a weapoTi,

but indicates that he was shot by the minor's companion and not by the minor. 10 pages

of Probation Officer's report dated 5-15-12 from two Probation Officers, Jerry Powers

and ]une Small, both of which.(sic) were. indicated by the minor during the interview chat

he did not know them; never met them o'r ever talked to them..-. -They recommend him as

6
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unfit.'' (Dr. Fairbanks Report, attached as "F_,xhibit F.") No documents «ere presented for

review to Dr. Fairbanks and rio witnesses were interviewed, other t}Iarl the Eastlake staff

member and tYie juvenile himself.

After interviewing the minor and conducting several psychological tests, the doctor

described the minor as "a very pleasant young man, being very transparent." He found the

minor to be somewhat naive, with good commwucation skills and above average

intelligence. He noted a substance abuse problem and reconrunended counseling to

address this issue. The minor told Fairbanks that at the time of the offense he was upset

because two of his friends had passed away. He described himself as depressed all the

time. He also noted that there were problems at bonne with family arguments and money

issues. Additionally, he admitted that at the time of the incident ~e hatl~be~n aliusing

drugs and ~Icohol. He admitted to having a figYit>~t`school and-cut~~ing classes; resulting in

him being transferred to another school. Regarding his history, the minor told Dr.

Fairbanks that he is the youngest of four siblings. His father was a drag addict and left the

family when he was approximately two years old. His mother raised therm on her own

from then on, working as a house cleaner and getting welfare.

As to fitness, Dr. Fairbanks found the minor to be fit on all five criteria. On the

fifth criterion, the doctor noted that while it was.alleged that the minor had a weapon,

none was found and it is "clear fi-oin the statements of the alleged'victim that the `
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coi~~panion was the shooter."

vz

Minors ~ case was set for Edsel P. and Fitness Hearing on August 28, 20 ] 2, before

Judge Pro-Tempore Benjamin Campos, in Depa~-tinent 202 of the Eastlake Juvenile Court.

(Transcript of Fitness Hearing attached as "Exhibit G.") Initially, the court noted that

counsel provided a number of documents that were reviewed by the court. The documents

from the prosecution included: A transcript of the June 27, 2012 preliminary hearing

transcript of the adult co-anestee, the police report and follow-up reports, and copies of

documents showing '`predicate acts" for the gang enhancement. {Transcript of the June

27, 2012 Preliminary Hearing attached as "Exhibit H," Police Reports (Incident Reports

and Follow=t7p Reports} attached as- ̀ Exhibit Z:".j• They one_doeument ~c~~sented ~by: fhe:

defense was the report prepared by Dr: Fairbanks dated June+~1~3, 2012~:Zn-addition; ttie ,.

court reviewed the May 15, 2012 Fitness Report prepared the I.OS Angeles County

Probation Department. (Probation Department Report attached as ̀'Exhibit J."} T'he

probation report found the minor unft on three criteria— the degree of criminal

sophistication, his prior delinquent history, and the circumstances and gravity of the

offense. The minor v~~as not interviewed by probation due to "building repairs.i3

Both counsel submitted on those documents, as to both the Edsel P. issues and the

'The Juvenile Court Register of Actions contains a computerized notation that Probation

is ordered not to speak to the mi~ior about the facts oftlle case.
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fitness issues. (Exhibit G, page 2, lines 9-15.) Initially the court noted that the e~-idence

vas more than sufficient to find that a crime was coirunitted and that the minor committed

the crime. The court then addressed fitness. At the outset the court stated that, "Moving to

the question of fit~iess, it is a troubling case, and in reviewing the probation report and the

police reports, there is a degree of conflict." The court went on to disa~•ee with probation

as to the degree of sophistication and the minor's delinquent history, finding him fit on

those criteria. However, the court found the minor unfit on the circumstances and gravity

of the offense, stating, "The real crux of this matter is criteria five, the circumstances and

gravity of the alleged offense. And in reviewing all of the material, including Dr.

Fairbanks' report, the court can't think of a more serious or grave or heinous kind of

offense, and all, of that belies the minor's stature. ~a~id his passive demeanor in court, :but

this was a' vicious attack like hunting humans: And I=it just— quite frankly, to'the court,

it's mind boggling that the kind of conduct that's alleged, chasing a person down. There

were, according to the reports and the transcript, at least four or five other people in the

alleyway, and one, maybe two people opened fire indiscriminately. Just hozrific events.

Based on the court's analysis, the court would rind the minor unfit due to the seriousness,

the circumstances and the gravity of the alleged offense." (E~ibit G, page 4, lines 13-

28.) (Minute Order finding petitioner unfit for juvenilecourt attached as "Exhibit K,")

VII
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On August 29, 2012, a felony complaint was filed against petitioner, Los Angeles

Superior Court case number BA401965. ("Exhibit A.") Petitioner is charged in that

complaint, with two premeditated attempted murders pursuant to Penal Code section

6E4/187 and gang and weapons enhancements as to both counts under Penal Code

sections 186.22(b)(1)O), and 12022.53(b), 12022.5300) and 12022.53{d.)

On August 30, 2012, the Office of the Alternate Public Defender was appointed

("Exhibit B.") The mater is currently set for pretrial hearing on April 30, 2U 13 in

Department 115 of the Los Angeles County Superior Court, in the Clara Shortridge Foltz

Criminal Justice Center.

VIII

Upon review of the file, counsel for petitioner. obtained the following ~docuinents:

• Typed letter from Samuel Kaplan, Berendo Middle School Mathematics

Department Chair (Attached as "Exhibit L.")

• Handwritten note from Miss Carpenter, a former teacher (Attached as

"Exhibit M.")
• Handwritten note from Dr. F. De La Pena (Attached as "Exhibit N.")

• Declaration of petitioner's another {Attached as "Exhibit

o.'°~
• C~u-rent Positive Performance Report from Los Angeles County Office of

Education, Division of Juveiule Court and Couvnunity Schools (Attached

as "E~chibit P.")

The letters from the teachers describe positive qualities exhibited by Antonio both

as a student and a person. Mr. Kaplan states_ ghat he was "an amazing student" and "sweet,

intelligent and thoughtful" young man. Ike stated that he was concerned that Antonio had

10
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no connection with the adults in his life and no male role model, tvliss Carpenter simply

stated (in a letter to Antonio} that his "awesome personalit~~ and intelligence will really

get you to positive places in life if you make good decisions— which I know you are

capable of doing." Dr. De La Pena is Antonio's dentist and has known him for seven

years. He stated that Antonio is amild-mannered child who pays attention to what he says

and is generally one of his patients who listens to authority.

The declaration from petitioner's mother, Antonia C~,, gave insight into

petitioner's life. She stated that from Kindergarten through 5~' grade, Antonio thrived,

getting superb graiies. Antonio's teachers told her that he was "gifted" and he consistently

received "advanced" scores on his annual assessanents in school. He was almost never

absent and performed above grade level; according to his school administrators'::

Comments on his report cards said that he was a "deep tfiinker "~"ari=~xeeptiorialiy.b"righf

child," and a "natural leader."

In 2010 t ie family started having problems with the manager of their apartment

and Antonio's older brother started to have problems as well. Ms Casas made the decision

to move to Wesunoreland St. Before that; they stayed for about two months with her

sister in Siini Valley. After the move, Ms. Casas could tell that Antonio resented his older

brother for the move. She started noticing that petitioner was hanging out with a different

group of people, older kids whom she didn't have a good feeling about. These kids made

11
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Antonio feel "cool" because they ~vere older; but they did not have aciy respect for their

parents. They didn't seem to listen to authority and they acted disrespectfully. Ms. Casas

felt that Antonia liked being with these older kids because it made hirn feel better about

the fact t~iat he is so small.

The family moved again in August of 2U I 1 to 41 ~` Street and Broadway. During

this time, the ex-boyfriend of Antonio's sister, who was like a member of their family,

was shot and killed. This was especially hard on Antonio, since he had been one of

Antonio's only male role-models. As soon as they left Westanoreland St., Ms. Casas could

tell that Antonio was depressed and that he missed his old friends. His behavior started to

change, and he was getting into fights. His grades began to drop. He began ditching

school: His behaviorreached a pont:where:-the. s'ck~oo~;'~:gu~dance _cot;~a~elor~required Ms.

Caws to attend weekly meetings with the counselor: Ms;.'~asas~,~lsv:notieed~ that Anton Q_

was smoking marijuana.

Antonio told Ms. Casas that he was being threatened by kids in the new

neighborhood. He was accused of being in a gang. He started coining home from school

scared. Once, when he was walking home from the store wit~l his older sister, another kid

approached; picking a fight and making fun of Antonio. The taunting and teasing got so

bad chat eventually, Antonio's older brother; Ernesto, started picking Antonio up from

school and walking home with hiin, or v~~aiting for hSm on their front steps.

12
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In the summer of 2011, Antonio was in a fight in school and was slammed onto the

ground, landing on his knee. He couldn't walk for a week and a half and had to stay home

from school for a couple of weeks. A few months later, a~•ound the beginning of 2012, he

ti~as _jumped while walking by himself with his bike. Three or four guys took his bike and

kicked hiin to the ground, chipping his tooth and causing him to get an emergency root

canal.

At some point, Antonio became friends with "Prot," a 21-year-old. Ms. C'asas

didn't not like theizi hanging out together, since Proz was 21 and Antonio was only l4.

Proz is Christian Moraga, the co-arrestee in this case.

~eouns~L for periti~iier, Jeffrey S. Cohen ~irepared a declaration regarding the . '.

`:defense in:_t~iis case:~(Jeffrey~.S. Cohen declaration attached as "Exhibit Q:')~ In that ~ ~~

declaration he states as follows:

The defense in this case will likely involve the following facts: After his court

appearance on Apri123, 2012, petitioner, Antonio, left his mom and went to his friend

Proz's house. Proz was 21 years old at the time. Antonio was l4. Proz bought some beer.

Another friend of Proz's "Bruno" arrived. The older boys bought more beer and they

_ __....dank al~.ai~eznoon until Antonio was "wasted." Bruno,suggested they go to I1~cDonald's

to get something to eat. Antonio thought that Proz and Bruno were acting "suspicious"

l3
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but he just figured they were going to do some tagging since he'd been with them when

they had done that before. They left Proz's house and encountered a group in an alley.

The group consisted of at least ten people and Antonio recognized at least one of them as

someone Proz and Bruno didn't like. As soon as they got to the alley, the shooting began.

Antonio took the gun afterward, so that he could give his sweatshirt to the shooter and

change shoes with hiin. He then gave back the gun. Until the shooting started, he had no

idea that it was going to occur.

X

Maureen T. Pacheco is a professor and clinical director at the Center for Juvenile

law and Policy at Loyola ~,aw Schoal, and is an expert in the area of standards of

competence iii the repres~~tat~on of i~digerit juveniles ri de~inquer~cy cases: (Declaration

of Maureen T. ~:P:ache~co; aftached as "Exhil~it_R°')~ She las practiced in the areas of :` ,

juvenile and criminal law for over 25 years.

From. 1987— 2010 she worked as a Deputy Public Defender for the Office of the

Los Angeles County Public Defender. For eight of those years she served as one of two

juvenile appellate and training attorneys for the Juvenile Division. In that position, one of

her primary responsibilities was to assist the defense attorneys with questions about

rtness hearings, and to review every finding of unfitness to determine if appellate relief

should be sought. During her last t~vo years in this office she served as special assistant to

14
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the Chief Public Defender as the Juvenile Legislative and Policy Advisor.

In 2010 she joined Loyola Law School's Center for Juvenile Law and Policy. As

assistant Director, she teaches juvenile court trial skills and juvenile law and policy. She

is also responsible for legislative and policy advocacy for the center. Her current position

is Director of apost-conviction prajeet, the Juvenile lnnoeence and Fazr Sentencing

Clinic. As part of this work, she evaluates cases for claims of ineffective assistance of

counsel and is familiar with the legal standards applicable to such a claiin.

She has been a Board member of the Pacific Juvenile Defender Center, a regional

division of the National Juvenile Defender Center, far the last 10 years. In 2011, she

helped organize:and teach a special National Irisfitute of Trial Advocacy delinquency

.: , ~ course far Calif~riiia~ juyenil~'cour~ pr."actitioners,'the~first:.af its~kin~i~in~fhe Sfate,:She is .

~~ regularly invited to speak on juvenile. law •issues.'in`~alifornia and nationally. For the last

three years she has held the position as Chair of the National Juvenile Defender center's

Juvenile Justice Co~umittee. On behalf of the California Public Defenders Association,

and for the Center for 3uvenile Law and Policy, she has testified as an expert on juvenile

delinquency on numerous occasions before various comrrzittees of the California

Legislature. In 2011, she was chosen along with approximately 20 people from around the

country to attend the National Juvenile Defender Center's working group on its

forthcoming Guidetiries. As background for the Guidelines, she reviewed numerous sets

t5
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of juvenile practice standards from around the country, and she is familiar with the

California State Bar Standards on indigent Defense, the Guidelines of the National

Council of Juvenile and Fatni~y Court Judges, and the ̀ 'Ten Core Principles for Providing

Quality Delinquency Representation Through Public I}efense delivery Systems," of the

NJDC/NLADA. Finally, in 2012 she co-organized and moderated a panel for the Center's

aiuival Symposium on ineffective Assistance of Counsel. The day long symposium

included experts from around the country on the topic of Effective Assistance of Counsel

in juvenile court.

Fn December 20l 2, Ms: Pacheco agreed to review petitioner's claim that his trial

counsel failed to adequately, effectively and competently represent hiin in the course of

his hearing to deternriine fitness to~Y~e fired iri:juvenile court. ~.n.cannectiom,with this, she

reviewed everything.presented to the~juvenile court, as well as the exhibits attached to this

petition.

At the outset, she notes that there is no snore crucial proceeding in juvenile court

than a fitness hearing. The stakes are the absolute highest. In this case, petitioner would

face, at most, a corninitment to the Department of Juvenile Justice until the age of 25. He

could be paroled far earlier based on behavior, and would have access to many services.

Given his age (14 years old,) lack of any prior juvenile court "convictions," and given a

thorough investigation and development of a disposition plan, there is a likelihood that he

lb
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might have received a long tenn camp comn~xtment. In contrast, a 14-year oid in adult

court, if convicted as charged would receive multiple life sentences. Because these stakes

are so high, Ms. Pacheco states that a reasonable competent attorney must undertake a

thorough and far reaching investigation into the facts and circumstances of the youth's

life, as well as the circumstances of the crime.

Specifically, she states, "The investigative process includes researching every

aspect of the client's background and history.. School and health records must be obtained

and reviewed, and interviews with family, friends, teachers, and health care providers

must be conducted: Once trial counsel has obtained tfie requisite records; mental health

experts are retained to review the records, conduct a comprehensive mental health

evacuation of the defer~darit, and~.testify~ if:necessary. ;In;cases'such as~ Chis one, :~uher~ :., ~ ~~ °~ ~' ' ~"

here ai-e also gang~all~gatians, a c'rucial~ part of,the:defens~."would be~~xpiorrng'~he.:~; ~ ; .,~, ~., ~ :'~ ~ ~ .

youth's level of gang involvement, and retaining a gang expert to explain the forces at

play which led to the youth's affiliation. Finally because the graviTy of the offense is the

focal paint of the contention, where fhe case involves a very young youth (and 14 is the

youngest), retention of and consultation with an expert in adolescent brain development,

«ha can testify why the youth's participation was less than a deliberate, reasoned,

planned action, and therefore makes his actions less serious, is critical."

In reviewing this case, Ms. Pacheco noted that by failing to litigate the Edsel P.

l7
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hearing, the court gave up an opportunity to explore any actions that might demonstrate a

lesser degree of culpability. In this case, the lawyer instead aElowed the adult co-arrestee's

preliminary hearing, which contained damaging testimony, to be admitted against the

minor. The minor was not represented at that hearing. The lawyer for the adult actually

had a disincentive to minimize the minor's involvement. Because petitioner's counsel did

not have an opportunity to challenge the evidence presented at the preliminary hearing,

the transcript v~~ould not have been admissible in petitioner's Edsel P. hearing or fitness

hearing. She further noted that there could be no. possible strategic or tactical explanation

for submitting or stipulating to the admission of otherwise inadanissible evidence that is

damaging.

~?Vliile`the submission art tYie.prelirnin~ry hearing traris~ript was clearly . - ~ ;

unreasonable; N1s. Pacheco stated that it is further exacerbated by trial counsel's failure to

ensure that the probation report and the expert's reports were both accurate (to prevent

damaging information) and complete, in that they including all mitigating evidence.

Ms. Pacheco pointed out that the probation report in this case; which is typically

the only basis of the prosecution's case, and therefore a crucial part of the fitness

hearing— «gas prepared for a hearing to take place on May 15, 2012. Antonio was arrested

on April 23, 2012 and the petition was tiled on ~,pril 26`h. This means that there were only

Cwo ~~~eeks between the minor's ~irsl appearance in court and the preparation of a report
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which would form the basis of the prosecution's presentation. She stated that reasonably

competent counsel would have asked for a continuance of the probation evaluation so that

there was tune to investigate, halre experts appointed and consult with any experts that

could provide mitigating evidence to the probation officer who would be preparing the

report. She stated that counsel's performance fell below reasonable competence standards

when he failed to do so. Counsel had a duty to share mitigating inforination with the

probation officer, to ask for a new report based on this information, and finally, to

challenge the unfounded and incomplete report.

Additionally, Ms, Pacheco asserts that the use of expert witnesses is an almost

absolute necessity in a fitness hearing. Here, although trial counsel engaged the use of a

` qualified witness, he failed to ensure that his .witness had the necessary information fo

provide the compelling story that wou}d convince the court of the juvenile's amenability.

Counsel did not ensure that this expert spoke with the parents or review records. Even a

simple interview with the mother would have provided mitigating evidence to bolster his

opinion. While the report was favorable, it was incumbent upon counsel to provide the

expert with the mitigating information that would have been compelling enough to

convince the court to find Antonio fit.

Ultimately, however, Ms. Pacheco finds that the crux of the problem is the

"inexplicable" decision on counseI's part to simply submit on the documents at hand. She
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states that "in a case that one can clearly win— a very small and very young man, ~~ot

gang-entrenched, in the presence and possibly under the direction of a much older man,

with a history of being jumped and attacked by others in his neighborhood, with a loving

and supportive family who has encountered the difficulties too coimnon in particular Los

Angeles neighborhoods with severe economic difficulties, and with the shooting and

death of his only male role model, where the evidence from medical and police records

indicate that he c~vas present but leave cainpletely ambiguous whether or not he fired a

weapon, I can simply not find any legitimate strategical or tactical reason to waive a

hearing. There is absolutely no downside, -and a very significant upside, in litigating this

case fu11y...In my opinion, this case could likely have been won simply on the basis of a

prop~t- Edsel P., a proper crgss=e~caintnation:of the probation officer, and presentation of

Dr. Fairbanks: Buf a reasonably competent attorney ~~uould not have stopped there. It is

my opinion that the failure to call any witnesses also fell below the standards required.''

In sum, it is her opinion that counsel for petitioner in the juvenile court performed

below the standard of practice of a reasonably competent attorney acting as a diligent,

conscientious advocate, and that he rendered ineffective assistance of counsel to

petitioner to the extent that he (1) failed to litigate the Edsel P. hearing, which would have

given the court an understanding of the minimal involvement of petitioner, and instead

submitted, in part, on damaging evidence contained in the adult co-arrestee's preliminary
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hearing, which should not have been admissible; (2) farled to conduct an adequate

investigation, including failing to obtain records, which led to a failure to provide any

mitigating infonnation to either his "expert" or the probation officer, and then

inexplicably failed to challenge the unfounded conclusions in the probation report; (3)

failed to consult with and have appointed additional experts, including {a} an expert on

adolescent development appointed to testify regarding the level of im~rnaturity, lack of

comprehension of consequences, and susceptibility to peer influences of a 14-year old, (b}

an expert witness on gang involvement, and O) an expert to testify as to the programs

available in the juvenile court system, including the 11 years available to the court if the

youth was placed in DJJ.

Furthermore,. Ms. Pacheco is of the opinion that,-based on her review of the case,

and her experience in the field of juvenile defense, had an'investigation been conducted,

evidence challenged, and evidence presented, there is a reasonable probability that the

matter would not have resulted in a finding of unfitness for juvenile court.

XI

Petitioner is in illegal custody because he was denied a fundamental Constitutional

right to Effective Assistance of Counsel under the 6"' Amendment to the United States

Constitution and Art. I, Section 15, of the California constitution and to Due Process

under the SU' and 14~'' Annendment o;f the United States Constitution, ~~vhen his juvenile
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attorney's representation fell below an objective standard of reasonableness under

prevailing professional norms. Furthermore, there is a reasonable probability that but for

counsel's errors, the result of the proceeding would have been different. Petitioner's

contentions in this regard are snore fizlly set forth in the accompanying points and

authorities which are incorporated herein by reference.

Petitioner is in custody solely on this matter.

XIII

Petitioner has no plain, speedy or adequate remedy at law. An ineffective

assistance of counsel claim in properly raised in a habeas corpus proceeding. (People v.

Menoza Tello (1997) 15 Ca1.4th 264,.2b6-267.) _.

XIV

Qn January 7, 2Q13, a habeas corpus writ on this matter was filed in T~epariment

100 of the Los Angeles Superior Court. (Superior Court Habeas Corpus, attached as

"E~ibit S.") It was transferred by Department 1Q0 to the Juvenile Court, where the Hon.

Christina L. HiII in Department 203 sunuiiarily denied it on March 6, 2013. (Minute

Order Denying ~Nrit attached as "Exhibit T."} This ~~rit seeks de novo review.

XV
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The following exhibits reflecting the above proceedings are attached hereto and

incorporated herein by reference:

Exhibit "A": Complaint BA4Q1965 and Information BA4019b5

Exhibit "B": Superior Court Minute Orders BA401965

Exhibit "C": Juvenile Court Register of Action FJ50288

E~ibit "D": Juvenile Petition FJ50288

Exhibit "E": Notice of Motion to Find Minor Unfit

Exhibit "F": Dr. Fairbanks Report

Exhibit "G": Transcript of Fitness Hearing

Exhibit "H": Transcript of June 27, 2Q12 Preliminary Tearing, Christian Moraga

Exhibit "I. °: ;Police Reports (Incident and Follow-Up. Reports}

Exhibit "J": Probation Report

Exhibit "K": Minute Order Finding Minor Unfit

E~ibit "L": Letter from Samuel Kaplan

Exhibit "M": Letter from Miss Carpenter

Exhibit "N": Letter from Dr. F. De La Pena

Exhibit "O": Declaration of

Exhibit "P": Positive Performance Report LACQE

Exhibit "C~": Declaration of 3effrey S. Cohen
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E~chibit "R": Declaration of Maureen T. Pacheco

Exhibit "S": Superior Caurt Habeas Corpus

E~ibit "T": Superior Court Minute Order Denying Habeas Corpus Writ

WHEREFORE, petitioner prays that this court issue its writ of habeas corpus, and

vacate the order finding Petitioner unfit and certifying Petitioner to be tried in adult court

and return the jurisdiction in this matter back to Juvenile court. Or alternately, petitioner

prays that this court enter an order far such other and further relief this court znay deem

just and proper.

24

Respectfully submitted,

fllternate Public Defender
Los Angeles County

By:
Felicia Kahn Grant
Deputy Alternate Public Defender
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
ss.

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

I, the undersigned, declare under penalty of perjury as follows:

I am an attorney at law licensed to practice in all the courts of California, and I ai~i

employed as a Deputy Alternate Public Defender for the County of Los Angeles.

In that capacity 7 asn an attorney of record for petitioner in the foregoing petition

for writ of mandate, and I make this verification on his behalf for the reason that the facts

alleged herein are more within my knowledge than his.

I have read the foregoing petition and the exhibits attached thereto and I know the

contents thereof to be true based upon my representation of petitioner.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed this th of April, 2013, at Los Angeles, California.

Felicia Kahzi Grant,
Deputy Alternate Public Defender•
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POINTS AND AUTHOIZITI~S

I. PETITIOI~IER'S JUVENILE COURT LAWYER FAILED TO ACT IN

A MANNER TO B~ EXPECTED OF A REASONABLY

COMPETENT LAWYER ACTING AS A DILIGEI~TT ADVOCATE

AND, AS A RESULT OF HIS LAWYER'S ACTS AND OMISSIONS,

PETITIONER WAS DENIED A POTENTIALLY MERITORIOUS

DEFENSE TO TRANSFER TO ADULT COURT.

In People v. Ledesma (1987} 43 Cal.3d 17l , 215, the California Supreme Court

explained that "[u]nder both the Sixth Amendment to the Untied States Constitution and

article I, section 15 of the California Constitution, a criminat defendant has the right to

the assistance of counsel. The ultimate purpose of this right is to protect the defendant's

fundamental right to a trial that is both fair in its conduct and reliable in its result.

Construed in light of its purpose, the right entitles the defendant not to some bare

assistance but rather to effective assistance. SpeEifically, it::entit~es ~iim to ̀ .the reasonably

competent assistance of an attorney acting as his diligent conscientious advocate.' (In~:re

Anthony J. (2004) 117 Ca1.Apg.4th 718, 726.)

In order to demonstrate ineffective assistance of counsel, a defendant must first

show counsel's performance vas ̀ deficient' because his 'representations fell below an

objective standard of reasonableness...under prevoiling professional nornis.' (In re Hafris

(993) 5 Ca1.4th 813, 832, citing to, St~•icklarad v. Washington (1984) 466 U.S. 668, 687-

688.) Second, he must also show prejudice flowing form counsel's performance or lack

thereof. (Prejudice is shown v~~hen there is a reasonable probability that but for counsel's

unprofessional errors the result of the proceeding would have been different. A
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reasonable probability is a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the outcome.

(Strickland v. Washington, supra, 466 U.S. 668, 694.) The United States Supreme Court

recently explained that this second prong of the Strickland test is not solely one of

outcome determination. Instead, the question is "whether counsel's deficient performance

renders the result of the trial unreliable or the proceedings fundamentally unfair.''

{Lockhart v. Fretwell {1993) 506 tJ.S. 3b4.)

As described above in this petition, the rn~nor was 14 years old at the time of this

incident and at the time of the fitness hearing— the absolute youngest age in California

that a child can be to face transfer to adult court: As noted by courts, "The~.result'of a .

fitness hearing is not a final adjudication of guilt; but the certificarion of a juvenile

offender to an adult court; has been ~ccurat~elX c~iar~cteri~ed as "the worst punishment the

juvenile system is empo«+ei~d to inflict:'.' (Ramona R': v. iSupeYior~C~uYt~{1985}_ 3:7. Cal,3d

802, 810, internal. citations omitted.) Petitioner had no pieviou~ record. Had he stayed in

juvenile court he could not be confined past his 25°i birthday. Now, in adult criminal

court, he is facing multiple life sentences.

And yet, almost nothing was done on his behalf at the very hearing that would

determine if he could stay in juvenile court. And there was much that could have been

done. There was a mitigating story to tell about this minor, about how he had gotten to the

point where he was failing in school and hanging out with adults who he had no business

being with. This is a child wiio had potential— who admittedly lost his way in middle
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school but who never had the benefit of juvenile court intervention.

No records of any kind were ordered by his lawyer, or if they were, they were not

presented to the court— no medical records, no school records, nothing. If interviews were

conducted, they were not presented to the court at the hearing. No experts, other than Dr.

Fairbanks, were appointed. And Dr. Fairbanks had to rely on what the minor, a 14-year

old, self-reported. He was given no documents by defense counsel and no witnesses were

made available for intezviews. No experts on adolescent development were appointed,

even given this rriinor's young age. No gang experts were appointed ar consul#ed. No

experts on the services available to rehabilitate this juvenile:virere requestec~.:No

information was conveyed to the probation department, even though, as explained by

Maureen Pacheco, these reports, are generally what:the prosecution~relies on'in this. ~ . ..

hearing: The probation report wasn't objected to even though:~t ~~~tained legally.and .- ~y

factually inaccurate statements and Endings: ` . .:

Counsel for petitioner decided to simply submit on documents presented by the

prosecution and the probation report and Dr. Fairbanks's report. This decision was

described as inexplicable and completely lacking in any strategic or tactical strategy by

our expert, Ms. Pacheco. One of the documents submitted by the prosecution was the

preliminary hearing of the adult co-arrestee. This u~as from a proceeding that the minor

was not represented at, a proceeding where the attorney for the co-arrestee had no

incentive to minimize the minor's involvement— in fact, quite the opposite. This
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preliminary hearing transcript was damaging and should have been legally inadmissible.

Yet, counsel for the minor did not object to its admission.

Nothing was done on the part of minors' counsel to present documents or

testirnany or argument that the minor's participation was less grave than the charges or

incident report would lead the court to believe. And it's very clear from the transcript of

the fitness hearing that it was only because the facts were so bad that the court found the

minor unfit. It is clear form the transcript that had the court had information that the

minor's participation was less than described, either because the minor did not have a

gun, ar did not know .what was going to happen until it. drd; or even that .the ca-arres~tee ~ ~ ~ .

was 21 years old and coerced him, that the court would have given weight to those facts.

But nothing was presented, to ~rnitigate the facts of the offense. Counsel for petitioner.

didn':t even bother ~o argue based oi~.:the records that;the court did;have. It~i~s hard. to' :. ~~ ' ~~

imagine;anything less being done. As noted by Ms. Pacheco: There was no downside and ~ ~ '.

a very significant upside to litigate this case fully.

Counsel's performance in juvenile court was below any objective standard of

reasonableness under the prevailing professional norms. Furthermore petitioner was

prejudiced because had counsel actually litigated the Edsel P. hearing and the fitness

hearing there is a reasonable probability that the minor would have been found fit for

juvenile court. At the very minimum, his performance undermines confidence in the

outcome and renders the results of the hearing unreliable; as well as making tY~e
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proceeding fundamentally unfair.

For all these reasons, petitioner respectfully requests that this court grant its writ of

habeas corpus, reverse the juvenile court's finding of unfitness and remand for a new

fitness hearing.

Respectfully submitted,
JANICE Y. FUKAI
ALTERNATE PUBLIC DEFENDER

By:
Felicia Kahn Grant
Deputy Alternate Public Defender
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Appendix E:

Office of the Public Defender, Juvenile Division

Training Materials and list of webinars
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Summary of Recent Juvenile Division Training Programs

Recent Trainin~s:

All Day In-House Seminar {11/29/2012) at Inglewood Courthouse: Trial Advocacy Training:

Topics included: Effective Advocacy, Case Preparation, Direct Examination, Expert Witnesses,

Cross Examination and closing argument.

All Day In-House Seminar (12/3/2013} at Loyola Law School: Topics included: Competenc
y,

Update on DJJ, STAR Court, and Juvenile Mental Heatth Court; Competency Attainment with

Creative Support; .Extended Foster Care (AB 12/212); Winning Strategies for Contested

Dispositions

Annual Delinquency Law Seminars:

Most recent Annual Seminar: March 31, 2015

Webinars offered

March 2015: Ethics 
~.

November 2014: Psychotropic Medications

September 2014: Forensic examinations

August 2014:.In-Home Counseling Services

3uly 2014: Internet and social media

June 2014: Collateral consequences

May 2014: Investigators

October 2013: Forensic Audio, video, cellphane and GPS devices

Follow up trainin~s for. new attorneys:

March 2015

August 2014
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Branch traininas:

February 2015: Compton — DJJ training

Febniary 2015: Compton — Competency training

January 2015: Sylmar — 317(e) Panel information

December 2014: Sylmar — Metham.phetamine

November• 2014: Sylmar - Secondary Trauma

November 2014: Sylmar — ADHD

October 2014:- Sylmar — Knives 101

October 2014: Sylmar — Crossover cases

September 2014: Sylmar — Attachment disorders

August 2014: Sylmar — Phoenix House Programs

3une - August 2014: Trainings at all 9 branches on 9 different days — Confidentiality and

privilege issues regarditlg mental Health information

June 20i4:.Sylmar - JSOilRA.T ~ II.

Tours of Juvenile facilities organized for staff

April 2015: Boys Republic

April 2015: Ventura Youth Correctional Facility

October 2014: Rosemary's Cottage

September 2014: Dorothy Kirby

September 2014: Camp Rocky

June 2014: Hathaways- Sycamore

May 2014: Vista Del Mar

May 2014: David and Margaret Girls Group Home
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April 2014: Ranch San Antonio

March 2014: Phoenix Hause

February 2014; Camp Scott and Scudder

February 2014: Optimist.

January 2014: San Gabriel Children's Center

December 2013: Penny Lane

June 2013: Pacific Lodge

Trainin~s/monthly meetings for social workers:

February 2015: Writing effective reports for our clients

January 2015: A program presentation for AB 109 clients

September 201: Restorative Justice

August 20I 4: Speaker from a program at Hollygrove

July 2014: Vera Institute of Justice

June 2014: Updated psychological instruments

May 2014: JAUTCIS training

I'ebruary 2014: Field Safety

January 2014: Inside Out Writers and VIP Community Mental Health

November 2013: Hard to Place Youth and AB 12/212

October 2013: Effective Communication Training

October 2013: Common Street Drugs

September 2013: DSM V Training

Trainin~s/monthl~~ meetings for resource attoc~neys:

March 2015: Topic: Regional Center Issues
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February 2015: Topic: Educationally Related Mental Health Services.

June 2014: Topic: Filing Compliance Complaints

May 2014: Topic: Ins &Outs of IEPs
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The !vs Angeles County Public Defender's Office
33~d Annual Juvenile Delinquency Law Training Seminar
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Julia f<now &Robert Krauss, Attorneys,.
Los Angeles County Pubic Defender's Office
Alison Seeger, Psychiatric Social Worker,.
Los Angeles County Public Defender's Office
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The i,os Angeles County Public Defender's Office
32"d Annual Juvenile Delinquency Law Training Seminar

Moncday, March 31, 2014

8:45 A.M. Welcome
Ronald L. Brown, Public f~efender

9:00 A.illt. Defending 288 Cases and Cross-Examining Child Vlfitnesses
Sue Clemens, Deputy PubPic Defender,
faffice of the Public Defender, San Diego County
Kate Coyne, Highly Qualified Emmert,
USMC Defense Services Organization

10:00 A.M. BREAK

10:15 A.M. Froth Behind Bars to the Sate Bar:
A Discarded Youth's Story of Redemp#ion
Keynote Speaker: Frankie Guzman
Soros Justice Fellow, Attorney, National Center for Youth Law

;'I'1:~15 A.M. Competency Remediation
Kimberly Larso~i, Ph.C3., J.D.,
Asst. Professor, i'sychiatry Department, Law and Psychiatry,
University of Massachusetts Medical Schoo!

'f2:15 P.M. LUNCH

1:00 P.M. Arrested Development: Adolescent Development and Juvenile Jusfice
Elizabeth Catrffrnan, Ph.D.,
Professor &Chancellor's Fellow, Director, Center far Psychology &Lair,
University of Caiifomia, Irvine

2:00 P.M. BREAK

2:15 P.M. 2014 Juvenile Detinc~uency Gale Law Updates
Megan Callow, Appellate 1\ttomey,
Los Angeles Counfy Public Defenders Office

3:15 P.M. !t Gou{d Fiap~en #o~;You: Ethics Hypos in Juvenile Practice
Tina Katz, Paralegal, Appella#e Division,
Las Angeles County Public Deferrde~'s Qffice
Albert Menaster, Head Deputy, P+{~pella#e DNision,
Los Angels County Public Defender's Office

4:15 P.i1~l. Adjournmen#
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. ~ ~tspro~o io` na`~"l~Iii` r~on a`~`"~` cf an won in[emeu ~ `
Keynotz Speaker: James Sell, Attorney,
W: Hay-~vood Buns Instihrte

X2:15 Y.M. LUNCH

1:00 Y.~YT. Major Crimes and iVlinor Defenses
Toral Malik and
William.Hovsepyan; Deputies in Charge, 3irvrnile I?ivision,
Los Angeles County Public Defender's mice

2:00 P.tiI. I31N~EAK

2:1~ P.M. Human Trafficking
Hurrrberto I3etiiieZ, Deputy- i~~ Charge, .Tuv~~nile Di~~isioi~, and
Hairlee Crcasim, MS W,
Los Angeles County Public Defender's C3~ce

3:15 P.iVF. Secondary Trauma

IteniseBacrwell, LCSW; Supervising Psychiatric Social Worker,

Los Angeles County Puolic Defender's Office

x:15 P. wt. Adjournment
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Los Angeles County Public Defender s Of,~ice
Juvenile Services Division

30~ Annual Juvenile Delinquency Law Training Seminar

Friday, Mazch 30, 2012
Our Lady of Angels Cathedral

555 W. Temple Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012

Agenda

' Registration and Reception

Welcome

Ronald L. Brown, Public Defender Los Angeles County

JDB v. North Carolina, Implications for Juvenile Law Pracritioners
Marsha Levick, Deputy Director and Chief Counsel Juvenile Law Center, Philadelphia, PA

2012 Juvenile Delinquency Case Law Updates
Michael Theberge, Appellate Attorney
Los Angeles Coun#y Public Defender's Office

Break

A framework for Investigating Mental Heaith Issues
Jennifer Friedman, Forensic Consultant/Asst. Special
Circumstance Coordinator
Los Angeles County Public Defender's Office

Lunch

Convenient Scapegoats: The Diaanoor Five, The Englewood Four, and Juvenile Confessions
Keynote Speaker: Joshua Tepfer, Attorney and Assistant Professor Northwestern
University's Center on Wrongful Convicrions of youth

Break

Using Expressive and Receptive Language Disorders In Your Case
Nancy Pina, Speech and Language Pathologist
Los Angeles County Office of Education

Jonathan Cruz, Juvenile Trial Attorney
Los Angeles County Public Defender's Office

3ennifer Walker, Psychiatric Social Worker
Los Angeles County Public Defender's Office

The Ethical Duty to In~vesrigate Your Case
Albert J. Menaster; Head Deputy of the Appellate Branch

Los Angeles County Public Defender's Office Closing Remarks:
Winston Peters, As~istant Public Defender

I,os Angeles County Public Defender's Office

The Los Angeles County Public Defender's ice
77tanks You F~rr9Your Support 2os



Los ~n~eles bounty Pubic Defender's Uffice
- Jwen Ce Services Division

~~~h Annual JuY~~i~+~ D~iinc~u~nc~ l.~~r Tr~i~ n~ S~~ain~~'

Saturday, April 9, Qd'f 1

555 W. Temple St.
Los. Angels. CA 90014

8:30 Welcome
Rona(d L. Brown, Public Defender

8:35 Juvenile Delinquency Case Law Updates
Michael Theberg~, L.A. County Public Defender's Office

9:30 Break

9:40 Schos~l Rules: l?Uhat You Need to Know About
Lifiigating Cases Involving Schools
Rourtce Stacy and Sonjia Wt-~ite, L.A. County Public Defender's Office

10:35 Keynote Speaker
California Supreme Court Associate Justice Carlos R. Moreno

11:30 Lunch 
-

12.:00 Identifyin;3 Autism Spectrum Disorder in Adolescence
Mancf~r Moradi, Psy.D, Licensed Clinical Psychologist Consulting with

Lanterman Regional Center; Maureen Patti and Jeff Treloar, L.A. County
Public Defender's Office

12:55 Child Witnesses
Denise Gragg, Senior Assistant Public Defender,
Orange County Public Defender's Office

'(:50 Break

2:05 The Science of tfie Courtroom: Juvenile Delinquency and the Brain

Kimberly Papiilon, Es.~., California Judicial Council's Administrative

Office of the Courts

3:00 Conference Concludes
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The Los Angeles County Public Defender's off ire
28t" Annual Juv~n~le pelinquency Lc~wt ~'r4ining S~mEnar

585 VV. Century Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90045

Saturday, May 8, 20~lQ

8:15 - 8:30 Welcome
Michael P. Judge, Public Defender

B:3~ - 9:45 ~ WhaY's Interrogation Gotta Do With tt? Litigating Confession
Casos in ,luvenita Court
Deja Vishny

9:45 - 7x:45 Fafiher ~regary J. Boyle, S.J., Founder and Chief Executive Officer of
Homeboy industries

10:45 - 11:Q0 BREAK
{

• .. ~ ~. .
91:40 - 12:00. ~. Case Law and legislative Updaf~s:: - ~. ~'

Michael Theberge ~.

12:00 -x:00 Lunch '.

1:00 - 2:C}0 Effective Cross-Examination
Pamela Mackey

2:OQ - 3:00 Canciuc~ing Ef~ectiye Competency Hearings for Clients in Juvenile
Court
Celia Benitez-Balderrama, Angela Cheung, Qr~nna Gomez, Olivia
Wang

3:00 - 3:75 Break

3:15 - 4:15 Staryt~Iting Even in ,lwentle Court
Steuen Haemon
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~ ~ ~

• Mike Thetserge, Los Angeles County Public Defender's Office: "Case Lacy
and Legis/ative Updates°

~ KEYNOTE SP~►KER, Rebecca Snyder, Assistant Detailed Defense Counsel
for Guantanamo BayJuveni/e Detainee Omar Khadr

~ Steve Harmon, Attorney, Riverside, California: "Storytelling Even in luveni/e
Court"

• Cari Caruso, RN SANE-A: "Deconstructing the SARTE,ram"

• }Cyana Stephens, The Defender Association, Seattle, Washington: "Nv.Tury,
One Judge; Trying a Sex Offense Case in Delinquency Court"

~ Rourke Macy, Los Angeles County Public Defender's Offce: "My Kid
Canf~ssed -- Now What Do I Da?"

~ ~itf Gallagher, E.aw Office of Ar~nsfiein &Gallagher, Cincinnati, Ohir~ and
Michael Shultz, Center for Juvenile Law and Policy, Layoia Law School:
°Social Networking Sites and ~ey~nd -- Discovery in the Electronic Age"
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f~adlssQri~ Hotef'afi~L
6225 Vlfest Cer~~.
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f~londay, M"ar~

'~V/efcarne
Winston Pe#ers

~lic Defender"s Office~'

~.
w Training Seminal
ng~tes Airport
Bbulevarci
irfornics

{- i 7, 20Q8 .
~::_
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Case Irnv and legista#~uE updates.
Michael ThebeFge

R~fiections; qn fhe :ier~c~ Sid .Case .
K~yri~te ~Spec~ker: Dawi"~,~~lJtter

-ti

BREAK.

Risk P. ~sessrnent of Xoui: Wh~fi Attorne}z's Need ~o t~no~v
Ginp~/incent, Ph.D~. -

+het ̀ .Out: Effecfivel ifi atin bete ue,.
~~
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12;00 P.M. ~uNC~

1:00 P.M. Creative Strafegi.es fvr [:mating Bench Trials dhd Engaging the JudgE
Kristin Henning -

2:0o P.~.
~.

sa~K

2:15 P.11~1.
,:~, ~ ~.R

So Mary Children: Fetal A3~ 7~ecfrurn Disorders in Delinquency
~ ~~court .. _ - ,Y: '~;:

Lyn La4~oriel, M.D. .~::.`° ._~r-~~ :F_ _ -»:`~=

3;15 P.M. Efihical Issues in D~linduencp Court
Murrey Correa and 8e11a Diiwarfh

4:15 P.M. adjournmenfi
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9:4`~ A.M.

10:00 A.M..
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1 i :30 A.M.
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25'r' A ua(
Juvenile Delinquer~c w Training Seminar

Los Angefe~ rt Marriott
Los An~ ; CA

Monday, ~p "', 2007

Welcome
• Candis Glover, Jane. f~~ _ n, Karen Thompson

Opening Remarks
Michael P. Judge, Pu Iic D ndet, Los Angeles Coun

Case Law and Legfsla~ date
Mlcha~f fieberge i

Defending fhe Brainw s Jwentle:
ealing wath a ehild I ,Cultic Relationships,
ideo Game Qesensitxq and Much More

I ynote SpeaKer, Craf S "' ley

Are~Ad'olescents Diffe►'~en~am Adults? ~
Biol gical~ Social, an (five Conslderaflo ;
EI'tza fih E. Cau~€man Ph

inco orating What e K About
Adb1e cent Differen es Sfages of Litig for

r Sfmmie Bae

Revoke, Reinsta#e, !it ~ afi ermfnatel
NavEgating Through 6~4, ~, 790 and 777
Jan Datoml _

Lunch

Representing LCBT Youth In ency Proceedings
Sharman Wi1~~r

,,~

CLICK O~t~.THiS - A Gu(de to Ju ice Resources

One Day is Too Many: Detention's Harmful Effects
Elizabe#h Calvin

"5tayfng Fit in 2007", Using Rene C. To Ne1p Prepare, Argue
and Win Your 707(b) Case
Tracie Jones and Lynn Norton

Ad)oumment
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- _ _ ~~

The Los Ar~geies ~oUnfy P ~ iic Defender's Office ~; :,

24t~'~n` al , ~~
Juvenile Delinquency, ~~ w Training Seminar

Haciend otel
525 N. Sep~ly - a Blvd.
Et Segundo, y l forma

~. ~ Friday, Aril ~ , 2006
~~, _~y

7:30 A.1~71. Regtsfration, ~'.
r=

8:00 A,~iVI, Case !Qw and legsXaf, updates ~ ~.
=Michael Theberge '~~ ~

`r` a

-~'~ ~

9:00 f~, M. Adolescent cuttPng~ s •Ede and other self ~njurious~behdv a s
D~. Mark deAntonlo + ~ r'` ~

j ~.

10; OCR A. (vr.' sR~AK' ~~

i 0:1:~ A.M. There is no such this ~ ~js a iost cause '
Keynote S;~eaker, J:bs ~ a Deleeuw ~~

~, 't_.,,

1 1 '~0 A, M. Meefi the parents - Ho o work effecfi~irefy with our clients' famines
,~ (-.. `or Paul Holland t~,' _ : ,k~ ..

xi ~ ~'.•Yfc'tTpc..: v

1 1:45 P. M. LUNCH ~~`~
.,~:
~~~~

12:45 P.M, Are juvenile sex off~nd~` s tomorrow's adult-predators?
Professor Franklin Z(rririn ~"9 .' r

::~-{

1;45 P.M. CYA to DJJ: Has more fh + ~ name changed?
Humberto Benitez and Shy seph

2: 7 5 P. M. BREAK'.

2:30 P.M. Juv.~pij.l~.~dJsldlc.ct~loC~s:_H R~ ~ s impacted by immaturify
and adversity
Dr. Mark Cunninghcfm

3.30 P. Nl, A Look #o the fu#ure -Juvenile Delinquency Guidelines
Jennifer Mayer a~►d Maureen Pacheco

4;00 P.M, Adjournment
75 2os



., ~

~ ne cos fangeies c~oun un~~c verent~er~s vtrice .~
_~

23rd uai .

Juvenile Deitnquen~y w Training Seminar

. 
E

~ `~ Furar~i ~t~el
8601 Li~ic Blvd

Westchester, li#ornia

f` ' Friday, Air f~;,, 5, X005

8:00 A.M. Reglstr tlon - ,

8:30 A. Case L and legislative ~U es ......................'..........M haei Th barge

9: i 5 A. . , Special F ucation AdvocQc r Chtidren !n the el[nque cy System

_ .......... ......... .. ~ .....Keyn e Speak Joseph T man

r

~ n:15 M. BREAK ' ~ .
~

0:~0 ,M.

tti .-

Justice fior G~rl~: Defense~Str ies ....:.......:..:...~...::.......... SQnclra Simki s

1:30 ~ fhe Dependent i(d In Delinqu

.........Barbara Duey, Nlaur~e acheco, Amy Peliman and Lara Holficman
..

2:15 P.M. BUNCH ~ --

.~ ~
1 :15 P.M. Close Encounters of t ie Ad~les nd............,.....Ablgail A. Bard, Ph.D.

2: i 5 P.M. Special immigrant Jwenlle Sfia • A Patin to Lawful Permanent

Residency for t.~ndocumenfied Y Juvenile Justice System

Who Have .6~~n Abused /band ~ cted '

... :..........:.............,.....,...........,....,.,. ..,.....,........Kristen Jac(cson

3:00 P,M. BRF~c
T ~ .

3: ] 5 P.M. Ethical issues in Juvenile Delinquency Practice ...................Cyn Yomashiro

,f 5 P.M. AD.IOURNMENT

~F ~,~ ~
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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ATTORNEYS
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY SEMINAR

PROVIDER NUMBER: 16650

MARCH 15, 2 014
EMBASSY SUITES GLENDALE- 800 N. CENTRAL

REGISTRATION 8:3Q
CREDIT: HOURS- 6 TOTAL/ ETHICS- 1 HOUR

9:00- 10:00- 1 HOUR
SOCIAL WORKERS IN JUVENILE DELINQUENCY COURT
MONtC~I LUJAN, LCSW; TIFFINI COLEMAN-HUBBARD,MSW
JOAN HUBBELL, LCSW; RAQUEL WARLEY, LCSW
ROSA LESLIE, MSW

10:00-11:00- 1 HOUR
PREPARING FOR AND CONDUCTING FITNESS HEARINGS
TONY GOVEA, J.D., MARLE~tE KABERT, J.D.,YVONNE MASSAfS-JOBY, J.D

11:00-12:00- 1 HOUR
CASE LAW UPDATE
CYNTHIA BARNES, ATTORNEY AT LAW

12:00-12:30- LUNCI-1

12:30-1:30- 1 HOUR
ETHICS ISSUES CONFRONT[NG DELINQUENCY ATTORNEYS
JARED EISENS'I'AT ).U. & INGLEW~OD Pr'1NEL

1:30-3:30- 2 HOURS
DENf1R"I'MFNT Of= JUVC;N[I.,E: J(.IS"I'ICE
GEOKGE Vf1LENCl:1: f'i1►zC?[,E.~1G[N "I'
CLEANOR SILVA: ASSOCI.-1Tt: D(REC"I'OR
DR. 11f:ATHER BU~VL,DS: SF,XUf~L BEHr1V[UR "I'RE~i'f MF,N"I'
C~ORDIN~ITOR
RITf~S OE~ P~lSS~1C;f:- Sf~i;1lVN I.EVr1fl:lV
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JUVENILE DELINQUENCY ATTORNEYS
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY SEMINAR

PROVIDER NUMBER: 16b54

FEBRUARY 2, 2 413
EMBASSY SUITES GLENDALE- 840 N. CENTRAL

REGISTRATION 8:30
COSTS: $80.00 PANEL ATTORNEYS/ $90.00 NON -PANEL

CREDIT: HOURS- 6 TOTAL
ETHICS- 1 HOUR

9:00- 10:00- 1 HOUR
JED MINOFF: LOS DIRECTOR OF PROBATION-
TRANSITIONALSERVICES FOR YOUTH

10:00-12:00- 2 HOURS
JUDGE KURT KUMLI: CASE LAW UPDATE

12:00-12:30- LUNCH

12:30-1:30- 1 HOUR
ATTORNEY ANDREW A. SERVALS: F_.THICS ISSUES
CONFRONTING JUVENILE ATTORNEYS

1:30-3:30- 2 I-IOURS
PROFESSOR SAI~DIZA CrRAHAM: CHAIR IN EDUCA'T'ION AT
UCLA- l~DOLESCENT DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVE ON
JUVEN[LE OFFENDF,RS.
DR. E-IEIDI ROTI-~EIM: MENTAL I-IEAI,TFI SERVICES IN
DE`T'ENTION FACILITIF_.S: WIZ' -I A FOCUS ON DOROTI-fY I<IRBY
PROFESSnR ANDREA RAMOS: DIRECTOR OF IMMIGI~TION
LAW CLINIC SOt1'I'WESTERN LAW SCI-IOOL
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JCBA- JUVENILE COURTS BAR ASSOCIATION

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY SEMINAR

PROVIDER NUMBER: 1118

NILE C(JMPETENCY

1 HOURS MCLE

DATE: September 1, 2411

TAME: 2:00 PM- 3:00 PM

LOCATION: SYLMAR JUVENILE COURT

SPEAKER:

COMMI. ROBERT LEVENTER
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JCBA- JUVENILE COURTS BAR ASSOCIATION

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY SEMINAR

6 HOURS MCLE

DATE: SATURDAY NI~RCH 12, 2011

TIME: 9:00 AM- 3:00 PM

COFFEE WILL BE PROVIDED IN THE MORNING AND

LUNCH IS INCLUDED

PLACE: GLENDALE HILTON HOTEL

100 W. GLENOAKS BLVD., GLENDALE (818)551-4021

SPEAKERS:

HONORABLE KURT KUMLi: CASE LAW UPDATE

COMPETENCY TESTING, EXPERT TESTIMONY, CHANGES IN THE

lAW &LEGISLATION AND EFFECTIVELY LITIGATING

INCOMPETENCY BY: ;.•:

ARTHUR L. BOWIE- SUPERVISING ATTORNEY, SACRAMENTO P.D
.

C~~R:~~~i~Y.~A'~'~ SAHGA~ P~~4~~1-tt~TRfST ' ̀  ̀ ~.

DOUGLAS ALLEN, Ph.D. -PSYCHOLOGIST

FQR ATTENDENCE INFORMATION TALK TO YOUR PANEL HEAD

FOR PRIVATE ATTORNEYS PLEASE CONTAC"t:

Marlene Kabert- Gerson: Sylmar Panel l~iead (213)389-226b or-

COST FOR'I'HE CONFERFNCI; WILL INCLUDE ~CJNDS TO BUY GIF~"1'S FOR 
KfRBY

PARKING- THERE IS AN $£3.00 FEF, FOR l-f0'I'EL PARKING
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~ JCBA-JUVENILE COURTS BAR ASSOCIATION

Jt~TENILE DELINQUENCY SEMINAR
PROVIDER NtTMBER: 1118

2 HOURS MOLE CREDIT

JULY 21, 2010
12:40 PM- 2:00 PM.

LUCATI4N; SPORTSMEN' ~ LODGE

STUDIO CITY, CA

CYNTHIA BARNES: CASE LAW UPDATE

5~7:~MAR PANEL ATTQR.NEYS: JUVENILE PROCEDURES

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION &LUSTS- CONTACT YOUR PANEL HEAD OR

ATI`ORNEY MARLENE KABERT-GERSON (213)389-L2fiG
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eTCBA—JI:NENILE COURTS BAR ASSOCIATION

JL:TVENILE DELINQUENCY SEMINAR

5 HOURS MOLE CREDIT

cH ~, 2a 10
s:~o .A:M- 2.3o PM.

BRE~~K.F~ST &SNACKS PROVIDED

LOCATION: DURUTHY KIRB~ CENTER

1500 S. M~DONNELL, CC~l~Zt1~RCE

our sP~~ERS:
HON4F~ABLE KURT KUMLI- CASE LAW UDATE

CALIFORNIA SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE FOR THE COUNTY ~F SA
NTA

C LAR.A

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED EXPERT IN JUVEIVIIIE LAW &POLI
CY

N~LISSA A. PITTS- DEPARTMENT JUVENILE JUSTICE

DJJ INTA~ & COUR'~ SERVICES LIAISON AND CONSULTANT

ATTORNEY CLAUDETTE BRAS SARD-

PANEL ATTORNEY FOR PASADENA 241.1 COUR.T-

F[ANDI~ING CROSS-OVER DEPENDENCY/ DELINQUENCY CASE
S

VISIT WITH KIRBY KIDS

FOR. FURTHER INFORMATION 8~ COSTS- CONTACT YO[~'
~i. PANEL HEAD OR

ATTORNEY MARLENE KABERT-GERSON (213)388-2LGG
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-- JUVENILE DELINQUENCY S
EMINAR

HONORAT3LE KURT KUMLI- 
CASE LAW UPDATC

CALIFORNIA SUPERXOR COU
RT JUDGE F()R THE COUNTY

 OF SANTA CLAf2A

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED EX
PERT IN JUV~iVILE LAW & 

POLIC'Y

DIRECTOR OF DOROTRY KI
RBY- MIKE VARELLA

ADMLSSION PROCEDURES FOR
 SUITABLE PLACEMENT & TO

UR

-"- = JANUARY 24, 209 * 8:30 AM- 12:
30 PM.

_ - - LOCATION: DO~tOTHY KIRBY-
 100 S. McDonnell, Commerce

s' 
y(~—,\/~ 

A~+vT(/'~~{~ F

' fit , f. ~+ ~~ 1~.+ 
` J~

i r- t ~~ 
I

~r ,,~ T ° i` ? -'`•`8 ~•t:.
C'i.~ p'~= '~ _ ~. 

i:sr?sue ~',_. ~f. _ 
~

-r y ~

~~~~ ~g~~:Califo~nia=Muumum Con
~nuin~Lega1-Ectucation (MCLE) Cre

dit:

t r-~„~,t~ _ ,
- `~ r s 

___ __-- _----

,}~~t` ;y~y.` ~: r THREE HOURS

'— ~~'-~ I

COfETED BY ATTORNEXAF~,L`E~Z'
,A IZ'I'~CIZ'~TION IN ACTNiTY*

a f }~ : ~~~ -"fir ~. 
1 

- - %.c =~ J._

,4

y `,` ~ ~,,.~~ ~'scg~uit below, I ceztify Fhat
I partraps£e~m-i~r~activtt~~~i

~ed above and am

r > r~•: ~~~4 ~, titled to claim the foilowu►gC~ C ~~-34i~8~l4cns, uiclading:

~.~i -,; - r+ ~ ~.. TAE HOURS 
-~. a ~, < J _ -,

~, 
r

~- f '~`~~~~ 
ibsCanceAbt~~~smohanal'Distress:

4 ~~ :. ~

r ~ t'.e,,.,T~7~'~. L c4 ~,,' r~~+~.s ~.•̂ S~.C1SlT FTdCtiCk~~tj~}~~'P.ITIE`Il~

~bf't 
£

'4 (j ~ '~a q~'~ pS} 
'j

t

y~_,~rs~~~~~~lrfl_t_l ~r~,.xc.~"Lt `th Frev,~o~n,of~ic~hons of~~~
~~LS3111437.t_ lfL Dl~.

4 ~r-u"

s ~ ~ `~ '~.~~ti.,~_~- i ~:~~` ' ~, + ~FV~I Rights aiidHat~.~uri~s: -

~~ DATER ~ 43t2~7;_TUff~'. ~ ~ - .

- = R~iYIINDER: Keep (his record of atbe
:~cLnce ,for four (4) years. in the event

 you are audited by the State Bar, you

may be requested tosuhinit thss recor
d o%af~ertci~nce to theSiate Bar. 5:nd to 

theSta[e Bar only if you are audited.

'If tl~e providerlurs nat grraited er~rf~
or legal efhres, zliaritraNmi, of b;as, strbsf3znc

e nbrtse%nmtiorinf distress, faty practic
e

mairngeruenF; orTiretienfiott of viala~ons o
f c~vif rights rvtd lsateti-rzmes~ you c~rrnot 

cltrim credit ire those Arens.

- ki

1

_~_~~ _ _ __ _ ._.. _~_ --- 
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~~~~~_ .~"W~N~L~ C~iIRTS ~A~t f1~~~C~A'~I~N_ _ _ ~

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY SEMINAR

EDUCATION RIGHTS AND PROCEDURES

FOR MINORS

APPOINTING EDUCATION ATTORNEYS

BY: SUSEL ORELLANA

~rvLY ~o, Zoos* IZ:oa2:oa PM

At Sylmar .iuve ile CourtR

l
4M~f 

S6'`~1~~~ ~{~~~~I~`h~ t"7 1Y 
1C i[i~a•~~

'
~~ . } 

-

~' '1 .

' ~ i

E~tg~ife ~Califorriia,Minimu~m Continuing Legal Education (MCLE~ Credit

_ _ TC3TAL ~-ii3TJ7sw:: TWO HOURS -

TO Bfi COMPLETED BY ATTORNEY AFTE~'PArI~TIQP1~:'I'ILIN~IN ACTNTTY'-

I3y sigaing below, I certify that T paitidpafec€'ut !£te aCliivIty d~soi~at'a~ove and am

t - r ~ j'y '" lII~f1Gt~ ZO C~31II1 f~lC fDT~UWtng 1~~g..~10YtI9~.Yl1CIllCtl71~

TC7I`AL I-IOITR.S•. T~/~ HOUR$ _ Substance AbuselBmotianal Distress:

Legal_Ethic~`_ <Law Practice ivlanagemen~:
I =

" _

,

~ilimiz titian of Bias: :.Pmve~nytion of Violatioris'af
/ ry ' ,".. '} ... .. _: _ ~- 4Nt1 l~l~t$ ~~d 11Cit~,l f 1111erJ.

QATEU SFGN/iTUI2E _

~ ,_ .

REMINDIIL• Keep this record of at~endance fnr fosir (4} years. In the event you are audited by khe State Bar, you

may be requested to submit this tzcord of aEten~iance to the State Sar. Send to the State Bar only if you are audited.

r7f the proaider Inns nat granted e rrtit for legal ettc~cs; elirrrirtntian of bays, ~rbsfarrce abuse%mofionn! dishes, lrrw prnctice

rnairngement, or prevertHv» of rriafations of cr-vr7 rights and hate crin~rs,- you cnnnot dain~ ardit in those arms.

~~c~.E ~~o~~r~ .~.~~z: z~~s
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_~~,~-f~= ~.ElYZI.E COURTS Iif1l~t gS~QC~t
9.`T~(~N ---_ -

JUVEN~ILE DELINQUENCY SEMINAR

M ENTAL H EALTH ISSUES

SPEAKER JODI 4GUR0

MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCATE

TH u RSDAY JAN UARY 17, 2Q08

.. A~ Sylmar Juvenile Court
~<< C~.`~`~ O~ ~ ~ SCE.

_ ., , -~
T .: ~ ~- ~~. ~~a~~IA ~VI~L4

'n 
_ 

-

~'

Eligiblg California, Minimum Continuin~Legal Education (MOLE) C
redit:

TaTAL ~OLTnS: TWO HOURS

TO BE COMPLE'T'ED BY ATTORNEY AFTER P.AI~TIQPATTON IN A
CTIVITY"

r -

4~8~ signing beli~w, I certify that l puticipatcd is the actr'gity d~scribcd a
bove and am

entiUied to claim the fallowing C;atif6axia Mt'LEhgtus, includFn~

TOTALHQ[TRS: ~d HOUR$ Substance Abuse/EmgtionaiDistress::~.~ -. _

Legal Ethics- ~ - I~w Practice 2trlanagemenG_.,

'IIimir~atianof Bias ____~~ _ .. Preventionof utala~ioiis of

~ _ Civil Rights and:I~a~Crimes:i-

bA'f1t ~ SIGNAT6fi~

FLE114II~IDER: Keep this record of aitendarcE for f~tir (4) years. in the even
E you are audited by the State Bar, you

may be requ~-ted to submit thisrecard of attendance to the State Bar. Sen
d to the State Bar only if you are audited.

`If tl~e prvufderlrns 1~ot,~-rm~tted cr~~tiE for Legal eEhics,eliminaEioti_of Lirts, sri
bstnrtce abuse%rnoFionnl distress, irttu yrrrctice

rnnrraS~nrenf, or preuention of aiotrztio~~s of ci~it rights aruf irate crimes, yoc~ ca~inot cin
irre credit rrt t/rose wrens.

_MCA: ~ ~'ROV~7~R ~I~;t~BEI~: ~ 118
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Ire:. .tee—..-~wrr~•._~+.....v+i2#[> ~^su2~.Y.:t"S:t. '.":'t`.'f.5~v:::74"::7_" :-:..YC 'u.:t+.. -..,. •:.:.'.'s~:,4:. ~:~., •<a'...sitt :'_.d1::.58....z...:3' ': '

~ JCBA—~ ~VEN~L~ COURTS BAR ASSOCI~~TIC)N

JUVENILES DELINQUENCY

AB3632 & IEP

With Speaker Mary Chester

From the Hart School District

Friday, November 16, 2007

AtSylmar Juvenile Court
C~R'~IF'ICATE (~F AT'ITENDANCE

f
F R C~LIFORN~[A MOLE

Eligible California 'mum Continuing Legal Education (MCLE) Credit:

~TAL ~i0UT.5: TWQ HOURS

TO BE COMPLETE BY ATTORNEY AFTER PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITY"

By signing belo
entitled

I eerRify that I participated in the activity described above and am

t~ claim the following CaliFomia MOLE hours, including:

TOTAL HOURS: ~0 SOUR$ Substance Abuse/Emotional Distress: '

Legal Ethics: ~ Law Practice Management:

Elimination of Bias: ~ Prevention of Violations of

Civil Rigitts and HatcrCrimes: _

~,~rEn. ~ctin~ru~

KEMINDER: Keep this record of a~ttend~ince for four (4} years. In the event ~~ou are audited by the State Bar, you

maybe requested to submit this reford of attendance to the State [iar. Send to the Sate Bar only ii you are audited.

`!f the proarcler !uu rtot granlecj credit ajar legn! etJii~:s, elimination of bins, sitbstonce nGuse%ttrofivftnl distress, Inu~ f~rrri trc~~

i

nrnrtngei»ent, or yreaention of violaftotrs of civil rights rued 1~nte rrinres, you ~nrrrtof clninr credit in ~~;osr• ~rrc•as.

M'CLE PROVIDER NUMBER 1118

f

t
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Appendix G:

Los Angeles County Public Defender Attorney

Performance Standards February 8, 2010)
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Supersedes Policies Dated 4/15/1991, 2/10/1983

LAW OFFICES DATE: February 8, 2010
LOS ANGELES COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER PAGE: 1 of 6

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

APPROVED:
TITLE:
ATTORNEY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

MICHAEL P. JUDGE
PUBLIC DEFENDER

These Attorney Performance Standards have been developed by the Law Offices of the

Angeles County Public Defender to provide raters in the office with a reference guide for

observing and evaluating performance and to provide attorneys with information as to

how their performance will be rated. They provide a basic for communication about

expectations, level of performance being achieved, career development, desirable

training and assignment considerations. Although the factors and items described

below to not track the categories in the current Performance Evaluation Form (attached)

word for word, they embody the standards to be used in evaluating the quality of work

done by the Department's attorneys.

APPLICATION

The factors and items contained in the Performance Evaluation for Deputy Public

Defenders have been selected to provide a consistent set of subject matter for

discussion when rating attorneys in the office.

It is recognized that the great variation in assignments precludes a single definitive

statement of expectations that will cover all circumstances. Further, very few aspects of

an attorney's performance can be evaluated in quantitative or purely objective terms.

For this reason, the "standards" provided for use with the Performance Evaluation form

should be applied as general guidelines. Specific expectations must remain a function

of the individual assignment situation and the rater's professional judgment in view of

departmental requirements.

No effort should be made to establish a set mathematical relationship between "items"

or "factors" in order to weigh their influence on either overall factor ratings or overall

performance ratings. The significance of a particular aspect of performance must be

judged in the context of its importance to the effectiveness of the individual's

performance and the circumstances of the specific assignment. An attribute could be of

overriding importance in one situation but not in another.

The factors (categories) of "Preparation and Knowledge" and "Advocacy" include most

key aspects of the attorney's technical abilities as a lawyer. It is important to reflect how

well the attorney's practice meets the demands of a public defender environment.

Ratings are specifically of the attorney's performance in the role of Deputy Public

Defender in accordance with the attendant classification standards.
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ATTORNEY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS DATE: February 8, 2010
Page 2 of 6

In this regard there is some concern with the use of the term "competent" as the phrase

"competent counsel" has legal significance of constitutional dimension. An attorney

renders adequate assistance of counsel when he acts in a manner to be expected of

reasonably competent attorneys acting as diligent advocates. Peo le v. Pope (1979)

23 Cal.3d 412, 425.) However, it must be assumed that any attorney regularly employed

by the Public Defender is "competent" in the constitutional sense. That being the case,

"constitutional competence" has little or no relationship to a "Competent" rating on a

Performance Evaluation. A Deputy Public Defender who is rated overall "Improvement

Needed" or "Unsatisfactory" must be "legally competent" while he continues to

represent indigent defendants. "Constitutional competence" is, therefore, the minimum

standard for employment as a Deputy Public Defender. It cannot be equated with a

"Competent" rating on a Performance Evaluation.

The Deputy Public Defender is evaluated as a county employee working for the Public

defender, not as an attorney in a vacuum.

SUPERVISORY ASSIGNMENTS

When an attorney is assigned in a supervisory capacity, technical skills should still be

rated. If the assignment does not involve handling cases, the rating can be based on

how well the attorney uses knowledge and experience to provide guidance and advice

to subordinates in the various skill areas.

A. PREPARATION AND KNOWLEDGE

RECOGNIZING LEGAL ISSUES: The lawyer recognizes such

items as demurrers, statutes of limitation, joinder and severance, .

search and seizure issues, issues regarding confessions- aad

admissions, destruction of evidence,- and any other issue

presented.

2. INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES: The lawyer guides interviews

efficiently and effectively. The lawyer gains the client's confidence,

gathers necessary case information, takes an appropriate role in

the decision-making process, and allocates time according to

assignment demands.

3. LEGAL RESEARCH: The lawyer has a satisfactory working

knowledge of resource materials, maintains an adequate trial

notebook, and keeps current on the law.

4. INVESTIGATION: The lawyer recognizes those cases in which

investigation is required. Requests are reasonable and prepared in

a clear and timely fashion, and generally should include the

prosecution theory of the case, the defense theory, and the specific

actions requested.

5. WRITTEN MOTION PRACTICE: The lawyer prepares clear and

succinct written points and authorities and files them timely in
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ATTORNEY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS DATE: February 8, 2010
Page 3 of 6

appropriate cases. The lawyer exercises creativity and initiative in
preparing motions and does not excessively rely on boilerplate
motions.

6. USE OF EXPERTS: The lawyer seeks assistance of experts only in
appropriate cases. The lawyer provides appropriate information to
the expert in a timely fashion and the client is prepared for the
expert's examination. The lawyer adequately prepares for
presentation of expert testimony.

7. PREPARATION OF WITNESSES: The attorney makes proper
evaluations concerning scheduling of witnesses and preparation of
witnesses and clients in such areas as courtroom procedures,
direct and cross-examination, importance of demeanor,
volunteering of information, arguing with prosecutors, and physical
appearance.

B. ADVOCACY

1. COURTROOM PRESENCE: In all courtroom appearances, the
lawyer seeks, collects, and organizes the facts, and then presents
them in a cogent and coherent manner. The lawyer's demeanor
and appearance are professional and consistent with effective
representation.

_..:.-

2. TRIAL SKILL: As an advocate, the lawyer~demonstrafes-efifective
trial skills including but not limited to such items as voir dire; direct
and cross-examination, introduction of, objection to, and
admissibility of evidence. Although each individual skill need not be
rated, overall practice is discussed with respect to appropriate
application of skills in given assignment situations. This should be
based on the attorney's understanding of underlying legal principles
and exercise of proper judgment as to when and how skills are
utilized. Strengths and weaknesses should be commented upon
and an evaluation made of the attorney's performance on balance
as a defense advocate.

3. CASE NEGOTIATIONS AND SENTENCING: The lawyer enters
into case negotiations conversant with the significant issues and
ascertainable facts. The lawyer recognizes plea alternatives and
consequences and properly advises the client in a manner which
develops a sense of trust and confidence. The lawyer
communicates effectively with the other parties involved in the
case. The lawyer makes thorough use of sentencing laws, seeking
imaginative and creative sentencing alternatives.
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C. ATTITUDE, ADAPTABILITY AND PRODUCTIVITY

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY: The lawyer is aware of and
appropriately observes the Rules of Professional Conduct and
other ethical obligations of the defense bar. The integrity of the
lawyer positively affects client representation with court personnel
and other members of the Criminal Justice System.

2. WILLINGNESS TO TRY CASES: The lawyer takes cases to trial
when appropriate after consideration of disposition alternatives.

3. VOLUME AND CALENDAR MANAGEMENT: The lawyer
satisfactorily handles the number of cases required by the
assignment and manages time and schedule to maximize personal
effectiveness and benefit to clients. The lawyer completes cases in
a timely fashion without abuse of continuances, recognizing and
effectively using case settings, scheduling of motions and court
calendar conditions.

4. AVAILABILITY AND ASSIGNMENT FLEXIBILITY: The lawyer
willingly accepts unscheduled assignments, including probation
violations and bench warrants. The lawyer can perform and does
accept assignments that involve varying difficulty, location and
functional responsibility.

5. WORKING INDEPENDENTLY:.The lawyer demonstrates fhe skills
and confidence to effectively handle the assigned caseload. The
lawyer makes those decisions required incases but seeks
consultation when appropriate.

6. PAPERWORK PROCESSING AND TIMELINESS: The lawyer
maintains notes and records of pertinent case facts sufficient to
provide proper client representation, to facilitate case coverage in
the lawyer's absence and to allow for appellate review. The lawyer
processes necessary administrative forms and reports in a
complete and timely fashion.

7. PUNCTUALITY AND ATTENDANCE: The lawyer's attendance and
work hours comply with office policy. The lawyer appears in court
punctually and keeps the office and court informed of his or her
whereabouts.

D. EFFECTIVENESS OF PERSONAL INTERACTIONS

CLIENT: The lawyer interviews both custody and non-custody
clients sufficiently to provide competent representation for each
court appearance. The lawyer develops and maintains the client's
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trust and confidence. The lawyer keeps the client advised as to the
status of the case and explains constitutional and statutory rights.
The lawyer meets the challenge of handling problems including but
not limited to mentally disordered client, hostile clients, and
resistive clients. The lawyer maintains effective rapport with client
family and friends without compromising client confidence.

2. PUBLIC DEFENDER STAFF: The lawyer's interactions with other
lawyers in the office, secretarial and clerical staff, investigators, and
other Public defender staff demonstrates a spirit of mutual
cooperation and assistance. The lawyer treats colleagues including
support staff with due respect. The lawyer is considerate of the time
and volume requirements and resource limits of the office.

3. MEMBERS OF THE JUSTICE SYSTEM: The manner in which the
lawyer interacts with judicial officers, prosecutors, courtroom
personnel, law enforcement personnel, co-counsel, and other
members of the Justice System contributes to the effective
representation of the Department's clients.

4. OTHERS: The manner in which the lawyer interacts with witnesses,
the press, and the public contributes to the effective representation,
of the Department's clients.

E. SUPERVISORY SKILLS:

1. PLANNING AND ASSIGNING: The supervisor organizes the work
of the office through systems and procedures that are efficient and
effective, allowing for individual court requirements and
extraordinary situations. The supervisor anticipates workload
variations and staffing availability in scheduling work. The
supervisor maintains effective coordination with other justice
system agencies at the location. The supervisor knows and
considers such variables as individual attorney skills, court
idiosyncrasies, and case volume and substance so as to achieve
effective assignments and minimize unavailability.

2. TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT: The supervisor identifies training
needs both for individual attorneys and overall staff development.
The supervisor provides training either personally or through
seeking appropriate assistance and acquiring resources and
making them available. The supervisor orients attorneys to the
court facility and its personnel and provides guidance that will assist
individuals in becoming more skillful and effective as public defense
attorneys.
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3. EVALUATING PERFORMANCE: The supervisor accurately
assesses the level of work performance and documents both
positive and negative exceptional performance. The supervisor
regularly communicates attorney performance to management and
the attorney in an objective, comprehensive and effective manner.

4. LEADERSHIP: Through personal example, the supervisor sets a
standard for the office in maintaining workload, credibility, and
attitude toward the role of a public defender. The supervisor keeps
personally informed of both legal and administrative procedures,
policies, and developments and informs or instructs office members
so as to maintain current, effective operations consistent with the
Department as a whole. The supervisor makes timely, informed
decisions which reflect judgment, perspective, and exercise of
authority appropriate to the supervisory level. The supervisor is
available, approachable and is fair and impartial in the treatment of
individuals and direction of office activities. When conflicts arise
with other justice agency members, the supervisor supports
attorneys in appropriately representing the best interests of the
Department's clients. The supervisor effectively represents the
needs of the office in departmental management and interagency
planning and problem, solving. The supervisor maintains effective
communication with higher management. The supervisor promotes
cohesiveness and cooperation among office members to maintain
their morale and productivity as a group.

5. DISCIPLINARY CONTROL: The supervisor stays well informed of
employee work progress and level of performance and takes
preventive or corrective measures promptly as exceptions develop.
The supervisor maintains a positive approach to discipline by
emphasizing constructive criticism and an active interest in
employee development. The supervisor understands and efFectively
employs a progressively severe process of disciplinary action when
problems are not corrected. The supervisor implements
Department rules and regulations, and carries out decisions of
higher management effectively. The supervisor handles necessary
disciplinary confrontations without delay and in a forthright,
objective and firm manner.
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APPEAL PROCEDURE

If an employee disagrees with the ratings given, and is still in County service, within ten business days of receipt of the
evaluation he/she may initiate a grievance in accordance with the department's grievance procedure. He/she may grieve
any specified item or items of the report, including the overall rating, except for an over-all rating of "Unsatisfactory"
which must be appealed to the Civil Service Commission. Upon completion of the grievance process, the department head
or his/her representative must either approve the report and rating as originally prepared or direct that a new report be
prepared and notify the employee of this decision.

Out-of-Service Employees - If subsequent to his/her resignation from County service an employee receives an evaluation
with anover-all rating of "Improvement Needed" or "Unsatisfactory," he/she may request reconsideration of the raring by
the director of personnel. The request for reconsideration must be received in the office of the director of personnel within
ten business days after delivery of the evaluation. The request must be in writing and must set forth all the facts and details
upon which the employee's case is based.

LAWYER COMMENTS -POST EVALUATION REVIEW (Optional)

The following space has been provided for the lawyer to add relevant comments concerning the evaluation. These
comments may be added at the conclusion of the rating process and shall be included in the permanent personnel file.
The lawyer may desire to file such comments as an alternative to filling a formal appeal.

6►~
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These Performance and Evaluation Standards have been developed for attorney positions in the Law
Offices of the Los Angeles County Public Defender. They are intended as a reference guide for observing
and evaluating performance and conversely to provide attorneys with information as to how their
performance will be rated. They establish a basis for communicating about expectations, level of
performance achieved, career development, desirable training, and assignment considerations.

APPLICATION

The components contained in the Performance Evaluation for Deputy Public Defenders have been
selected to provide a consistent set of subject matter for discussion when rating attorneys in the office. It
is recognized that the great variation in assignments precludes a single definitive statement of
expectations that will cover all circumstances. Further, very few aspects of an attorney's performance
can be evaluated in quantitative or purely objective terms. Specific expectations must remain a function
of the individual assignment situation and the rater's professional judgment in view of departmental
requirements.

For ease of rating, a lawyer's evaluation has been divided into three main skill areas. These three skill
areas have been further divided into 10 components. Although these divisions exist, no rating will be
rendered either for such a skill area or "overall" for the lawyer except when a lawyer is eligible for a merit
based pay increase. The significance of a particular aspect of performance must be judged in the context
of its importance to the effectiveness of the individual's performance and the circumstances of the specific
assignment.

The components include. most key aspects of the attorney's technical abilities as a lawyer. It is important
to. reflect how well the attorney's .practice meets the' demands .of a Public- Defender environment.
Evaluations are not to be viewed as an attorney in a vacuum, they are specifically of the attorney's
performance as a County. employee in the role of a Deputy Public Defender in accordance with the
Attorney Grade Level (classification) standards:

In the preparation of this evaluation, a rater shall encourage a lawyer to provide direct input, through a
meeting and/or memorandum regarding rating period performance in relation to the components. Raters
shall consider this input, along with personal observations, Deputy-in-Charge input, and work product. At
the conclusion of the rating process the rater shall discuss the current evaluation with the lawyer and
strive to set goals for the next rating period. The lawyer should view the process as a continuing one of
evaluation and goals.

EVALUATION CATEGORIES

STRENGTH OF PERFORMANCE - Numerical score of 1, 2, 3, or 4 (increasing with the higher number).

IMPROVEMENT NEEDED - A lawyer who needs improvement in the Department standards as defined in

the skill area.

UNSATISFACTORY - A lawyer who fails to meet the Department Standards as defined in the skill area.

A lawyer rated "Improvement Needed" or "Unsatisfactory" must be "legally competent' (People v. Pope
(1979) 23 Cal.3d 412, 425) in order to continue to represent clients.

~~
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STRENGTH OF PERFORMANCE

The components have been drafted as ideals/the desired level of performance for all lawyers. The
numerical score (1, 2, 3, 4) reflects the strength of performance with which the lawyer approximates the
standard. Strength of performance is measured by any or all of the following:

• The consistency and frequency of cases in which the lawyer approximates the standards;
• The degree of excellence in the work product of the lawyer;
• The independence with which the lawyer approximates the standards;
• The special flairs used by the lawyer to approximate the standards, such as creativity,

personality, confidence, etc.

FORM APPLICATION

Each component of a skill is to be assessed by circling the appropriate evaluation category. If the
component has been evaluated using the strength of performance criteria, the appropriate number is
circled. Space has been provided beneath each component for the rater to enter appropriate comments.
These comments should succinctly record particular strengths and weaknesses. These comments are
informative for the office and provide feedback to the attorney. In case of an "Improvement Needed" or
"Unsatisfactory" rating, raters must provide more detailed comments.

OVERALL RATINGS

Overall performance ratings will be given only to those attorneys who are eligible for a merit based step
increase. "Eligible" means a Grade III or Grade IV attorney who is on step 6 or above and has not yet
reached the highest level of any merit based step increase: An overall rating will be determined_by use of
the total numerical' score obtaihed on the component ratings applying the formula as described`tielow:

The only overall rating to be considered is the category of "outstanding". An attorney will receive an
overall rating ̀ of "outstanding" only if the adjusted final score is 82 points and above, based on a 100 point
scale.

To obtain the adjusted final score, the raw point total obtained from the 10 components shall be multiplied
by 2. Twenty points shall then be added to this total, yielding a final score.

The raw point total for those attorneys who are in assignments in which they do not receive a rating in
every component will be calculated by multiplying the average of the rated components by 10. This result
shall be multiplied by 2 and 20 points added to obtain the final score. If the final score is not a whole
number, then it will be rounded off to the closest whole number--utilizing one decimal point (e.g., a total of
81.4 and below will be rounded off to 81 and a total of 81.5 and above will be rounded off to 82).

-4-
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ADVOCACY AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS

CLIENT RELATIONS
The lawyer develops a professional relationship and rapport with the client. This includes gaining the clients trust and
confidence, and obtaining from the client the information that is necessary to effectively and efficiently prepare the
case for trial and/or disposition. The lawyer fully advises the client of all rights and options, and meaningfully and
effectively imparts his or her opinion of those alternatives which best serve the interests of the client.

The lawyer interacts with the clients family in a professional manner, protecting client confidences. The lawyer
demonstrates maturity and professionalism when faced with difficult clients.

UNSATISFACTORY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 1 2 3 4 Rating: _

COURTROOM EFFECTIVENESS
The lawyer develops a working professional atmosphere in the courtroom. The lawyer gains the respect of, and is
able to communicate openly with the courtroom participants. The lawyer has a willingness and a reputation to try
cases. The lawyer has a professional demeanor and is appropriately attired.

Prior to court appearances, the lawyer is familiar with the facts and the law relating to the case, and thereafter
presents them in a logical and effective manner. The lawyer thinks on his or her feet, makes appropriate decisions
under pressure, and shows spontaneity, judgment and common sense in the courtroom.

T-he lawyer is effective during jury selection, ,direct and cross examination, and' is aware of and applies the laws of
evidence. The lawyer argues zealously, but with judgment on behalf of the client.

UNSATISFACTORY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 1 2 3 4 Rating: _

CASE NEGOTIATIONS AND SENTENCING SKILLS
The lawyer maintains open lines of communication with the prosecution and bench officers. The lawyer gathers
background information, reviews resources and develops appropriate strategy to reach the desired outcome. The
lawyer recognizes the strengths and weaknesses of the case, including plea alternatives and with knowledge of
sentencing laws, negotiates the best dispositions after appropriately advising the client. The lawyer counsels the
client for pre-sentencing interviews and, when appropriate, furnishes additional information to benefit the client. The
lawyer participates in the sentencing hearing and demonstrates knowledge of applicable procedural and substantive
laws so as to insure protection of the client's rights.

UNSATISFACTORY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 1 2 3 4 Rating:

-5-
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CASE ANALYSIS AND PREPARATION SKILLS

LEGAL ANALYSIS, RESEARCH, AND WRITING SKILLS
The lawyer recognizes legal issues and has a working knowledge and understanding of resource materials while
staying informed of current law. The lawyer exercises creativity and initiative in preparing motions and develops case
strategy and alternative approaches to effectively represent the best interests of the client.

UNSATISFACTORY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 1 2 3 4 Rating: _

EFFECTIVE USE OF INVESTIGATORS, PARALEGALS, EXPERTS AND WITNESSES
The' lawyer recognizes cases in which the use of an investigator and/or paralegal would be appropriate. Requests are
reasonable and timely and information is provided that presents clear guidance and specific objectives.

The lawyer seeks the assistance of experts in appropriate cases, exercising judgment in matching the needs of the
case with the qualifications, abilities and reputation of the expert. The lawyer provides relevant information to the
expert in a timely fashion.

All witnesses, including experts, are interviewed to determine if and in what order they should be called. The lawyer
prepares witnesses and clients before presentation of testimony, covering such areas as courtroom procedures,
demeanor and appearance and direct and cross examination.

UNSATISFACTORY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 1 Z 3 4 Rating: _

WORK HABITS AND ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS ::. ~ -
The lawyer demonstrates sound judgment and reasoning in evaluating and allocating time and resources to each
case, and makes use as appropriate of methods and tools that achieve productivity and quality. The lawyer meets the
challenge and demands of calendar and case management with confidence, skill and effectiveness. Assignments are
completed in a timely fashion and reflect a consistently high quality. The lawyer budgets time in a manner that allows
for the interview of clients and witnesses, preparation of investigation requests, acceptance and return of telephone
calls, and all other steps necessary to provide quality representation for the client. Case files are appropriately
documented and the lawyer's office, files, and legal materials are organized in a manner that facilitates retrieval,
review, and use by the lawyer and others.

UNSATISFACTORY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 1 2 3 4

S:~

Rating: _
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ROLE ATTITUDE AND EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCE
The lawyer's level of experience is demonstrated by past and present ability to handle cases of increasing complexity
and difficulty at his or her grade level. The lawyer increasingly is more adept and skilled in handling case
responsibilities in and out of the courtroom. Experience as defined in this component emphasizes the degree of
wisdom, knowledge, judgment, professional care, maturity, and practical abilities with which the lawyer performs the
assigned responsibilities.

UNSATISFACTORY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 1 2 3 4 Rating: _

PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS AND ROLE ATTITUDE AS A DEFENSE ATTORNEY
The lawyer interacts and communicates with colleagues, court personnel, resource persons, and the community to
enhance efforts on behalf of the client. While appreciating the adversarial role of a defense attorney, the lawyer
projects a professional image and adheres to the highest ethical standards while using judgment and common sense.
The lawyer exhibits a positive attitude towards clients and is understanding and tolerant of all persons, lifestyles, and
beliefs.

UNSATISFACTORY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 1 2 3 4 Rating: _

COMPLIANCE WITH POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
The lawyer complies with County and departmental directives, .policies and procedures. Attendance is regular and
proper office hours are observed. The lawyer makes punctual court appearances, keeps appointments and informs
the office of his or her whereabouts.

UNSATISFACTORY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 1 2 3 4 Rating: _

ROLE ATTITUDE AS A PUBLIC DEFENDER, ASSIGNMENT FLEXIBILITY, AND LEADERSHIP
The lawyer acts professionally and is a credit to the Office of the Public Defender. The lawyer accepts any
assignment or special tasks, including the responsibility of representing clients in more complex cases. As a team
player, the lawyer accepts emergency assignments of cases, handles a fair share of bench warrant pick-ups and
probation violations, assists court partners when necessary and handles matters for unavailable colleagues. The
lawyer's interaction with all staff contributes to office morale and demonstrates an attitude and knowledge that
commands respect, trust, and cooperation. The lawyer establishes effective working relationships through objectivity,
openness, and impartiality. The lawyer is accessible and helpful to others while being a resource and setting an
example for other lawyers.

UNSATISFACTORY IMPROVEMENT NEEDED 1 2 3 4 Rating: _

-7-
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ONLY DPD III (6T" STEP) AND
D P D IV (7T"STEP)

OVERALL RATING FORM

~ Name of Employee:

~ Deputy Pubiic Defender

Final o ~ 2 = 0 + 20 = 20
Score

Raw Score

From:

Final Score

To:
For Rating
Period

Outstanding

Rater's Signature Date

FOR PERSONNEL OFFICE USE ONLY

1. Current Year Rating From: To: Outstanding ❑

Z. Previous Year Rating From: To: Outstanding ❑

3. Previous Year Rating From: To: Outstanding ❑
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